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From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sat Jul 1 13:26:09 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id NAA13346 for <ralph@localhost>; Sat, 1 Jul 2000 13:26:01 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sat, 01 Jul 2000 13:26:02 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id MAA20683
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 1 Jul 2000 12:12:53 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta008.topica.com (outmta008.topica.com [206.132.75.216])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id MAA14389
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 1 Jul 2000 12:12:51 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 283
Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 12:12:40 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.455349468-951758591-962478760@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Can some one help?
By PaulROConnor@compuserve.com
Conv and CW
By apbutler@ync.net
Re: Convergence/evaluations
By imwarped2@aol.com
Re: Convergence/evaluations
By dumke@marshall.edu
Assistance re: coverlet
By cjaberte@earthlink.net
Admin -- Reminder
By amyfibre@aol.com
Re: Convergence/evaluations
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Convergence/evaluations/ Warping reel
By darmul@netbistro.com
HGA/Convergence Issues
By wheat@craftwolf.com
Re: Convergence impressions
By laurafry@netbistro.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 06:58:41 -0400
From: paulroconnor <PaulROConnor@compuserve.com>
Subject: Can some one help?
I received a message from Vicki Galler who lives in the vicinity of
Victorville CA. She receieved a floor loom as a gift (type of loom not
mentioned) and wonders how she can learn to use it. Problem is she is
taking care of her mother (Alzheimer) and can't easily get away from home=
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. =
Willing to pay if someone could come to her home and get her started. =
Antone near enough to Victorville to help?

e-mail address is

=

vgaller@yahoo.com
Closest to weaving experience is many years of beadwork with beadloom(s).=
=
Paul

=

-----------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 07:52:38 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Conv and CW
Hi all....exhausted from conferences, and so glad to be back home.....
Will join the group who prefer less glitzy entertainment at Conv, and
meatier lectures to fill the evening hours....or perhaps small interest
groups where one could go and meet other weavers with similar
interests......perhaps more time, and possibly group transportation
available, to visit the numerous other exhibits in the city....some were
hard to find, and very little time unscheduled to visit. The mass feedings
are a mistake, IMHO, although I did not participate in them at all, so do
not have a firsthand point of view.
For those who have been following my AVL Studio Loom saga.....I visited
the AVL booth at Convergence, and Peter and Matt, and after a bit of fussing
on my part, have agreed that something is definitely wrong with my loom.
They have promised me a new replacement loom, supposedly scheduled to arrive
in mid-July.....so wish me luck that the next one will function perfectly
and I can get back to the business of weaving........it is nice to finally
be approaching resolution to this problem.......
CW was, for me, wonderful. I had the opportunity to put faces with people
whose work I have long admired, and it was such a congenial, friendly crowd.
Met up with old friends, made some new.......The classes were very good, and
the dorm facility truly comfortable......(I was one of the fortunate to be
staying in The Village)....saw some beautiful weaving, had stimulating
conversations and was overall very pleased.
Su Butler :-) apbutler@ync.net
"There's nothing in the middle of the road but yellow stripes and dead
armadillos." - Jim Hightower
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 11:24:04 EDT
From: Imwarped2@aol.com
Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
In a message dated 7/1/00 6:32:18 AM, weavetech@topica.com writes:
<<Convergence>>
I, too, attended Daryl Lancaster's class on sewing with Handwovens.
Invaluable! but I wish I had known that other Listers were there. We should
have had a flower behind our ears, or something. The fashion show was
wonderful. I particularly enjoyed seeing the picture of each weaver and the
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garment title projected on the screen. This way the flow of garments
continued, uninterupted by a moderator or announcer.
It would be helpful if there were evaluations forms for Convergence. I know
it might be daunting to read them afterward but it could be very useful for
sponsoring groups in the future. I signed up for a class called Eccentric
Wefts in Weft-Faced Weaves. It was not what I expected -- it was a seminar
on tapestry weaving. The term (eccentric weft) is known to tapestry weavers
but not to those of us who have never done tapestry. I was not the only one
who left at the break, mumbling. The work was interesting but I could have
taken another seminar and come away with something I could use in my own
weaving, which is what I wanted. Perhaps, each seminar could be labeled with
a W (weaving), S (spinning), etc. as well as better class descriptions.
This and other suggestions go nowhere if we're only talking to each other.
hope someone from the Vancouver group is reading our suggestions.

I

Anyway, a big thanks to everyone in Cincinnati who worked soooo hard for us,
if you're out there!
Nancy Rovin
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 12:09:11 -0400
From: Warren Dumke <dumke@marshall.edu>
Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
Just a note on the mass food events at Convergence
For those of us with food problems, allergies, diabetic etc. the inability to
get information on what is in each dish means that we go to meet and mingle and
eat elsewhere; so the money is essentially
a contribution to the event. In this situation I see the value of the sessions
and the drawbacks as well; perhaps if we could preserve the opportunities to
connect and dismiss the food we could merge the best of both situations.
Fortunately Cincinnati had many good restaurants around the Convention Center and
Vancouver and Denver will probably be the same. At Complex Weavers the kitchen
worked well when notified in advance that I had an onion allergy.
Again with Convergence 2000 there was more HGA involvement than in previous
sessions and the commercial convention planners also had their say. These
relationships are a work in progress. By all the comments we can probably refine
the events to be exactly what the outspoken members of the community desire.
I consider Convergence to be an aggregation and Complex Weavers a community and
mentally treat both in their respective categories. It helps.
Judy Dumke
Nancy Rovin wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

In a message dated 7/1/00 6:32:18 AM, weavetech@topica.com writes:
<<Convergence>>
I, too, attended Daryl Lancaster's class on sewing with Handwovens.
Invaluable! but I wish I had known that other Listers were there. We should
have had a flower behind our ears, or something. The fashion show was
wonderful. I particularly enjoyed seeing the picture of each weaver and the
garment title projected on the screen. This way the flow of garments
continued, uninterupted by a moderator or announcer.
It would be helpful if there were evaluations forms for Convergence.
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it might be daunting to read them afterward but it could be very useful for
sponsoring groups in the future. I signed up for a class called Eccentric
Wefts in Weft-Faced Weaves. It was not what I expected -- it was a seminar
on tapestry weaving. The term (eccentric weft) is known to tapestry weavers
but not to those of us who have never done tapestry. I was not the only one
who left at the break, mumbling. The work was interesting but I could have
taken another seminar and come away with something I could use in my own
weaving, which is what I wanted. Perhaps, each seminar could be labeled with
a W (weaving), S (spinning), etc. as well as better class descriptions.
This and other suggestions go nowhere if we're only talking to each other.
hope someone from the Vancouver group is reading our suggestions.

I

Anyway, a big thanks to everyone in Cincinnati who worked soooo hard for us,
if you're out there!
Nancy Rovin
___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 12:22:46 -0400
From: "Cj. Aberte" <cjaberte@earthlink.net>
Subject: Assistance re: coverlet
I've become the rescue for a coverlet that I'm not sure the woman that owns
it should put money into working on. Several questions and a bit of help
would be most welcome at this point.
First, I'd like to date this coverlet (for my own curiosity) since I'm
relatively unfamiliar with it's history. I've got a rough idea it's
probably a 20's-30's vintage. It's some type of double weave (not overshot)
where the pattern is woven in plain weave (a rather complex radial pattern)
without borders. I'm thinking it's some type of tied doubleweave
(cotton/wool combination from burning tests on bits that have fallen off).
Secondly, I'm slightly of the opinion that grafting the 2 panels together
may not be the best for this coverlet. The fibers in the yarns are **very**
poor quality, very brittle and literally pulling apart at the slightest
tension on it (both the wool and the cotton). I'm worried that if grafted
together, someone is going to try to hang or display this piece which will
assuredly hasten it's deterioration. The (assumed) whites have gone to
oatmeal brown (probably from bad storage and contact with wood, etc.). I'm
hesitant to handle it for fear of the weight of the piece pulling holes in
it as I work.
Anyone that's had experience with old fabrics or can give me an opinion on
this item, I'd appreciate it greatly!! I can supply pics offline if anyone
needs them to make a determination. It's a quandry I'm in and can't decide
if it's best for either the fabric or me to try to stick these panels
together for the owner.
Thanks so much!!
Cj. Aberte
Melbourne, FL USA
mailto:cjaberte@earthlink.net
------------------------------
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Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 12:30:36 EDT
From: AmyFibre@aol.com
Subject: Admin -- Reminder
Hi all -As the number of messages increases again post-Convergence, I have seen
several that include a very lengthy quote from a previous message. Please
make every effort to eliminate these long quotes. They are especially
onerous to our digest readers who then must scroll through the quoted
sections in order to reach the new messages below. Also some of our
subscribers pay by the length of time on-line to download messages. Longer
messages = more time = more money.
Please use cut-and-paste to reduce the quotes to one or two sentences. In
many cases, no quotes are necessary. And thanks to those of you who are
already doing this.
As I get back to my usual routine, I will again be posting individual
reminders but having seen at least three long quotes in the last two days I
thought a global reminder might be in order.
Amy
amyfibre@aol.com
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 12:25:22 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
Judy wrote:
>Again with Convergence 2000 there was more HGA involvement than in previous
>sessions
Two things about the HGA presence at Convergence bothered me. First, all
the opening night intros were done by the HGA exec dir. I, and many, many
others I've spoken with, felt that this is decidedly *not* the role of the
exec dir. It's the role of the *president* of HGA. If the president was
unavailable for that stint, another *member of the board* should have taken
her place. In addition, many of us were bothered by the long introductions
of HGA staff--individual, with work histories and applause for each. Yes,
they work very hard for Convergence--but they get *paid* to do so. It's
the hardworking volunteers who should have been introduced and applauded.
If the HGA board feels that staff should be known to members, a quick
suggestion to drop by the HGA booth and meet the staff would have sufficed.
Which brings me to my second point: the booth. HGA has started a sales
operation on its website, Hypertextures. All along, I've had doubts about
HGA getting into the sales business, unless it's sales of items woven and
donated by members. There seems to be some of that, but HGA also sells
mainline stuff (books from Interweave, for example). I didn't asked any of
the vendors how they felt, but frankly, if I were a vendor I don't think
I'd want to have to compete with the conference sponsor for sales. HGA
sales on the 'net bother me; at Convergence, I find it downright appalling.
Since the HGA board is meeting this week, I doubt that any of them will see
this (as someone else has written: are we just talking to each other, or is
someone reading who can actually do something about what we're bringing
up?), but I continue to have a problem with the management of HGA. I have
worked for several national associations in my past worklife. In *all*
such situations, it's perfectly clear that the staff of the organization
works for the members. HGA staff seem to feel that we (the members who pay
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their salaries) work for them. And the HGA board seems to be thoroughly
under the thumb of the staff, when in fact the board should be setting
policy and directing the staff in the manner in which staff carries out
those policies.
This is in no way to be interpreted as a criticism of the hardworking folks
from the Cincinatti and other guilds who put on Convergence 2000. You did
a great job, gang! But until some things change, I will probably continue
to have a problem w/ HGA and will probably continue to speak out about it.
Ruth
an HGA member and a contributor to the HGA Fiber Trust
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 10:41:47 -0700
From: "Darlene Mulholland" <darmul@netbistro.com>
Subject: Convergence/evaluations/ Warping reel
Glad everyone had a good time at convergence.
Vancouver for sure!=20

I'll get to the one in =

While reading some of the evaluations has been informative I think some =
have absolutely nothing to do with weaving. If one has comments on HGA =
or its practices then it would seem most appropriate to direct questions =
and comments directly to them. That way you will be sure to get their =
attention and this list can talk about weaving directly.
I have one product question. Does the new AVL warping wheel allow you =
to make a cross? I know it is for sectional warping but I often use a =
few strands of very fine industrial yarns as a single unit and find =
using a cross for these warps essential.
Many thanks,
Darlene Mulholland
darmul@netbistro.com
Artisan Knitting Machine Dealer
www.pgmoneysaver.bc.ca/weaving/=20
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 14:08:23 -0400
From: Wheat Carr <wheat@craftwolf.com>
Subject: HGA/Convergence Issues
There are some other "food issues". For those who want to be able to
deduct their Convergence (and other conferences) expenses. When meals are
"bundled" into the registration fee, they are
considered to be a registration fee and thus 100% tax deductible. When
meal tickets are sold separately, then the IRS places a percentage limit
(definitely not 100% but I forget the exact number).
Having been involved in conference planning for some national organization
in other past lives, it was always important for us to build as many food
events into the registration fee to afford members on tight budgets the
best possible tax consequences.
Having many food allergies, I long ago decided that my health & well being
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was my responsibility and so missed many a conference meal as a result.
About Merchandise Sales. From my perspective as a Vendor, I have utterly
no problem with HGA selling the work of HGA members - that might be good
for the artist and likely generates some small amount of %%% to HGA.
Although I do wish they would consider a professional web master so that
some editing of the catalog pages could be done.
But, I do have a big problem with "main stream" merchandise. Having no
"inside" information, but some industry experience - there is every
likelihood that HGA is receiving very favorable pricing on its purchase of
books and such for resale - pricing that in similar quantity would not be
available to the vendors who are (a) trying to make a living (b) PAYING
serious money to vend at HGA events. To then be faced with the Sponsoring
organization selling at a lower price is not something I am happy about.
Far better would be to encourage healthy development of businesses that
support our craft(s). One way to do this would be to not undercut these
businesses, but perhaps to suggest that vendors offer discounts to HGA
members.
Although family obligations prevented me attending Cincy, before I know
that would be the case, I had already made the decision to seriously limit
what if any books I would bring since it did not make sense to compete with
HGA for those sales. But it was only when I realized how they are expanding
their books sales on line that I began to get really bothered and can see
the next step will be tools and equipment. I will be making much the same
decision I made in regard to the books sales by the local Bead Society selling at their twice annual bazaar was fine, but when they decided to
start a mail order business, it did not make sense for me to continue to
support them.
>>>Again with Convergence 2000 there was more HGA involvement than in
previous sessions and the commercial convention planners also had their
say. <<<
It is an unfortunate reality that changing life styles means that many of
us no longer have the time to volunteer. Many guilds are seeing this as
well - with so many women not only in the work force, but in high power,
long hour jobs, they no longer have the time to work "for the guild".
With the loss of volunteers, not to mention, the increasing complexities.
In Atlanta, there was a serious problem relating to the use of non-union
(as in vendors who did their own moving in/out) labor. For 2002 with the
event in Canada but so many vendors coming from the US, there will be a
need for lots of helpful information on crossing the border with
merchandise for sale. It is amazing how different the direction of travel
and I have already learned of some significant differences between the
Canadians coming there, vs the US going there.
So it would seem almost inevitable that HGA's board take the rather
responsible step of establishing relationships with professional planners
to assist the local & national sponsors of the event so that these types of
issues can be handled, while utilizing the local volunteers for planning of
classes, exhibits, etc.
I was surprised that there were not evaluation forms included in
registration packets - guess they thought they would get feed back via
email and other forms without the need for a formal piece of paper.
As to glitz, well, one way to find out the will of the entire group is to
consider selling tickets for these events independent of the registration.
It would not create a tax issue and people could then "vote with their
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wallets" by choosing not to purchase the optional tickets.
There are many folks who feel that the glitzy fashion show is very much a
high point of the event.
It is easy to say HGA's board should be influenced by what is said here by
the vocal - but I am not sure we can really claim we are the majority
opinion. Perhaps we should be encouraging HGA to survey its members and
those who feel strongly either way will have a chance to voice their
opinion.
As to introducing the staff, it is nice to say who they are and what they
do (I agree a full bio & resume is extreme) and then give them a chance As
a group to take a bow, yes they are paid, but maybe not really as much as
you might think and in some cases not really very much in terms of hours
worked vs. dollars paid.
It is not really all that uncommon for an executive director to act as an
emcee if the president of the organization is uncomfortable or unable to
handle the task. but, I would agree that to have them "keynote" in any way
other than a report to the membership as part of a meeting of the general
membership is NOT the role of an executive director.
Just my thoughts.
Wheat
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 11:00:02 -0700
From: Laura Fry <laurafry@netbistro.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence impressions
As I plunged back into work (a day late with a night in Seattle courtesy
of the airline!) Convergence really has become "history" to me. However
my impressions:
I think 3 hour sessions are too long.
telling on me.

But maybe that's creeping age

It would be nice to have more opportunities for small group meetings.
I attended a couple of gatherings that were very poorly attended hoping
to meet up with specific people and wondered if everyone was just way
overbooked. For me, going to Convergence has a lot to do with
interactions with other individuals or small groups.
The exhibits were well done and has some very inspiring pieces e.g. the lovely felted piece by Pat Spark in the Leaders show, and
Jane Evan's landscape, also in the Leaders show. Loved the jacquard
woven spoons in the yardage exhibit - to me that piece showed a real
knowledge of how interlacements work to create image - and it was
fun. I think we get too serious about what we're doing sometimes
and forget to have fun.
While I could skip the entertainment, I spoke to at least one person
who felt inspired and energized by the performance - different strokes
for different folks. Maybe instead of making it part of the conference
package, such entertainment could be optional.
The Vancouver people have been working diligently and have also been
very open to suggestions. Of course they can't act on every one to satisfy the needs of 2000 people is a real challenge!!! (I found
it challenging to try to satisfy 400.....)
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As a side note, I hope lots of you will have entries for the informal
fashion show in Vancouver as I'll be commentating.
Happy weaving/dreaming,
Laura Fry
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 283
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sat Jul 1 18:48:03 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id SAA14207 for <ralph@localhost>; Sat, 1 Jul 2000 18:47:57 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sat, 01 Jul 2000 18:47:57 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id SAA26168
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 1 Jul 2000 18:12:46 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta010.topica.com (outmta010.topica.com [206.132.75.222])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id SAA16537
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 1 Jul 2000 18:12:41 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 284
Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 18:12:37 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.318286940-951758591-962500357@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: lost tablet woven bands
By dam@globalserve.net
Re: Warping wheel
By amyfibre@aol.com
Re: Warping wheel
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
AVL compu-dobby problems
By kerstin.froberg@swipnet.se
HGA's web page
By judycass@lakenet.com
Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Yarn
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Convergences
By bonnieinouye@yahoo.com
Re: Yarn
By Sgorao@aol.com
Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
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By cynthb@uswest.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 15:12:06 -0400
From: "Inge Dam" <dam@globalserve.net>
Subject: Re: lost tablet woven bands
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_0034_01BFE36E.B7D8A700
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
I have lost a bag with all of my tablet woven samples in from one of the =
seminars that I taught at Complex Weavers. I think that it fell off my =
trolley as I was walking from my classroom at Kettering to Pyle Centre, =
Wednesday afternoon. I was wondering if any of you who attended Complex =
Weavers Seminar have seen such a bag. It did not have my name on it or =
in it. Thank you for your help.
Inge Dam
dam@globalserve.net
------=_NextPart_000_0034_01BFE36E.B7D8A700
Content-Type: text/html;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Diso-8859-1" =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2314.1000" name=3DGENERATOR>
<STYLE></STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>I have lost a bag with all of my tablet =
woven=20
samples in from one of the seminars that I taught at Complex =
Weavers.&nbsp; I=20
think that it fell off my trolley as I was walking from my classroom at=20
Kettering to Pyle Centre, Wednesday afternoon.&nbsp; I was wondering if =
any of=20
you who attended Complex Weavers Seminar have seen such a bag.&nbsp; It =
did not=20
have my name on it or in it.&nbsp; Thank you for your help.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Inge Dam<BR><A=20
href=3D"mailto:dam@globalserve.net">dam@globalserve.net</A></FONT></DIV><=
/BODY></HTML>
------=_NextPart_000_0034_01BFE36E.B7D8A700------------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 15:55:14 EDT
From: AmyFibre@aol.com
Subject: Re: Warping wheel
In a message dated 7/1/00 12:41:45 PM Central Daylight Time,
darmul@netbistro.com writes:
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> I have one product question.
> make a cross?

Does the new AVL warping wheel allow you to

In a word, no. The threads coming off the warping wheel are in a section.
AVL recommends using masking tape to hold them "in order", but as we all
know, that is not the same as an exact thread-by-thread cross.
Amy
amyfibre@aol.com
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 14:24:46 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: Warping wheel
> In a word, no. The threads coming off the warping wheel are in a section.
> AVL recommends using masking tape to hold them "in order",
. . . but, (and upfront I'll admit I didn't spend enough time studying the
system so you can all pounce on me if I'm wrong) . . . but surely there's a
way one could insert a marker each turn (it'll slow the process down for
sure) or some other thread if a cross is essential, non?
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 00:33:12 +0200
From: Kerstin Froberg <kerstin.froberg@swipnet.se>
Subject: AVL compu-dobby problems
Now that all you experienced people are back...
I'm having a problem with my compu-dobby. After about 30-40
minutes of weaving shaft 6 starts to misbehave - the solenoid
reacts, but seems not the have enough force to push the cable all
the way into the slot of the dobby arm. (If I help by just
touching the cable, the solenoid clicks.)
After some minutes of erratic lifts, shaft 6 does not lift at all.
The only way to get it work again (that I have found) is to switch
the dobby box off for at least 45 minutes.
As far as I can see the dobby arm is aligned.
I have asked AVL but haven't got an answer. Anyone has an idea?
The loom is 1,5 years old, and has not been overworked.
I'm also having another problem, this one probably a weaver error:
every so often, the weft catches on the picker, leaving a looong
loop on the right-hand selvedge. I have not been able so see a
pattern, but I suspect it can have something to do with the
tension on the weft. OTOH, when it is not catching, I get nice
selvedges, and thus do not really want to increase tension. What
am I doing wrong?
Kerstin in wet, cool Sweden
------------------------------
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Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 17:36:45 -0500
From: "JUDY CASSERBERG" <judycass@lakenet.com>
Subject: HGA's web page
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_006E_01BFE382.ED214F20
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
boundary="----=_NextPart_001_006F_01BFE382.ED214F20"
------=_NextPart_001_006F_01BFE382.ED214F20
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="Windows-1252"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
I tried to get in to HGA's web page and it is not available. Has it =
moved? The conversations about Convergence prompted me to go in and look =
at the site. I was not at Convergence as I was at TNNA- the wholesale =
market for yarn stores that was in Columbus at the same time. I find it =
hard to understand why HGA is selling on it's site. The mark-up on books =
is very small for shops and many carry the selection that they do almost =
as a service. Libraries get a much larger discount. It is difficult to =
carry weaving supplies and if HGA is getting into the market, it will be =
even harder. This, seems to me, to change the role of HGA in the weaving =
world. I have not been pleased with the director since HGA moved from =
Minneapolis to Duluth and this makes me question the leadership even =
further. Many may not consider this a list topic but what happens with =
HGA does effect us all. The hard work done by volunteers should be =
recognized and show cased, not the work done by staff to fulfill their =
job duties.=20
Judy in Knife River
judycass@lakenet.com
Being warped means to live the good life.
ICQ 15605360
------=_NextPart_001_006F_01BFE382.ED214F20
Content-Type: text/html;
charset="Windows-1252"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Dwindows-1252" =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2919.6307" name=3DGENERATOR>
<STYLE></STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>I tried to get in to HGA's web page and it is not =
available.=20
Has it moved? The conversations about Convergence prompted me to go in =
and look=20
at the site. I was not at Convergence as I was at TNNA- the wholesale =
market for=20
yarn stores that was in Columbus at the same time. I find it hard to =
understand=20
why HGA is selling on it's site. The mark-up on books is very small for =
shops=20
and many carry the selection that they do almost as a service. Libraries =
get a=20
much larger discount. It is difficult to carry weaving supplies and if =
HGA is=20
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getting into the market, it will be even harder. This, seems to me, to =
change=20
the role of HGA in the weaving world. I have not been pleased with the =
director=20
since HGA moved from Minneapolis to Duluth and this makes me question =
the=20
leadership even further. Many may not consider this a list topic but =
what=20
happens with HGA does effect us all. The hard work done by volunteers =
should be=20
recognized and show cased, not the work done by staff to fulfill their =
job=20
duties. </FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>Judy in Knife River<BR><A=20
href=3D"mailto:judycass@lakenet.com">judycass@lakenet.com</A><BR>Being =
warped=20
means to live the good life.<BR>ICQ 15605360</FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML>
------=_NextPart_001_006F_01BFE382.ED214F20-------=_NextPart_000_006E_01BFE382.ED214F20
Content-Type: text/x-vcard;
name="judy casserberg.vcf"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: attachment;
filename="judy casserberg.vcf"
BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:2.1
N:casserberg;judy
FN:judy casserberg
EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:judycass@www.LakeNet.COM
REV:20000701T223645Z
END:VCARD
------=_NextPart_000_006E_01BFE382.ED214F20------------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 15:41:43 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
> As far as I can see the dobby arm is aligned.
Well, I'd still double and check that it is aligned--going so far as to take
it off and put it back on--I've had very few problems, but nearly every one
associated with erratic shaft behavior has had to do with dobby alignment
(actually cats jumping on the loom and knocking the darn thing a fraction of
a fraction of an inch).
> every so often, the weft catches on the picker, leaving a looong
> loop on the right-hand selvedge.
I'll be interested in the responses to this too--it just started happening
on the project I'm working on (the cursed satin table runners) and as it
coincided with a fresh bobbin I'm suspecting it's the way its wound.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
------------------------------------------------------------------- 13 -
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-----------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 15:46:23 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Yarn
Any ideas for a source of fine cashmere or cashmere silk blend yarn of the
size used in a Pashima type shawl or, preferably, even finer? Any
suggestions are appreciated.
Margaret
---------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 16:13:18 -0600
From: Bonnie Inouye <bonnieinouye@yahoo.com>
Subject: Convergences
Every time we have Convergence, our weaving lists include comments moaning
about the large class sizes. It's a problem for teachers as well, and
particularly for anything beyond the introductory level. When I have 50 or
80 or 100 people in a room, even if the brochure said the level was
intermediate to advanced and 8 shafts or more, I find that quite a few
don't know basic drafting. Now that I've taught for 5 Convergences I know
that a seminar there has to start with some basic things, even if the level
is advanced. Teaching for Complex Weavers is the other extreme, as I can
assume that nearly everybody uses software for drafting and is interested
in structure, and that at least half are teachers.
Convergence is our only large conference, and it must happen in a
conference center. The last 2 have been around 1400 to 1500 people but I
expect the next 2 to be much larger due to location. The economics of using
a big conference center dictate large classes. Somebody recommended running
Daryl's class twice with 25 each time, but this is unlikely to happen.
Convergence is looking for sessions that can accept large numbers, use the
commercial facilities, and economize. If you want smaller classes for
half-day sessions, go to a regional conference, or CW for more advanced
material. If you want smaller classes at Convergence, take a workshop or a
studio class. Convergence is different from our regionals in that it
invites many more teachers and offers a wider variety of topics. It has a
wonderful, big vendor area, and teriffic exhibits. This time the yardage
show was great, Small Expressions the best I've seen in years, the basketry
show was inspiring, and I also liked the Passmenterie show, the non-juried
Fantasy show, and others. A big conference attracts more entrants to shows
and more vendors. It also includes people from around the world, literally.
Some Convergences in the past have had a "local color" event on Saturday
night that was optional, off-premises, and cost extra. Generally I agree
with Ruth, that this time could be used for a major speaker. The announced
featured speakers for Vancouver are top-level. In Atlanta we had a great
speaker (Elizabeth Wayland Barber) on Sunday morning before the closing
events. This time I missed the 8am talk on Saturday because I was teaching
at 9 and had to get the room and samples ready. Having flown on 3 planes
crossing 2 time zones, I didn't think 8am was a great time for special
events. I met several weavers from Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and
Europe, and this is typical of Convergence, but it means you can't please
everybody when making the schedule. There's always lots to see and do, and
not nearly enough time to fit everything into the days and nights. It's
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hard for the vendors, too, who want to see the exhibits and hear the
speakers. We need to remember that the people who run Convergence are
volunteers, often learning as they proceed, and not paid (or working a
paying job at the same time). We are lucky to have guilds willing to take
on such a huge task. Anybody with complaints can consider volunteering to
help make future conferences more to their liking.
Bonnie Inouye
www.geocities.com/bonnieinouye
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 19:34:45 EDT
From: Sgorao@aol.com
Subject: Re: Yarn
In a message dated 7/1/00 6:48:09 PM Eastern Daylight Time,
MargeCoe@concentric.net writes:
> Any ideas for a source of fine cashmere or cashmere silk blend yarn of the
> size used in a Pashima type shawl or, preferably, even finer? Any
> suggestions are appreciated.
>
Margaret,
You might try "Henry's Attic" since they sell a huge assortment of yarns. Of
course you have to buy a bunch the first time you buy from them ($300 I
think) but after that it's only $50. You'll also need a resale number since
they only sell wholesale but everyone that weaves should probably apply for a
state resale number that gives you a whole lot more flexibility when it comes
to getting good deals on yarns.
I've never sold professionally in large quantities but still keep a resale
permit that then allows me to buy wholesale. Now, this is just my opinion
and I'm sure there are others out there that would find this to be a nuisance
but that's what I do.
Another thought is Straw In To Gold.

They carry a huge assortment of yarns.

Sandi
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 17:00:42 -0700
From: kip broughton <cynthb@uswest.net>
Subject: Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm having a problem with my compu-dobby. After about 30-40
minutes of weaving shaft 6 starts to misbehave - the solenoid
reacts, but seems not the have enough force to push the cable all
the way into the slot of the dobby arm. (If I help by just
touching the cable, the solenoid clicks.)
As far as I can see the dobby arm is aligned.

Sometimes if the dobby box is too close the solenoids do not get enough
momentum to push in the cable. This may also be a software problem. I
have had better luck with Patternland interfacing with the older
compudobby than the other software I had been using.
> every so often, the weft catches on the picker, leaving a looong
> loop on the right-hand selvedge.
This happens to me as well. It is my belief that it is a function of the
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way the EFS works in that there is extra yarn on the right hand side and
not on the left. One possible solution might be to wind the bobbins in
the other direction, thus effecting the twist of the yarn (removing spin
instead of adding it). Any other comments?
Cynthia Broughton
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 284
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sun Jul 2 06:25:45 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA14486 for <ralph@localhost>; Sun, 2 Jul 2000 06:25:42 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sun, 02 Jul 2000 06:25:43 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA08609
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 2 Jul 2000 03:31:02 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta011.topica.com (outmta011.topica.com [206.132.75.228])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA21676
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 2 Jul 2000 03:31:01 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 285
Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 03:30:53 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.436158968-951758591-962533853@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re: yarn catching on picker
By jnbj@aol.com
Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
By amyfibre@aol.com
Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
By hubbard182@worldnet.att.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 21:06:45 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
>I'm also having another problem, this one probably a weaver error:
>every so often, the weft catches on the picker, leaving a looong
>loop on the right-hand selvedge.
I occasionally have this problem as well, and I have yet to figure out why.
I've tried to track it down: does it come when the pirn is nearly empty?
Does it happen on one side more than the other? I think the answer to the
second question is yes, and I think it happens on the side where the weft
thread exits close to the picker (in my case, the right side). But I don't
have a solution (yet).
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Another problem w/ the weft is that it occasionally catches on the head of
one of the bolts that hold the reed in. I find these bolts tend to work
loose during weaving, leaving an edge for the weft to catch. I now check
these bolts every 10 or 12 inches and tighten them if needed.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 21:41:57 EDT
From: JNBJ@aol.com
Subject: Re: yarn catching on picker
This happens to me when I'm using a fine yarn. My most recent was a linen and
my solution was to, don't laugh, put a champagne cork in the loop on the
picker (I've done it on both the single and double box). It may be that with
the loop stretched wider, the yarn doesn't catch as easily. It does still
catch occasionally, but not near as often. I first tried it on the double box
when the loop would jam on top of the shuttle. Who knows why it did that but
the cork fixed that one, too!
As for the compu dobby problem, I would back off the box, as Cynthia
suggested. That's worked for me. I think it was Tom at AVL who originally
suggested when I put the box on the loom, rock it back a tiny bit and then
tighten it down (I have a CD I).
Hope this helps.
Janice Jones
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 22:25:44 EDT
From: AmyFibre@aol.com
Subject: Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
In a message dated 7/1/00 8:12:50 PM Central Daylight Time, rsblau@cpcug.org
writes:
> Another problem w/ the weft is that it occasionally catches on the head of
> one of the bolts that hold the reed in.
I have solved this problem in another way. For whatever reason (very old
reed, I think), my bolts are never flush with the beater assembly. So I have
covered them with several pieces of masking tape, crossing the bolt at
differing angles. The three (or so) layers of masking tape make a rounded
top to the bolt with makes the weft slip right off when it encounters the
bolt, instead of catching and staying.
I also have the occasional problem of weft yarn catching on the picker.
Still observing to see if I can find a pattern that might point towards a
cause.
Amy
amyfibre@aol.com
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 23:13:28 -0400
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From: "Jeffrey D. & Martha H. Hubbard" <hubbard182@worldnet.att.net>
Subject: Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
> every so often, the weft catches on the picker, leaving a looong loop on
the right-hand selvedge.
>
> This happens to me as well. It is my belief that it is a function of the
way the EFS works in that there is extra yarn on the right hand side and
not on the left
I've had this problem many times with several sizes of weft yarn. No amount
of tension adjustment on the shuttle seems to prevent it. When I asked my
friend Sandy Lommen if she'd had the problem, she, as usual, had a very
practical solution. Taping a cardboard baffle onto the inside end of the
leather picker prevents the weft yarn from catching on its outside. Cut a
rectangle from an old postcard or an index card just a hair smaller than the
opening of the shuttle box, mark and cut out the area where the picker is
and tape the rectangle onto the picker with masking tape as close to the
inside edge as possible. It must be attached to the inside of the picker,
the end that catches the shuttle. If taped to the outside end, it won't
stop the problem. The baffle needs replacing every few weeks. This is no
replacement for proper engineering in the first place, but it is a quick fix
and it works like a charm.
Martha
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 285
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sun Jul 2 14:16:53 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id OAA15152 for <ralph@localhost>; Sun, 2 Jul 2000 14:16:48 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sun, 02 Jul 2000 14:16:48 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id OAA19117
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 2 Jul 2000 14:05:10 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta006.topica.com (outmta006.topica.com [206.132.75.208])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id OAA25146
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 2 Jul 2000 14:05:08 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 286
Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 14:05:03 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.550378146-951758591-962571903@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Fine Yarns for Orenburg Type Shawls
By wheat@craftwolf.com
Re: Convergence/evaluations/ Warping reel
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re: Yarn
By icharmer@tds.net
Re: Re: yarn catching on picker
By dlindell@netexpress.net
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Re: AVL CompuDobby problems
By weevings@juno.com
shaft stabilizers
By mctiggs@rcn.com
Re: shaft stabilizers
By sarav@powercom.net
Sticky Solenoid
By ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com
Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
By carleton@mcn.org
Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
By kerstin.froberg@swipnet.se
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 07:07:51 -0400
From: Wheat Carr <wheat@craftwolf.com>
Subject: Fine Yarns for Orenburg Type Shawls
At 15:47 7/1/2000 -0700, MargeCoe@concentric.net wrote:
>Any ideas for a source of fine cashmere or cashmere silk blend yarn of the
>size used in a Pashima type shawl or, preferably, even finer? Any
>suggestions are appreciated.
>
Standard Disclaimer,
Try contacting
Susan Vazquez
The Wool Room
Brewster NY
(914) 279-7627
E mailto:Susan@woolroom.com
She features Orenburg shawls and may have some contacts for the yarns
or will surely know who does.
HTH
Wheat
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 08:58:07 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations/ Warping reel
>I have one product question.
make a cross?

Does the new AVL warping wheel allow you to

I, too, was very leery of a sectional warping setup that did not result in
a cross. However, I watched (and photographed) several demos of the
warping wheel and became persuaded that the cross was not necessary. At
the point where you tape your threads, they are not all jumbled up in a
mixed bundle; they are in a reed, all lined up neatly. If you tape them
carefully, you shouldn't have problems with crossing threads. The
advantages of the warping wheel (not winding spools, ability to mix colors
easily) seem to me to far outweigh this one disadvantage. However, if you
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always put on long warps (I believe AVL recommends the wheel for warps up
to about 15 or 20 yards), this gadget is not for you.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 09:32:09 -0400
From: Iris Charmer <icharmer@tds.net>
Subject: Re: Yarn
Sgorao@aol.com wrote:
>
> In a message dated 7/1/00 6:48:09 PM Eastern Daylight Time,
> MargeCoe@concentric.net writes:
>
> > Any ideas for a source of fine cashmere or cashmere silk blend yarn of the
> > size used in a Pashima type shawl or, preferably, even finer? Any
> > suggestions are appreciated.
> >
>
> Margaret,
>
> You might try "Henry's Attic" . . .
Henry's Attic does have a great selection of yarns, but the fine gauges
are not well represented. Their cashmere blends are about 1600ypp.
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 2 Jul 2000 08:55:35 -0500
From: Dick Lindell <dlindell@netexpress.net>
Subject: Re: Re: yarn catching on picker
>> every so often, the weft catches on the picker, leaving a looong loop on
>the right-hand selvedge.
This "looping" happened to me mostly with fine yarns (smaller than 10/2
cotton) and occurred only on the right side. It was caused by the shuttle
hitting the loop with greater than needed force and that caused the yarn to
improperly exit the shuttle and catch on the loop. It didn't happen on the
left side because the yarn exit point on the shuttle was too far away from
the picker loop. The lower the shuttle tension the more likely it was to
happen. I "solved" the problem first by controlling the force with which I
threw the shuttle. This was OK but *very* inconsistent. As I picked up
speed I seemed to have less control of the force which I used on the sling.
BUT!!!!! For what it's worth, here's how I have completely solved the problem:
I attached a small piece of felt (about 2 inches x 3 inches) on the picker
*behind* the picker loop -- that is, on the right side picker it goes to
the right of the loop. Measurements do not need to be exact, just close
enough to generally fill the area behind the loop. This does not interfere
with the picker but stops any yarn from getting past the loop. It works
perfectly. I put this on two years ago and it's still doing it's job with
no adjustments or changes.
Dick Lindell
mailto:dlindell@netexpress.net
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visit me at http://www.angelfire.com/il/dickshome
Remember! Amateurs built the ark and professionals built the

Titanic.

-----------------------------Date: Sun, 2 Jul 2000 11:06:13 -0400
From: Bonni Backe <weevings@juno.com>
Subject: Re: AVL CompuDobby problems
After I'd moved and disassembled my AVL a couple of times, when I got it
put back together, and the CompuDobby adjusted, I took a white pencil and
drew around the washer on the bracket so show where it should be. Now if
the nut loosens and the box shifts a bit, I can see it, and tap it back
in place before tightening the nut.
Bonni in Jersey City, NJ
Weevings Miniature Handwovens
http://weevings.com
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 12:30:34 -0400
From: Maryanne McDevitt <mctiggs@rcn.com>
Subject: shaft stabilizers
Hello to all weavers. I'm new to Weave tec and hoping to pick someone's
brain about a techincal stocking point with my loom. It's a 4 harness
glimakra loom and I can't get the harnesses to hang even, (thus can't
get the best possible shed) unless I hook up just 4 harnesses in a
straight draw. I want at least a tabby (1/3 and 2/4) hookup in addition
to the other straight 4 , otherwise why make six pedals on the loom??
Have asked commercial sources for help and got none, and since I bought
the loom in Paris (yes the one in France) I can't go back there for
help. So any advice anyone? I read a book in our library Phila Guild
of Handweavers - which mentioned the nedessity of shaft stabilizers, but
don't know what they are or where to get them......anxiously awaiting
advice. Thanks in advance!
Maryanne McDevitt
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 2 Jul 2000 13:52:43 -0500
From: "Sara von Tresckow" <sarav@powercom.net>
Subject: Re: shaft stabilizers
Stop trying to "get the harnesses to hang even" and look at the shed you
get. The most important part of a countermarche tieup is having the BOTTOM
of each shed perfectly smooth. If the upper side is a bit uneven, it won't
matter.
Are you adhering to the principle of having the First harness tied firmly to
the pedal with the tieup cords for each succeeding harness set just a tad
looser so there is visible slack in the cords by harness 4?
And lastly, don't try testing your adjustment until the warp is ready to
weave. At any point before this you will not be able to judge accurately
just how your shed will be.
Sara von Tresckow
sarav@powercom.net
Fond du Lac, WI
Visit our Web Page
http://www2.powercom.net/~sarav
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-----------------------------Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 14:47:48 -0400
From: Ingrid Boesel <ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com>
Subject: Sticky Solenoid
Hi Kerstin:
The solenoid problem as described can be either mechanical or electronic
Since it happens once the Compu Dobby is warmed up, it sounds electronic.
Once warm, there may be additional friction on the shaft of the solenoid as
it moves in its path. When warm it becomes tighter and slower. At least
this happened with mine.
This can be caused by high temperatures in the CDII box, probably not room
temperatures. The main cause of temperature rising is a clogged up filter,
so air exchange is low. It is recommended that the CD II should be cleaned
frequently. Time is not a good indicator, so try after ever project or
two. The filter must be clean and clear.
The chips that control the shafts may malfunction but this will affect more
than one solenoid and is permanent, ie the chip may burn out. (Relatively
rare and you would know it as soon as it happens).
Mechanical cause can be left to right alignment and in and out alignment,
as described before. I have also found that one of my cables kept jumping
off the arm or not catching at all. We solved this by analyzing the
placement of the bead on the cable. It was fractionally higher than the
surrounding ones. Bob cut a shim from a very thin piece of metal. and
placed it under the bar that stops that one cable in its upward travel.
Then glued in place. It's been fine for 13 years.
Very slow computers and large designs may be slow in sending the signal to
the loom, but that would affect every pick from the start and all
solenoids. A missent signal from computer to loom is also unlikely to
result in the symptoms described.
The only way that the software may cause shafts not to react is that the
solenoids do not receive a signal at all. This means that the solenoids
fire or do not. If there is any reaction of the solenoid, it is not a
computer or software problem.
Ingrid
Ingrid Boesel, the weaving half of Fiberworks PCW
Visit us at: http://www.fiberworks-pcw.com
Email: ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 1 Jul 2000 23:59:31 -0700
From: carleton@mcn.org
Subject: Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
> What
>am I doing wrong?
>
>Kerstin in wet, cool Sweden
Dear Kirstan,
Try flipping your shuttle end for end so that the eyelet is on the
opposite side. It may work.
Vincent Carleton
Elk, CA
>___________________________________________________________
>T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
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>Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 21:27:59 +0200
From: Kerstin Froberg <kerstin.froberg@swipnet.se>
Subject: Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
> > every so often, the weft catches on the picker, leaving a
looong
> > loop on the right-hand selvedge.
Cynthia wrote:
> This happens to me as well. It is my belief that it is a
function of the
> way the EFS works in that there is extra yarn on the right hand
side and
> not on the left. One possible solution might be to wind the
bobbins in
> the other direction, thus effecting the twist of the yarn
(removing spin
> instead of adding it). Any other comments?
I have been thinking of this. What if I wind the pirn so that I
add twist, and let it unwind so that the twist is removed (or the
other way 'round, for that matter), maybe that would help?
This latest weft (which I had lots of problems with) was a linen
16/2, and it certainly changed it's behaviour with winding from
the one end of the spool or from the other. Unfortunately, I had
about the same amount of loops...
Martha wrote:
> Taping a cardboard baffle onto the inside end of the
> leather picker prevents the weft yarn from catching on its
outside.
I love it! *Why* didn't I think of it myself?!?
As for the compu dobby problem, I have got several suggsetions to
adjust the actual box. Not wanting to (what is the word I want contradict is not correct) - anyway, you may be right, and I will
try. However, as I was always a great one for theory before trial
- as it is only *one* of my shafts that misbehave (and in the
middle, too): if the box were not aligned, wouldn't it be one of
the extreme shafts that was affected? (Or - are the solenoids not
the same, are their reach different, for instance?) How would I
know if I should move the box towards or away from the loom? (Ok,
I know: try it) And: how come the problem does not appear until
after about 30 minutes? And goes away if the thing is left to
"recover" long enough?
(Of course I would prefer The Correct Answer to these questions,
but as I know I cannot have that, I will settle for the reasonings
that led you to this advice... still trying to get to know the
kinks my loom :-} )
Kerstin
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 286
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Mon Jul
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
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Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA15817 for <ralph@localhost>; Mon, 3 Jul 2000 06:59:31 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Mon, 03 Jul 2000 06:59:32 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA10553
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 3 Jul 2000 03:31:10 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta008.topica.com (outmta008.topica.com [206.132.75.216])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA02323
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 3 Jul 2000 03:31:09 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 287
Date: Mon, 03 Jul 2000 03:31:04 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.2132148464-212058698-962620264@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: Fine Yarns for Orenburg Type Shawls
By BOOKS@WOODENPORCH.COM
Re: Sticky Solenoid
By rsblau@cpcug.org
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 17:04:34 -0500
From: Lois <books@woodenporch.com>
Subject: Re: Fine Yarns for Orenburg Type Shawls
I purchased an Orenburg shawl from The Wool Room while
I was a vendor at last weeks Convergence 2000 in Cincinnati.
It is beautiful. A silver grey........ since the vendor hall was
so chilly I wore it everyday and had many, many compliments
on how beautiful it was.
As I understand they are knit of goat mohair that the Russian
women spin themselves. They do indeed pull through a
wedding ring with room to spare. Each woman has her
own design and knits only that pattern.
Lois
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

At 15:47 7/1/2000 -0700, MargeCoe@concentric.net wrote:
>Any ideas for a source of fine cashmere or cashmere silk blend yarn of the
>size used in a Pashima type shawl or, preferably, even finer? Any
>suggestions are appreciated.
>
Standard Disclaimer,
Try contacting
Susan Vazquez
The Wool Room
Brewster NY
(914) 279-7627
E mailto:Susan@woolroom.com
She features Orenburg shawls and may have some contacts for the yarns
or will surely know who does.
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>
> HTH
> Wheat
>
-Lois Mueller
Wooden Porch Books
books@woodenporch.com
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 02 Jul 2000 17:40:53 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Sticky Solenoid
>It is recommended that the CD II should be cleaned
>frequently. Time is not a good indicator, so try after ever project or
>two. The filter must be clean and clear.
It its workshop on the care & feeding of the CompuDobby, AVL recommends
that the filter be cleaned once a week (whether you're weaving or not--dust
accumulates just from the air). This is a pain in the rear for the CD I
owners, as I understand their filter is not conveniently located. On the
CD II, the filter is right on top of the box. You pop it off, wash it in
warm, soapy water, dry it, and put it back on. It's a 2-minute operation.
In this class, we were given a schedule of upkeep based on a monthly cycle.
This nifty chart really should be in the basic AVL manual, but it's not.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 287
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Mon Jul 3 12:22:14 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id MAA16635 for <ralph@localhost>; Mon, 3 Jul 2000 12:22:09 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Mon, 03 Jul 2000 12:22:10 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id LAA20472
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 3 Jul 2000 11:50:06 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta011.topica.com (outmta011.topica.com [206.132.75.228])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id LAA06984
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 3 Jul 2000 11:50:04 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 288
Date: Mon, 03 Jul 2000 11:49:57 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.106855261-212058698-962650197@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest --
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Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
By isidro@bbn.com
Convergence
By yapeters@concentric.net
Vav magazine
By yapeters@concentric.net
Re: Convergence
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re: shaft stabilizers
By weaveon@earthlink.net
Re: Convergence
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
fashion shows
By cbrezine@standard.com
Convergence and Complex Weavers
By weaveon@earthlink.net
Re: Vav magazine
By Sgorao@aol.com
Re: Vav magazine
By apbutler@ync.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: 03 Jul 2000 09:44:07 -0400
From: isidro@bbn.com (Isidro M. Castineyra)
Subject: Re: AVL compu-dobby problems
I found that the in-out alignment of the box is critical in my loom,
compudobby I. When I asked, Peter said that the solenoids exert their
maximum force when they are fully extended. I adjusted the box so
that it is as far out as possible while still working. This did the
trick.
Isidro
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 3 Jul 2000 11:45:01 -0400
From: "Sue Peters" <yapeters@concentric.net>
Subject: Convergence
Been following the string regarding Convergence and would like to also
make a few comments.(Can't resist giving my opinions <ggg>.)
1. Fashion show with big screen behind was excellent and I liked the
picture of the weaver being included.
2. Thought the exhibits in the Convention Center were very well
displayed. Wish more of the exhibits were also in a central location.
3. Appreciated the snacks but in the long run could have done
without - ditto the Saturday night dinner.
4. Missed the point of the Nick Cave dancers and Convergence.
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Costumes were great but ...
5. Did not like at all the need to wear the plastic bracelets that
were put on when we checked in for pre conference workshops.
6. Overall I enjoyed the conference and am looking forward to
Vancouver. Big classes were OK and I really liked all the seminar,
lecture and studio options, once I figured out the options.
7. I would suggest that we cut back on the snacks and cut out the
Saturday night entertainment. If I recall correctly, when Convergence
was in Toronto, Saturday night options were offered at an additional
fee. I think that is a good option. Would also like to see all
exhibits within walking distance if possible or at least good
instructions on how to get to various galleries by car or public
transportation.
8. Vendors - HGA should not be competing for our dollars re the books.
In Michigan we are down to two weaving shops and I think we should be
doing what ever we can to support our local shops. It is fine for HGA
to sell non-stock items but not to compete for book dollars, etc.
Thank you Cincinnati for taking on this big job.
seminars were good.

It was fun and

Sue Peters near the Saginaw Bay
<yapeters@concentric.net>
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 3 Jul 2000 12:11:49 -0400
From: "Sue Peters" <yapeters@concentric.net>
Subject: Vav magazine
Had money in hand to subscribe to Vav while at Convergence but alack
and alas - no Vav Magazine booth. Could someone e mail me e mail
address for Vav Magazine or the snail mail address and subscription
rate?
Thanks
Sue Peters near the Saginaw Bay
<yapeters@concentric.net>
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 03 Jul 2000 12:35:06 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Convergence
Sue wrote:
>5. Did not like at all the need to wear the plastic bracelets that
>were put on when we checked in for pre conference workshops.
Ah, yes. The plastic bracelets. For those of you who didn't go to
Convergence: when we registered, a white plastic bracelet was attached to
one wrist. We all looked as if we had just been released from a hospital
emergency room & hadn't had time to remove the ID bracelet before we came
to register for Convergence. We were told that it was some kind of
security device, to be used for lectures & seminars, not pre-conf workshops
or studio classes. I guess the issue was to prevent registered
participants from handing off tickets they didn't want to use to a
non-registered day-pass person.
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Everyone hated the bracelets, and most people removed them right away. If
your bracelet had been attached loosely enough, you could wiggle your hand
out & keep it bracelet available in case anyone really did ask to see it.
Most people just cut theirs off. I wiggled out of mine & kept it on my
badge chain, but as far as I know, no one ever asked to see the bracelets.
If ticket-trading is a problem, I hope Vancouver comes up w/ a better
solution. My solution would be to leave well enough alone. If you have a
ticket for an event, you get in. If you don't, you don't.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Mon, 03 Jul 2000 10:49:14 -0700
From: June Schilbach <weaveon@earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: shaft stabilizers
Madelyn van der Hoogt teaches a class on countermarch adjustment which would
probably be useful for you. You may find that the harnesses do not hang
even for the best adjustment. I spent a lot of time under my Glimakra
(Activ with all the lams on one rod) until I learned not to untie anything
until I had the next warp on; then I retie only the ones that need it for
the new tieup. Good luck, June
mctiggs@rcn.com wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello to all weavers. I'm new to Weave tec and hoping to pick someone's
brain about a techincal stocking point with my loom. It's a 4 harness
glimakra loom and I can't get the harnesses to hang even, (thus can't
get the best possible shed) unless I hook up just 4 harnesses in a
straight draw. I want at least a tabby (1/3 and 2/4) hookup in addition
to the other straight 4 , otherwise why make six pedals on the loom??
Have asked commercial sources for help and got none, and since I bought
the loom in Paris (yes the one in France) I can't go back there for
help. So any advice anyone? I read a book in our library Phila Guild
of Handweavers - which mentioned the nedessity of shaft stabilizers, but
don't know what they are or where to get them......anxiously awaiting
advice. Thanks in advance!
Maryanne McDevitt
___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------Date: Mon, 3 Jul 2000 11:03:13 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence
> 2. Thought the exhibits in the Convention Center were very well
> displayed. Wish more of the exhibits were also in a central location.
Convergence exhibits hang for 3--4 days, the yardage exhibit is an
exception.
Generally, these exhibits hang for a much longer time span and, therefore,
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cannot be in the convention center or hotel. And, again generally, these
exhibits are held in conjunction with Convergence, not by Convergence,
sponsored and mounted by other organizations (even Small Expressions, an
annual HGA exhibit, is mounted by a different group of volunteers).
Space for all exhibits is at a premium and the organizers have to grab what
they can. That such space is available close to a convention center and
related business hotels is a rarity.
The best we can hope for is good maps and transportation.
Margaret
Whose lack of maps will be long remembered.
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
------------------------------------------------------------------>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

3. Appreciated the snacks but in the long run could have done
without - ditto the Saturday night dinner.
4. Missed the point of the Nick Cave dancers and Convergence.
Costumes were great but ...
5. Did not like at all the need to wear the plastic bracelets that
were put on when we checked in for pre conference workshops.
6. Overall I enjoyed the conference and am looking forward to
Vancouver. Big classes were OK and I really liked all the seminar,
lecture and studio options, once I figured out the options.
7. I would suggest that we cut back on the snacks and cut out the
Saturday night entertainment. If I recall correctly, when Convergence
was in Toronto, Saturday night options were offered at an additional
fee. I think that is a good option. Would also like to see all
exhibits within walking distance if possible or at least good
instructions on how to get to various galleries by car or public
transportation.
8. Vendors - HGA should not be competing for our dollars re the books.
In Michigan we are down to two weaving shops and I think we should be
doing what ever we can to support our local shops. It is fine for HGA
to sell non-stock items but not to compete for book dollars, etc.
Thank you Cincinnati for taking on this big job.
seminars were good.

It was fun and

Sue Peters near the Saginaw Bay
<yapeters@concentric.net>
___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------Date: Mon, 3 Jul 2000 11:08:32 -0700
From: Carrie Brezine <cbrezine@standard.com>
Subject: fashion shows
I'm in favor of as professional a fashion show as possible at
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Convergence. I believe it's important for us to treat deserving handwoven
garments with respect. Staging a professional fashion show is one way of
helping to elevate the perception of "handwoven" from homemade clunky funky
to stylish current couture suitable for any occasion. It helps us look at
the weaving community's work as something that deserves a runway to itself.
It also helps us recognize that these garments are worth lots of money. If
we don't believe it, we aren't going to be able to convince the rest of the
public to pay the prices those garments should demand.
carrie
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 03 Jul 2000 11:22:07 -0700
From: June Schilbach <weaveon@earthlink.net>
Subject: Convergence and Complex Weavers
Sue Peters took the words out of my mouth with her comments on recent
Convergence. I have seen several suggestions to eliminate the Saturday
evening entertainment. I only felt that way after this year as I felt
the lack of introduction or explanation definitely lacking. The
reception of the program was evident as people were leaving the room at
every opportunity. If that entertainment is eliminated, or put on a pay
extra basis, I hope the deletion would be reflected in cost to
attendees. I eat virtually none of the food offered so end up paying
for something that is of no value to me. I would be much happier with
an option to purchase the food offerings or not. Considering the lines,
slow restocking, and seating, it would have been good to "slim" the
crowd down by giving some the option to skip that part. Since cost is
an issue for many weavers, more choice and the potential to go
economically may open the conference to more people.
Since it is hard to find good entertainment with some connection to
weaving, I totally agree that a good educational talk and slides would
be far better. All the keynoters have been excellent at all the
convergences and conferences I have attended.
I opted for the lecture plan at convergence and was very satisfied with
the quality of the instructors. The shorter time worked well since we
were not trying to make anything.
Ditto--the fashion show is always a highlight, and this was one of the
best with the screen behind.
I loved the study group meetings at CW; more small group meetings at
convergence could be very useful. June in Washington
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 3 Jul 2000 14:30:53 EDT
From: Sgorao@aol.com
Subject: Re: Vav magazine
In a message dated 7/3/00 12:16:24 PM Eastern Daylight Time,
yapeters@concentric.net writes:
> Could someone e mail me e mail
> address for Vav Magazine or the snail mail address and subscription
> rate?
>
If someone has this information I would be interested also.
Thanks.
Sandi in Maine
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-----------------------------Date: Mon, 3 Jul 2000 13:39:52 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Re: Vav magazine
> Could someone e mail me e mail
> address for Vav Magazine or the snail mail address and subscription
> rate?
HI Sue......
http://www.vavforlag.se/index-e.htm will get you to their web site where you
can find out all the info you are seeking........
Su :-) apbutler@ync.net
"There's nothing in the middle of the road but yellow stripes and dead
armadillos." - Jim Hightower
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 288
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Tue Jul 4 07:26:14 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id HAA18327 for <ralph@localhost>; Tue, 4 Jul 2000 07:26:11 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Tue, 04 Jul 2000 07:26:12 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA17352
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Tue, 4 Jul 2000 03:32:01 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta004.topica.com (outmta004.topica.com [206.132.75.201])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA16750
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Tue, 4 Jul 2000 03:32:00 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 289
Date: Tue, 04 Jul 2000 03:31:25 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.2030258039-212058698-962706685@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: Vav magazine
By apbutler@ync.net
Convergence and VAV
By WC3424@aol.com
Re: Convergence
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
By lordpraise@juno.com
creases in wool
By marg.mike.bartlett@bigpond.com
Re:Convergence, complex Weavers
By bnathans@mindspring.com
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Date: Mon, 3 Jul 2000 13:49:19 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Re: Vav magazine
Forgot to add that the current exchange rate is 8.68 Swedish Krona equals
one US Dollar.....you can do the math......
Su :-) apbutler@ync.net
"There's nothing in the middle of the road but yellow stripes and dead
armadillos." - Jim Hightower
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 3 Jul 2000 15:05:18 EDT
From: WC3424@aol.com
Subject: Convergence and VAV
Ditto to the comments on Convergence. Our host hotel did not give us clean
glasses from day 1. We had to call for toilet paper. Called for clean
glasses, but none delivered. Room never vacuumed.
On the tour, our bus driver didn't know where he was going and we spent
roughly 30 to 40 minutes lost. He "chose" not to listen to we ladies who
frequently asked him to radio in for directions.
Hopefully, in the future, HGA will insist on all exhibits within walking
distance. Mercy me...it was hot..driving about in a school bus with an older
community on board!
Now to VAV...I have the following email and address for the person to contact:
mca@barint.on.ca
Karin Clifford (VAV)
Box 30 RR#4
Creemore, ON, LOM 1GO
Charlotte
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 3 Jul 2000 13:51:59 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence
> Our host hotel did not give us clean
> glasses from day 1. We had to call for toilet paper.
> glasses, but none delivered. Room never vacuumed.

Called for clean

What an unfortunate stay. Some hotels are better than others, but the
complaint is with the hotel, neither the Convergence Committee nor HGA can
do anything about the hotels a city has to offer.
> Hopefully, in the future, HGA will insist on all exhibits within walking
> distance.
See my ill-worded earlier message. There's little HGA or Convergence can
do. Cities just aren't going to rebuild their conference facilities to
cater to us. Few, if any, business conferences need longer-term exhibit
space, and most city's galleries are outside the conference area. It makes
sense, galleries are supported by their local tax payers and residents, and
need to be accessible to their supporters. I suspect very little support
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comes from out-of-town conferees.
On the question of cost. Yes, Convergence is getting more expensive, and
it's good that people are expressing what they want to see cut, but I
suspect any cuts will only serve to keep costs the same, i.e., don't expect
a reduction, any savings could well be eaten up by inflation.
To put Convergence costs in perspective, check out how much business
conferences charge--and not all of them are in it for the profit.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Mon, 3 Jul 2000 16:45:52 -0500
From: Roberta L Hughes <lordpraise@juno.com>
unsubscribe
________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 4 Jul 2000 11:51:34 +1000
From: "M Bartlett" <marg.mike.bartlett@bigpond.com>
Subject: creases in wool
Help!
I have done some clamp dyeing of scarves using premetallised dyes - irganol
and irgalan. This worked well - I undid the clamps , wrapped the scarves in
plastic and alfoil then steamed.
Some of these I have overdyed in a water bath.
Now the problem - I can't get the creases out - I have tried using 2 wet
towels and
ironing the scarves between - I have used the elna press with a
very wet press cloth. The last try was rewetting the scarf - spinning out
the water - then using the press with a press cloth to iron almost dry. It
looks good but the creases are there in a beautifully pressed scarf!!!!
Any suggestions please - the wool is standing up to the punishment
wonderfully and is as soft as ever.
Regards
Marg
marg.mike.bartlett@bigpond.com
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 04 Jul 2000 03:03:07 -0400
From: Barbara Nathans <bnathans@mindspring.com>
Subject: Re:Convergence, complex Weavers
I agree with the suggestions on Convergence--re: mass feedings and
unnecessary entertainment, maintain proessional quality of the fashion
show, general excellence of clases (sorry I missed Darryl Lancaster's
one), and would like to add a comment about Complex Weavers..
More transportation or info about how to get to the exhibits out of the
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convention center was needed. Perhaps midday bus service to
galleries...Also taxi information.
The fashion show there was excellent. What a change from the first one I
attended when the emphasis was on the technique, and the clothes were
in the "loving hands at home" category.
The smaller size of the CW conference reminds me of how beneficial it is
to share meals with conference attendees and meet new people at table.
Much more difficult to do in an "on your own" meal schedule.
Recommendation?? Attend your local conferences.MAFA will be at Towson
next year.
CW was good, but surely there is some new blood out there...Its deja vu
all over again.
-Barbara Nathans
Bellport, Long Island, New York
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 289
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Wed Jul 5 06:57:03 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA02368 for <ralph@localhost>; Wed, 5 Jul 2000 06:57:00 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Wed, 05 Jul 2000 06:57:01 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA20185
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Wed, 5 Jul 2000 03:31:21 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta008.topica.com (outmta008.topica.com [206.132.75.216])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA27892
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Wed, 5 Jul 2000 03:31:19 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 290
Date: Wed, 05 Jul 2000 03:31:14 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1847124015-951758591-962793074@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -RE: conference experiences
By robink@wizard.net
RE: Convergence
By jjcbjones@rcn.com
Re: Convergence
By teresaruch@msn.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Tue, 4 Jul 2000 13:28:08 -0400
From: "Robin Burk" <robink@wizard.net>
Subject: RE: conference experiences
Hi, all.
Am reading the comments on Convergence with some interest.
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there this year because it fell in the same week as the National Specialty
show for my breed of show dogs.
In many ways these are similar -- the big
get together that occurs once a year (or two), smaller than business
conferences and with attendees who are paying out of their own pockets,
which goes on for a week of exhibitions, seminars and getting to see old
friends over dinner.
This year's specialty was a nightmare.
The organizing committee, for
whatever combination of naivete and local town boosterism, booked a hotel in
what turned out (2 yrs after they committed to it) to be the worst part of a
failing city.
Boarded up stores etc. in all directions. The park behind
the hotel, where we were supposed to be able to set up exercise pens for our
dogs to relieve themselves, was home to a group of beligerent drunks and
drug abusers. People were verbally accosted in the middle of the day,
jostled etc.
At one point, when several intoxicated men tried to break
into the motor home of a woman who was alone w/ her dogs, parked in front of
the hotel, the police declined to come to that part of the city at night!!
Inside, the hotel was even worse -- no hot water for two days (with hundreds
of dogs to bathe / groom and hundreds of people registered there), no air
conditioning for hours at a time, elevators that sometimes didn't work in a
14 floor building, and a restaurant that had closed months ago.
People
checked out in droves and commuted in to the show from hotels miles away -and then had to skip evening events or face walking across the street into a
dark parking structure to get to their cars afterwards.
I will say that the organizing committee did work hard to offer free
breakfast and evening buffets, at least.
But what a wretched mess!!
I
am SO glad that a friend talked me into switching my reservation to a Red
Roof a few miles away, before the show started, so we had a good room to
stay in. And I was glad to see people (and dogs) again, even if it did take
a grueling 650 mile drive in each direction, with torn ligaments in my knee,
to get there and back.
So for those who were unhappy about logistics at Convergence, if it's any
consolation there was another gathering in the midwest that also had its
share of problems. <smile>
Robin Burk in hot, humid northern VA on 4th of July, getting ready to move
to NY soon
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 4-Jul-2000 22:42:49 GMT
From: Judy Jones <jjcbjones@rcn.com>
Subject: RE: Convergence
>
>
>
>
>
>

On the question of cost. Yes, Convergence is getting more expensive,
and
it's good that people are expressing what they want to see cut, but I
suspect any cuts will only serve to keep costs the same, i.e., don't
expect
a reduction

When I wished to take an long time college friend who lives in Cinn. to
the Fashion Show and saw how much the extra ticket cost, I was curious
as to why it cost so much. The price seemed out of line. I was told by
the Convergence Chair that along with the cost of producing the show,
Convergence is a fund raiser for HGA. I was unaware that this was the
case as were many friends I mentioned this to.
I suggested that HGA
needs to inform its membership of this fact. When our local guilds have
workshops, lectures , and events the charges are usually based on just
covering expenses.
This is one of the advantages to being a group.
Why doesn't HGA operate the same way for Convergence? They already have
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a fund raising arm in the Fiber Trust.
I also suspect that the MITI classes were partly fund raising as the one
I took on Photo Transfer was not worth $20.
All in all Convergence was a great experience. It always amazes me that
there are so many of us who speak the same language. How inspiring! I
hope I'll be able to afford Vancouver. I'm saving now!
Judy
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 4 Jul 2000 23:50:51 -0700
From: "teresaruch" <teresaruch@email.msn.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence
another problem with galleries is getting ones that will accept fiber
exhibits. In Portland, two convergences ago, many of the would not show
"Crafts" and some of those that would did not take fiber. The committees
are forced to take what they can get no matter how far away it is or do
without a show. The good reception and volume of visitors to the galleries
at the time of Convergence has made it possible for local fiber artist to
find more outlets for there work. Teresa
----- Original Message ----From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
To: <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2000 1:53 PM
Subject: Re: Convergence
> > Our host hotel did not give us clean
> > glasses from day 1. We had to call for toilet paper. Called for clean
> > glasses, but none delivered. Room never vacuumed.
>
> What an unfortunate stay. Some hotels are better than others, but the
> complaint is with the hotel, neither the Convergence Committee nor HGA can
> do anything about the hotels a city has to offer.
>
> > Hopefully, in the future, HGA will insist on all exhibits within walking
> > distance.
>
> See my ill-worded earlier message. There's little HGA or Convergence can
> do. Cities just aren't going to rebuild their conference facilities to
> cater to us. Few, if any, business conferences need longer-term exhibit
> space, and most city's galleries are outside the conference area. It
makes
> sense, galleries are supported by their local tax payers and residents,
and
> need to be accessible to their supporters. I suspect very little support
> comes from out-of-town conferees.
>
> On the question of cost. Yes, Convergence is getting more expensive, and
> it's good that people are expressing what they want to see cut, but I
> suspect any cuts will only serve to keep costs the same, i.e., don't
expect
> a reduction, any savings could well be eaten up by inflation.
>
> To put Convergence costs in perspective, check out how much business
> conferences charge--and not all of them are in it for the profit.
>
> Margaret
> ------------------------------------------------------------------> MargeCoe@concentric.net
> Tucson, AZ USA
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>
>
>
>
>
>

------------------------------------------------------------------___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 290
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 6 06:00:17 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA01079 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 06:00:12 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 06 Jul 2000 06:00:12 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA28666
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 03:34:31 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta002.topica.com (outmta002.topica.com [206.132.75.237])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA15497
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 03:34:29 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 291
Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 03:31:34 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1000661251-212058698-962879494@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: RO
-- Topica Digest -On-line documents on weaving
By ralph@cs.arizona.edu
conferences/new blood
By cbrezine@standard.com
RE: conferences/new blood
By amurphy@cbcag.edu
Re: Convergence-Income & Expense Statement
By RUSLYN@aol.com
Re: Convergence-Income & Expense Statement
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Re: Convergence-Income & Expense Statement
By fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Re: On-line documents on weaving
By warpdlam@bellsouth.net
Re: Convergence-Income & Expense Statement
By wheat@craftwolf.com
Convergence Useless Glitz?
By wheat@craftwolf.com

Maybe not

Convergence Costs
By wheat@craftwolf.com
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-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Wed, 5 Jul 2000 09:16:59 -0700
From: Ralph Griswold <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>
Subject: On-line documents on weaving
I am continuing to add documents to my weaving Web site. They are not
of interest to enough subscribers to this list to justify my posting
whenever there is something new, but if you would like to be notified,
let me know and I'll add your e-mail address to a list I'm developing.
Please respond directly to me, not to the list.
Ralph
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 5 Jul 2000 10:34:02 -0700
From: Carrie Brezine <cbrezine@standard.com>
Subject: conferences/new blood
)
)CW was good, but surely there is some new blood out there...Its deja vu
)all over again.
)-)Barbara Nathans
Bellport, Long Island, New York
)
I'm not sure if you mean new participants or new teachers. I was at
CW, my first time ever, so I suppose I could be considered new. You raise a
good point. I think it would benefit us as a weaving community to work on
ways to make these conferences more accessible to new, "younger", less
established and/or financially challenged weavers.
Carrie
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 5 Jul 2000 13:43:23 -0500
From: "Murphy, Alice" <amurphy@cbcag.edu>
Subject: RE: conferences/new blood
I quite agree, I took one look at the registration fee and decided against
going. TOO MUCH! And they didn't have the one day pass fees listed. I
might have gone to a couple days if that info were available.
Disgusted.
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 5 Jul 2000 14:46:44 EDT
From: RUSLYN@aol.com
Subject: Re: Convergence-Income & Expense Statement
Just wondering if HGA or the guilds who put on Convergence ever publish an
income and expense statement. It would be nice to know if they break even
and how much seed money is available for the next Convergence. Also, do the
participating guilds receive a share of the profits.
Lynn Silberschlag
Tucson, Arizona
ruslyn@aol.com
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-----------------------------Date: Wed, 5 Jul 2000 15:42:31 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence-Income & Expense Statement
> Just wondering if HGA or the guilds who put on Convergence ever publish
> an income and expense statement.
Seems to me, as a 501 (c) (3) organization (and it is isn't it?), HGA is a
corporation held in the public trust. As such their financial data should
be available to the membership. Generally this consists of publishing a
much abbreviated set of financial reports once a year (frankly, lots of
folks don't know care to read balance sheets and the like) after the books
have been audited. I suspect the info is printed in miniscule type
somewhere in SS&D. Don't expect a breakdown of figures in any detail
though. However, and I don't know the regulations, there's no reason the
membership can't ask, it's probably entitled to know, for a further
breakdown if the details given aren't adequate.
> It would be nice to know if they break even
> and how much seed money is available for the next Convergence.
the
> participating guilds receive a share of the profits.

Also, do

Note, what follows is knowledge that is some years old. I expect the
specifics have changed but not the generalities. Yes, for HGA, Convergence
is a major source of funds, a major source of exposure, and a very
significant source of membership renewal. It predates the Fiber Trust by
many years. I doubt very much that the Fiber Trust generates anywhere near
as much income and certainly not the exposure and the membership. The
contract between the host guild and HGA spells out how profits are
distributed the first blob $ go to HGA, the next blob $ go to the host
guild(s), the next blob $ to HGA . . . and any excess split at some agreed
upon percentage. Obviously these agreements change as each Convergence
contract is negotiated, additionally HGA seem to have more control over the
funds (Registration now goes to them not the host guild).
I do not know how much seed money is currently available, but it has to be
enough to secure the contracts with the various facilities, pay the graphics
designer, the printer, etc.
When we hosted Convergence, we (me) took tight control of finances. Once we
knew that registration (including Commercial exhibits) had reached the
critical mass needed to make the agreed upon base (and more), we started
spending money in ways that would benefit the Convergence registrants. We'd
avoided making decisions on some major items (to much nail chewing by those
who like to have things etched in stone years ahead) until we had some idea
what funds would be available. Then we had two screens at the fashion show,
live camera action, more music, better quality receptions, fashion video
tape, etc. Please remember, we had to guess so many figures over a year in
advance in order to come up with a registration fee to be published in the
fall SS&D--a lot can happen in a year and there's much angst wondering if
you've charged the right amount.
More than you want to know?
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------Date: Wed, 05 Jul 2000 20:28:07 -0400
From: fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Re: Convergence-Income & Expense Statement
HGA may not be a 501(c)(3). They may be another type of
501(c) and may not have to disclose that information to the
general public.
It would definitely be worth asking them.
501(c)(3)'s are Charitable Organizations and are required in
most State's to be registered or licensed in the State as
such, requiring financial reports, etc. to the offices once
a year and so forth.
They are typically your Humane Societies, Homeless Shelters,
American Lung Association and the like.
So, very good questions raised.
Carol
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 05 Jul 2000 20:38:01 -0400
From: deb <warpdlam@bellsouth.net>
Subject: Re: On-line documents on weaving
I am interested in being notified.

Thanks Debbie

warpdlam@bellsouth.net

Ralph Griswold wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am continuing to add documents to my weaving Web site. They are not
of interest to enough subscribers to this list to justify my posting
whenever there is something new, but if you would like to be notified,
let me know and I'll add your e-mail address to a list I'm developing.
Please respond directly to me, not to the list.
Ralph
___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 05:47:30 -0400
From: Wheat Carr <wheat@craftwolf.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence-Income & Expense Statement
>Just wondering if HGA or the guilds who put on Convergence ever publish an
>income and expense statement. It would be nice to know if they break even
>and how much seed money is available for the next Convergence. Also, do the
>participating guilds receive a share of the profits.
>
Although I have never seen it as "just" Convergence, HGA most assuredly
publishes financial information to its members - the annual report of
likely in Shuttle Spindle & Dyepot which is the official publication of the
organization.
In fact, the local guilds receive "seed money" from HGA which is returned
after the expenses have been paid and then the guild/guilds who hosted
Convergence receive the majority if not all of the profits.
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-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 06:02:23 -0400
From: Wheat Carr <wheat@craftwolf.com>
Subject: Convergence Useless Glitz? Maybe not
Although it may seem to some of the more eloquent that too much is spent on
what they feel is unnecessary, it is worth noting that there are others for
whom the fashion show IS very important and inspiring.
Further, it might be worthwhile to consider yet another viewpoint. Not that
it will change your mind, but might bring the "display" into a different
light.
We, in the DC area, are fortunate to have accomplished gaining some
recognition for handwoven materials, finished items and fiber art in
general. That means we have a relatively unique opportunity for regular
exposure and inspiration provided by seeing the highest caliber of work of
others.
It is part of the responsibility of an international organization such HGA,
really the only such group that is in the position to promote handwoven
material (yes there are wearable art groups, but that is more about
quilting and surface design than handwovens).
One way this can/is done is not only Convergence itself, but by the
traveling exhibits such as small expression and by the fashion show which
does draw more than just conference attendees. It is the responsibility of
HGA present this side of our work.
Without this representation, those who have chosen weaving related careers
DO NOT and WILL NOT EVER get the respect they so truly deserve.
How many times have I read on this, and the "big weaving list" discussions
about pricing where the general opinion is that you will never earn enough
to really compensate for your investment of time and talent? Far too many.
Glitzy fashion shows get time on the evening news, HUGE markets such as
Convergence draw the interest of local news crews because they figure with
that many sales going on this must be more that just aunt Mary doing
something she saw on Home & Garden TV.
For the market to whom we would like to sell, Fiber Art works in galleries
get listed in their Sunday Paper Arts & Leisure section, and if it is in
the galleries, maybe it does have a higher value, one worth paying when
they visit a gallery or shop which features one of a kind wearables from
Handwoven material.
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 06:22:58 -0400
From: Wheat Carr <wheat@craftwolf.com>
Subject: Convergence Costs
A number of years ago Marci Petrini (I think) pointed out that Convergence
is every two years. If you saved just $1 per day, by the time you needed
the funds, you would pretty much have what you needed to attend Convergence
(travel, registration, accommodations).
I jacked that up to $20 a week to be sure I could bring my mom and we could
also attend Complex Weavers, after all we already spend the $$$ to get there.
I have a friend who puts all her change at the end of the day into a rather
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large jar. When a class, conference or Convergence rolls around, she has a
fair portion of the expense available.
Sure, if you wait until Jan 1st to plan the $$$ needed to attend either
Convergence or a local event you will always be in the position of
bemoaning the expense. And Yes, I do understand that things happen to
prevent savings. But....
Donning several layers of protective gel, with a covering of many layers of
handwoven flame resistant clothing....
I do not think that HGA or the host guilds should seriously consider
reducing Convergence to the level of a regional conference. Nor, should it
remove itself from Metropolitan areas which can support both the
opportunity for the gallery displays, but also facilities for classes,
lectures and pretty much the only place you can really see just about every
piece of equipment or accessory for the HAND weaver.
My only complaint is that I truly believe that Convergence should be held
in "hub" cities to help get the benefit of the lowest possible airfares.
Nor, do I believe the host guilds have to be entire local. Yes, the one
that interacts with galleries to arrange exhibitions should be, but in this
day of email, fax, telephone and other communication innovation, the needs
to be 'local is certainly not as strong.
This might allow some guild who would not otherwise be able to benefit from
sharing in the hosting of Convergence to offer its support and in return to
benefit from the profits. There are certainly aspects of Convergence that
can be done long distance, otherwise why would staff be able to do them?
Maybe they interact as the Commercial Exhibits committee, registration, or
coordinate with the teachers, or even registration - they would only need
to be on site for the event, plus a few days in advance. Surely this can be
worked out.
We in the US are also fortunate to have many local & regional events where
transpiration is reasonably by car. A vehicle which, with some planning can
be used to transport several participants, thus further reducing the cost.
We have not only local guilds, but many active on line groups where a new
weaver can get support, find out about local guilds and events.
Over the past few years the EVERY regional has seen decreasing enrollment
(and struggled for sufficient volunteers to make the conference work). It
is, properly I think, the job of local and regional groups to keep the
costs as close to break even as they can, and still replace the seed money
that allows them to continue.
This does not mean Convergence is only for those who can "afford" it. But
there will always be those who can and those who cannot. To lower standards
for the ONLY International organization positioned to present our work , is
not, in my opinion a laudable goal.
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 291
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 6 08:45:42 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id IAA01440 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 08:45:36 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 06 Jul 2000 08:45:36 MST
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Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id HAA02640
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 07:56:36 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta006.topica.com (outmta006.topica.com [206.132.75.208])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id HAA17367
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 07:56:34 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 292
Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 07:56:28 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1194130611-951758591-962895388@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: RO
-- Topica Digest -Re: Convergence New Blood
By wheat@craftwolf.com
Re: Convergence
By janee@softweave.com
Re: Convergence-Income & Expense Statement
By mohairlady@sympatico.ca
Re: Convergence Useless Glitz?
By rsblau@cpcug.org

Maybe not

ADMIN: on topic/off topic
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re: glitz and Convergence
By bnathans@mindspring.com
Re: Convergence - weavetech@topica.com, issue 291
By tpv@world.std.com
Convergence "entertainment"
By arachne@humboldt1.com
new blood
By ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com
Convergence
By flsrosser@home.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 07:01:04 -0400
From: Wheat Carr <wheat@craftwolf.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence New Blood
I did not expect to be able to afford to attend the annual meeting of the
ABA the first year out of law school, and, except for the fact that I could
commute by Subway, did not expect to be able to attend the National Hotel &
Restaurant show in New York City each year when I first got my degree.
Staying at my parents meant I missed a bit of the fun side, but I did get
to visit the exhibits, class and other top of the line professional
learning opportunities.
Although Fiber conferences are not nearly as bad as some other similar
groups, I cannot help but wonder why no one sees the correlation between
the compensation paid to weaving and fiber arts professionals for their
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services?
Any other professional speaker can expect pretty much 5-10 times the amount
for a day of teaching at a professional conference or local class as is
offered to someone of comparable experience in weaving.
In order to keep costs low, weaving/fiber teachers often receive only a
small portion of their expenses - I suppose on the logic that they would be
there anyway.
This is not anything other
is that most teachers must
commercial enterprise just
booth, or even operating a

than stating a pure economic fact. The reality
also plan to be involved in some sort of related
to cover their costs. Perhaps by demoing at a
booth.

Many wonderful teachers have chosen in this past year or so to remove
themselves from the teaching circuit because they cannot afford to be
there. Yet another reason why many local, regional and even Convergence
have "filled" in with non-fiber classes in order to have a sufficient
number of offerings.
Each day of teaching, even a class you have taught many times before,
probably requires a full day of preparation before you go. Then you have to
get there and back. So one day of teaching equals 4 days out of your life.
Four days for which you will receive nominal compensation and maybe your
expenses if you are willing to risk all manner of exciting experiences by
staying with a host family. For this you are expected to be grateful for
the opportunity to, if looked at purely in a business like fashion, lose
money.
Developing a new class, lecture, seminar may take months, even years of
research and preparation, but if you are lucky you can also be grateful for
losing money by teaching that one as well.
More are ignored in their local area (which would help with transportation
expense) because the locals do not appreciate or feel that teacher has
"saturated" the area - not thinking that someone local to Cincy is someone
whom I might want the chance to take a class with.
Not a lot of encouragement for those who might be the next wonderful
teacher of weaving, or the innovative who have created something fun or
original.
Nor do I care to hear the "well, they can write it off as a business
expense" so often used by those who work for large corporations and the
government. Because it is not coming out of the bosses pocket, it is coming
out of the teachers. and, for that matter, there are few fortune 500
corporations involved in selling to our market, so the vendors are also
working pretty tight margins in the hopes that people will see and buy
enough at the show to cover the related expenses (travel, accommodations,
booth space, inventory, etc) and that enough will buy later to make it
profitable to have been there.
We are most fortunate that some are able and willing to continue to
teaching - maybe mostly because they love to teach, rather than to "make a
living". We are lucky for the vendor who continue to support us even when
they see their small profit margins assaulted from a variety of sides and
certainly being forced to make possible bad business decisions or risk
being trashed here and in other places simply because they cannot respond
to the demands which do not make good sense to their business.
Conference planners learn early on that there will be a fairly vocal
minority of people who cannot be pleased no matter what you do. It would
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just be nice if there was a way to share some of the less obvious reasoning
behind many of the decisions.
But that would require a multiple changes in mind sets, and I am not
optimistic :(
What I keep coming back to the firm belief that until we respect and value
ourselves and unhappy as the necessity of "modern" life dictates, set a
real value on our work, we will not elevate the public opinion and thus
their willingness to support either thru purchase or other means our chosen
vocation.
If you want a voice in the planning, then you need to get involved.
Unfortunately, it does not count if you did your share at some time in the
past - much as that is appreciated, there is still the next conference to
be planned and put on.
Nor, do I believe it to be in any way acceptable for HGA to reduce its
efforts to accomplish its mission of educating not just the weavers,
spinners and dyers, but also the world at large about the value of our
work. It is the duty of the only really professional organization to
continually raise the bar - if that means it costs, then if I wish to be a
weaving professional, then I will need to meet that cost - certainly it
will be less than if I try to do it all on my own.
After all, if they (HGA) do not do this, who will ???
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 07:47:27 -0400
From: Jane Eisenstein <janee@softweave.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence
Doesn't anyone want to share anything about their Convergence/CW experience
besides complaints? Didn't you get new insights, inspirations, techniques?
Aren't they are worth discussing and sharing with the stay at homes?
Jane
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 07:57:25 -0400
From: Shirley Browsky <mohairlady@sympatico.ca>
Subject: Re: Convergence-Income & Expense Statement
It seems that you are very unhappy with the management of the
Convergence conference. Fine, we all know that now. Could we now
possibly get the discussion BACK on topic?
-Shirley Browsky
Canaan Mohair
http://www.canaanmohair.com
mailto:mohairlady@sympatico.ca
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 08:44:09 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Convergence Useless Glitz?

Maybe not

>Although it may seem to some of the more eloquent that too much is spent on
>what they feel is unnecessary, it is worth noting that there are others for
>whom the fashion show IS very important and inspiring.
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My feeling from reading the comments about Convergence is that virtually no
one is suggesting changes in format to the fashion show. If anything,
there's been high praise for the Cincy fashion show.
What I believe people are unhappy with is the Saturday night entertainment
by Nick Cave & his troupe. I was one of those who left after 5 or 10
minutes. We had no programs to set a possible context for the dances (if
this is what they were), and I frankly found the whole thing boring,
repetitive, and meaningless. Others were intrigued by the costumes, but
after the first few, they all seemed the more or less the same. I
overheard one person say that she didn't attend the performance on
principle: "I don't approve of my Convergence dollars being spent this
way." I agree.
For the Vancouver planners: please, please, please--don't go down this
path. Give us a good speaker with great slides; give us an evening with
the vendors open; give us a second opportunity to visit the exhibits; but
please don't give us expensive performances unrelated to the topic of the
conference.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 08:56:49 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: ADMIN: on topic/off topic
Just to clarify:
A discussion of Convergence and CW is exactly on topic for this forum. If
you find it boring because you did not attend and cannot relate to the
subject, please just delete. I believe it is the goal of everyone who has
contributed to this discussion to *improve* our conference. Future
Convergence organizers cannot plan if they do not know the events that
displeased us as well as those that pleased us.
And a further note: someone asked if we have only complaints about
Convergence. I think if you'll look back at the postings since Convergence
ended (go to the Topica website to do this), you'll find many, many
positive comments.
Carry on with the discussion, friends. And let's hope the conference
planners for Vancouver and the HGA board are listening.
Ruth
co-admin, WeaveTech
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 09:53:45 -0400
From: Barbara Nathans <bnathans@mindspring.com>
Subject: Re: glitz and Convergence
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I think the negative discussion of "glitzy" events at convergence refers
to the evening entertainments that have crept --or leaped-- into the
conference, and doesn't include the fashion show. At least in my
opinion, the fashion show has benefited by the exciting presentations we
have seen in recent years. And the clothes deserve an inventive
background. It's the other stuff that seems superflous.
-Barbara Nathans
Bellport, Long Island, New York
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 10:14:10 -0400
From: Tom Vogl <tpv@world.std.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence - weavetech@topica.com, issue 291
I doubt that we are representative of more than a (small?) subset of
potential Convergence attendees, but, given the comments on this year's
Convergence, I thought it might be worth mentioning why we chose not to
go to Converence this year:
1. When looking over the Cinci program we noticed that possibly as many
as half of the items listed dealt with beading and basketry, not
weaving. Thus, the choice of talks which we might have attended was
very limited. In addition, there seem to be even more than the usual
number of (to us uninteresting) ego trip talks of the "let me show you a
whole bunch of slides of the stuff I weave -- isn't it wonderful"
variety.
2. Cincinati is not exactly a tourist attraction and is expensive and
time consuming to get to.
3. For us, June is a far less convenient time than July or August.
These reasons might be worth factoring into future consideration of
locale and content. I should mention that we went to, and greatly
enjoyed, both Portland (A+) and Atlanta (B+) and are planning to go to
Vancouver (unless the program is more like Cinci's than like Portland's
which we think is unlikely, given the Northwest's strong interest in
weaving).
Cheers,
Tom.
-www.world.std.com/~kcl
tpv@world.std.com
"When did the goose that lays golden eggs turn into
a cash cow?"
K. C. Long
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 07:34:39 -0700
From: Terri Tinkham <arachne@humboldt1.com>
Subject: Convergence "entertainment"
I am very glad to hear that other do not like the "entertainment" provided
at Convergence. I did not attend this year, but in Atlanta, I felt exactly
the same way. I left at half time as did a great number of people. By the
end, the hall was less than half full and I felt sad for the performers who
had no idea why this was so; it was not their fault. I sincerely hope that
the organizers at Vancouver take heed; I second the motion for a slide
show/lecture!
Terri
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-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 09:52:14 -0400
From: Ingrid Boesel <ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com>
Subject: new blood
In regard to new blood at COMPLEX WEAVERS SEMINAR.
First, teachers must apply. If new teachers do not apply, then we get
teachers who have taught before. The new teachers must apply before they
are considered to teach.
BUT please note, each teacher takes CW Seminars seriously and will develop
new materials that has not been presented before or presents material that
would not be of interest to a general audience.
The rate of pay for CW teachers is not on par with other events, so those
that do teach there do so because they want the material presented,
discussed, thought about etc.
As for new participants, we had lots of them this year. Registration was
larger than ever before, we had a number of Europeans this time, we had
many people who did not register in time to get in. This may include some
people who have not come before. I bet they will register early next time.
Veterans know that they have to register EARLY.
If you want to be guaranteed a spot, apply as a teacher, submit a good
proposal and if you are accepted, you get to go.
In Sept we will have a page on the CW website calling for submissions to
the first CW Seminars to be held outside the US. 2001 will be in
Vancouver, British Columbia!
Ingrid
Ingrid Boesel, the weaving half of Fiberworks PCW
Visit us at: http://www.fiberworks-pcw.com
Email: ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 09:55:17 -0500
From: Linda <flsrosser@home.com>
Subject: Convergence
I would love to hear more about Convergence. What were the good/bad
seminars and workshops? What instructors would you recommend? What kind of
fun did you have in the vending area? What pieces in the shows inspired
you? What pieces discouraged you? What interesting things did you see
other people wearing?
Linda
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 292
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 6 11:00:57 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id LAA01657 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 11:00:50 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 06 Jul 2000 11:00:50 MST
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Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id KAA07025
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 10:36:57 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta006.topica.com (outmta006.topica.com [206.132.75.208])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id KAA19786
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 10:36:48 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 293
Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 10:36:41 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.654229182-951758591-962905001@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: On-line documents on weaving
By LDMADDEN@aol.com
Someone's Listening
By imwarped2@aol.com
Re: Convergence
By brdatta@vci.net
Glimakra/shaft stabilizers
By gcwinter@planet.eon.net
Convergence
By judycass@lakenet.com
RE: Glimakra/shaft stabilizers
By amurphy@cbcag.edu
Re: Convergence Costs
By teresaruch@msn.com
Re: conference thoughts
By laurafry@netbistro.com
Convergence Comments
By wheat@craftwolf.com
More Convergence--Long
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 10:55:46 EDT
From: LDMADDEN@aol.com
Subject: Re: On-line documents on weaving
Ralph,
I would be interested in being notified of new documents being added to your
web page. Thanks for offering to notify us.
Linda Madden
LDMadden@aol.com
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 11:27:54 EDT
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From: Imwarped2@aol.com
Subject: Someone's Listening
In a message dated 7/6/00 10:57:22 AM, weavetech@topica.com writes:
<< And let's hope the conference
planners for Vancouver and the HGA board are listening.
>>
Ruth et al., After writing that I hoped someone from the Vancouver group was
listening I received an email note from someone in Vancouver saying that they
are indeed reading our suggestions.
I don't feel that most of us are have been criticizing the Conference. There
have been many positive comments and most of the negative statements referred
to the peripheral entertainment. I think that it may sound different to
someone not in attendance, however.
Nancy, who loved Convergence but chose have dinner on my own Sat. nite.
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 10:34:09 -0500
From: Bonnie Datta <brdatta@vci.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence
I have pretty strong feelings that I thought might mellow out over a couple
of weeks so I've hesitated to post my impressions here.
When I asked the Cinci folks back in April about how class evaluations
would be handled I got this reply:
>class evaluation forms, -- we aren't doing them --we don't
> want to hear about not doing a good job, ans since we aren't going to be
> doing this again, we haven't any real reason to have anyone evaluated > however word of mouth is extreemely effective when there is a problem > it gets around fast!
And when I contacted HGA a week ago about who
pass my observations on to I got a snail-mail
sheesh, could it be made any more difficult?
stick to the same old, same old -- and really

in that organization I could
address to write to -Maybe HGA is also content to
isn't interested in feedback.

--:
The Itinerant Weaver
:
Currently in Murray, Kentucky
--mailto:brdatta@vci.net
http://www.vci.net/~brdatta/

Bonnie Datta
Airdrie, Alberta, Canada

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 10:53:33 -0700
From: Glenna Winter <gcwinter@planet.eon.net>
Subject: Glimakra/shaft stabilizers
Maryanne,
I note that you did not specify your Glimarka as a countermarche.
Count me in on this problem. I have yet to see a answer that addresses this
problem with a counter balance not countermarche.
Can I stay on this list if I dare to confess to having a counterblance not
a countermarche ;)
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I also have had the same problem on occasion but have not yet figured out
the Why. I just assume one of the cords is not at the same tension for what
ever reason and use the weight of a hand to adjust that shot. [make the
shed, use hand to level, remove hand, throw shuttle] It is slower but
faster than fixing skips.
If on a 4 H arrangement [counterbalance], a harness/shaft does not hang
even on top then the bottom is probably uneven as well. Maybe this is
different on a countermarche.
re: 'I can't get the harnesses to hang even'
Glenna in Alberta
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 12:10:10 -0500
From: "JUDY CASSERBERG" <judycass@lakenet.com>
Subject: Convergence
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_0088_01BFE743.220F0CE0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
boundary="----=_NextPart_001_0089_01BFE743.220F0CE0"
------=_NextPart_001_0089_01BFE743.220F0CE0
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="Windows-1252"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
I was unable to attend Convergence because the TNNA show for yarn and =
needlework shops was at the same time. Some tried to do both but I knew =
that I was physically unable to do both and the shop is my livelihood. =
The timing was bad for me. June is a busy month. I like the Vancouver =
dates and plan to be there.
I have attended Convergence in Mpls., Portland and Atlanta. I really =
appreciate the work of the people who put it on. They work long and =
hard. But it seems that evaluations could bring in good suggestions and =
should be passed on to the planners for the next couple of Convergence =
groups. I like the entertainment but don't consider it necessary for =
Convergence and if it reduces the cost, wouldn't miss it. I attended the =
V=E4v Conference in Sweden where there was no such entertainment and =
didn't miss it at all Also I don't see the need for the presenters to =
take a great deal of time patting themselves on the back ala Atlanta. =
What I would like to see is more open time for get-togethers where we =
can exchange ideas and get to know each-other. But what is most =
important to me is seeing what others are doing, the market area, =
workshops and fellowship. In Sweden there was an area for fiber schools, =
guilds and individual people to exhibit their work. This was very =
interesting. I too would like to see the cost breakdowns, not to =
criticize the group putting on the event but to get a better idea what =
the expenses are. This may encourage other groups to take on Convergence =
too. Another interesting thing in the Swedish event, the hotel rooms =
were included in the registration fee. I'm not sure that would work here =
but it did make things convenient. I know that sometimes you can get =
better rates for the overall location if you include some meals, I =
wonder if that was true this year,
Judy in Knife River
judycass@lakenet.com
Being warped means to live the good life.
ICQ 15605360
------=_NextPart_001_0089_01BFE743.220F0CE0
Content-Type: text/html;
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charset="Windows-1252"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Dwindows-1252" =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2919.6307" name=3DGENERATOR>
<STYLE></STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>I was unable to attend Convergence because the TNNA =
show for=20
yarn and needlework shops was at the same time. Some tried to do both =
but I knew=20
that I was physically unable to do both and the shop is my livelihood. =
The=20
timing was bad for me. June is a busy month. I like the Vancouver dates =
and plan=20
to be there.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>I have attended Convergence in Mpls., Portland and =
Atlanta. I=20
really appreciate the work of the people who put it on. They work long =
and hard.=20
But it seems that evaluations could bring in good suggestions and should =
be=20
passed on to the planners for the next couple of Convergence groups. I =
like the=20
entertainment but don't consider it necessary for Convergence and if it =
reduces=20
the cost, wouldn't miss it. I attended the V=E4v Conference in Sweden =
where there=20
was no such entertainment and didn't miss it at all Also I don't see=20
</FONT><FONT size=3D2>the need for the presenters to take a great =
dea</FONT><FONT=20
size=3D2>l of time patting themselves on the back ala Atlanta. What I =
would like=20
to see is more open time for get-togethers where we can exchange ideas =
and get=20
to know each-other. But what is most important to me is seeing what =
others are=20
doing, the market area, workshops and fellowship. In Sweden there was an =
area=20
for fiber schools, guilds and individual people to exhibit their work. =
This was=20
very interesting. I too would like to see the cost breakdowns, not to =
criticize=20
the group putting on the event but to get a better idea what the =
expenses are.=20
This may encourage other groups to take on Convergence too. Another =
interesting=20
thing in the Swedish event, the hotel rooms were included in the =
registration=20
fee. I'm not sure that would work here but it did make things =
convenient. I know=20
that sometimes you can get better rates for the overall location if you =
include=20
some meals, I wonder if that was true this year,</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>Judy in Knife River<BR><A=20
href=3D"mailto:judycass@lakenet.com">judycass@lakenet.com</A><BR>Being =
warped=20
means to live the good life.<BR>ICQ 15605360</FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML>
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------=_NextPart_001_0089_01BFE743.220F0CE0-------=_NextPart_000_0088_01BFE743.220F0CE0
Content-Type: text/x-vcard;
name="judy casserberg.vcf"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: attachment;
filename="judy casserberg.vcf"
BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:2.1
N:casserberg;judy
FN:judy casserberg
EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:judycass@www.LakeNet.COM
REV:20000706T171010Z
END:VCARD
------=_NextPart_000_0088_01BFE743.220F0CE0------------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 12:09:34 -0500
From: "Murphy, Alice" <amurphy@cbcag.edu>
Subject: RE: Glimakra/shaft stabilizers
I, too am using a counterbalance, so you are not alone! Every so often I
must adjust the cords on the harnesses or else keep juggling by hands to get
a good shed. Wonder if there is some way to get it to stay in adjustment?
This one is a Leclerc Mira, 45 inch counterbalance. Have wondered if I
could convert it to a jack type like my Bernat which uses a system of
pulleys and lamms to raise each harness. If someone from Leclerc is
listening, any ideas?
Alice in MO
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 10:22:11 -0700
From: "teresaruch" <teresaruch@email.msn.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence Costs
When the Convergence was held in Porltand, OR (96) it was put on by the
Portland Hand Weavers Guild and the Weaving Guilds of Oregon ( state org.
consisting of 80 guilds (size from 5 to 300). The jobs were listed and each
guild selected what they wanted to do. The jobs were assigned a point value
according to there time/effort/responsibility. The money that was earned was
then split in to two major groups, each guild that participated received a
set amount then the rest was divided according to the points earned by the
members of each guild. The receiving guilds then used their money to
purchase what they wanted. Some gave free workshops, lectures, or looms for
workshops/guild computers for guild use, the money could not be used for
the benefit/salary of an individual. We organized the state guild in 1978
(approx) when we were asked to put on a regional conference and no guild
would do the work by themselves. This as worked for us through two (third
next year) regional guilds and a Convergence. The member guilds send reps to
meeting twice a year. Name speakers are invited to do a "tour" every 3 to 4
years and the speaker travels to 4 to 6 areas of the state. This allows the
"small" groups to have access to people like Peter Collinwood and Ann
Sutton.
----- Original Message ----From: Wheat Carr <wheat@craftwolf.com>
To: <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2000 3:23 AM
Subject: Convergence Costs
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> A number of years ago Marci Petrini (I think) pointed out that Convergence
> is every two years. If you saved just $1 per day, by the time you needed
> the funds, you would pretty much have what you needed to attend
Convergence
> (travel, registration, accommodations).
>
> I jacked that up to $20 a week to be sure I could bring my mom and we
could
> also attend Complex Weavers, after all we already spend the $$$ to get
there.
>
> I have a friend who puts all her change at the end of the day into a
rather
> large jar. When a class, conference or Convergence rolls around, she has a
> fair portion of the expense available.
>
> Sure, if you wait until Jan 1st to plan the $$$ needed to attend either
> Convergence or a local event you will always be in the position of
> bemoaning the expense. And Yes, I do understand that things happen to
> prevent savings. But....
>
> Donning several layers of protective gel, with a covering of many layers
of
> handwoven flame resistant clothing....
>
> I do not think that HGA or the host guilds should seriously consider
> reducing Convergence to the level of a regional conference. Nor, should it
> remove itself from Metropolitan areas which can support both the
> opportunity for the gallery displays, but also facilities for classes,
> lectures and pretty much the only place you can really see just about
every
> piece of equipment or accessory for the HAND weaver.
>
> My only complaint is that I truly believe that Convergence should be held
> in "hub" cities to help get the benefit of the lowest possible airfares.
> Nor, do I believe the host guilds have to be entire local. Yes, the one
> that interacts with galleries to arrange exhibitions should be, but in
this
> day of email, fax, telephone and other communication innovation, the needs
> to be 'local is certainly not as strong.
>
> This might allow some guild who would not otherwise be able to benefit
from
> sharing in the hosting of Convergence to offer its support and in return
to
> benefit from the profits. There are certainly aspects of Convergence that
> can be done long distance, otherwise why would staff be able to do them?
> Maybe they interact as the Commercial Exhibits committee, registration, or
> coordinate with the teachers, or even registration - they would only need
> to be on site for the event, plus a few days in advance. Surely this can
be
> worked out.
>
> We in the US are also fortunate to have many local & regional events where
> transpiration is reasonably by car. A vehicle which, with some planning
can
> be used to transport several participants, thus further reducing the cost.
>
> We have not only local guilds, but many active on line groups where a new
> weaver can get support, find out about local guilds and events.
>
> Over the past few years the EVERY regional has seen decreasing enrollment
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> (and struggled for sufficient volunteers to make the conference work). It
> is, properly I think, the job of local and regional groups to keep the
> costs as close to break even as they can, and still replace the seed money
> that allows them to continue.
>
> This does not mean Convergence is only for those who can "afford" it. But
> there will always be those who can and those who cannot. To lower
standards
> for the ONLY International organization positioned to present our work ,
is
> not, in my opinion a laudable goal.
>
>
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
>
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 10:20:02 -0700
From: Laura Fry <laurafry@netbistro.com>
Subject: Re: conference thoughts
Wheat brings up a number of excellent points which some may find
very uncomfortable to contemplate. When we had the northwest regional
conference here in 1995, (which meant our planning was done early '90's)
I looked into booking a very inspirational speaker who was not a
weaver, but who, I felt, had a very pertinent presentation for all
creative people who were struggling with expressing themselves. As a
professional speaker, her fee in 1994 was $2500 for a one hour
presentation. When you consider that the weaving community pays their
teaching professionals $250 per *day* - you can see that our weaving
teachers are underwriting our passion considerably. Oh, yes, and
her travel/accomodation was to be paid in addition to her fee......
(and no, her fee isn't a typo)
Now I often hear that weavers (the majority of them women, the
majority of them scrounging their weaving money out of the household
budget) say that they can't afford to pay for teachers/conferences/
workshops/equipment, etc. OTOH, quite often their spouses will have
expensive "hobbies" such as golf, snowmobiling, hunting, fishing,
photography, etc., etc., all of which comes quite handily out of
the household budget. Until female weavers, vocational or avocational
begin to value themselves and put some sort of priority on their needs,
we will continue to have these discussions of what is and is not
"too expensive".
I am not (repeat NOT!) flaming spouses with expensive hobbies! We
all deserve to have a recreational outlet. All I'm saying is that we
need
to get *our* priorities in perspective. At least get our desires onto
the list of expenses and into the budget.
As far as a conference being a business write-off for expenses, one
has to remember that before one can write anything off as an expense,
one has to have the cash coming in to cover the expense. When I heard
how many instructors at Cinci were actually going into the hole (and
I talked to a number of them) I was very saddened.
I freely admit that I have a vested interest in this issue of
compensation
as I once again take a stab at teaching..........
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Laura Fry
who may have to join Wheat in donning flame proof undies
ps for my "positive" comments check the archives
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 13:35:12 -0400
From: Wheat Carr <wheat@craftwolf.com>
Subject: Convergence Comments
>Carry on with the discussion, friends. And let's hope the conference
>planners for Vancouver and the HGA board are listening.
>
Perhaps it would be more helpful to those planners if we took the time to
send our thoughts to them instead of expecting them to monitor this list.
I suspect that an e mailto:weavespindye@compuserve.com with a subject line of
"Convergence 2002 Suggestions"
Would be properly directed to the planners.
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 10:35:07 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: More Convergence--Long
> In fact, the local guilds receive "seed money" from HGA which is returned
> after the expenses have been paid and then the guild/guilds who hosted
> Convergence receive the majority if not all of the profits.
This statement couldn't be more wrong, unless things have changed
drastically in the last few years. Prior to 1990, HGA received nearly all
the profit with the host guild receiving such benefits as a computer
(expensive in those days). Starting in 1990, the Guild(s) requested
compensation for monies they lost in not being able to conduct their normal
activities and it started out relatively modestly ($10,000 or so to the
guild(s)). By 1994, HGA was receiving a little in excess of 75% of the
profits, and the profits were considerably higher.
Please understand I'm decidedly not Convergence or HGA bashing here, I'm
merely reporting facts. HGA needs to raise funds and Convergence is its
main vehicle, and I have no problem with that. But as it raises the bulk of
its funds on the backs of very hardworking volunteers, I feel I have a right
to have a problem with how its money is spent, such as on a glossy SS&D (my
personal bug-a-boo).
Re: Saturday night entertainment and the escaping attendees--one factor not
discussed yet is our tiredness. We're all pretty exhausted by Saturday!
Events starting at 7:15 a.m. when your body clock is at 4:15 are quite a
challenge, by the time evening arrives staying awake is its own challenge.
Re: Critiques. In Minneapolis, we solicited them two years before at
Washington, DC, and we got them in droves. Though some were useful, most
were meaningless. One person would have scathing comments about an
instructor, another would wax on poetically about the same instructor.
Comments about the facilities are generally irrelevant to the next group.
Such things as "whatever were they thinking about with the white arm bands"
were useful, but a tad obvious. Reading through the morass to glean one or
two pertinent points was difficult, remembering the points a couple of years
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later in the hurly burly that consumes the last few weeks was
impossible--having an HGA Board Laiason was a great advantage (since
dispensed with) someone who'd been there and could keep you grounded as
events consumed you.
The Convergence committee works its proverbial fanny off to do their very
best, so no they're not interested in your complaints, not unless they can
do something about it. Send *constructive* suggestions to Vancouver or
better yet Denver. By constructive, I mean saying, "this is what went wrong,
and this is how it could be addressed," but avoid anything to do with
facilities, hotels, etc., there's little anyone on the committee can do
about that.
Re: Finances. $1 a day is a little over $700 a year, which no longer
covers registration, hotel, and airfare, nowadays $2 a day is just about be
enough.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 293
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 6 12:17:36 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id MAA01925 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 12:17:31 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 06 Jul 2000 12:17:31 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id LAA09427
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 11:57:36 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta006.topica.com (outmta006.topica.com [206.132.75.208])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id LAA20830
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 11:57:28 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 294
Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 11:57:21 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.2097150774-212058698-962909841@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: RO
-- Topica Digest -Re: convergence
By nslutsky@prodigy.net
RE: conference thoughts
By amurphy@cbcag.edu
RE: convergence
By amurphy@cbcag.edu
Re: conference thoughts
By brdatta@vci.net
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Re: convergence
By EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Re: On-line documents on weaving
By LDMADDEN@aol.com
Positive Convergence things
By ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com
Re: convergence
By amyfibre@aol.com
Cashmere
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Re: Cashmere
By jyang1@home.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 13:37:03 -0400
From: "Nancy T Slutsky" <NSLUTSKY@prodigy.net>
Subject: Re: convergence
It is possible that the discussion of the value of various aspects of
convergence is in the context of the cost of the conference as a whole, not
a suggestion that the teachers be paid less.
I did not go, as I felt (at the last minute) that the expense was better
spent elsewhere in our family budget. i had been planning to come for a
visiters pass, but the cost of hotel, vacation days off ect, finally made
me reconsider. if I had been able to sign up for just one class, instead
of comittment for the whole ball of wax, I might have decided the other
way. I am not broke, but I am not a professional weaver, and the expense of
weaving is pretty high even without conventions.
I have attended business conferences, and participated in presentations,
but my employer felt that it was benefited, and I did not pay, nor would I
pay to attend such a thing. that is a job duty, like getting to work at
8:oo AM. I have never gone to an ABA metting,and never joined the ABA,
though I have been an attorney since 1972, because I have not had an
employer willing to pay the dues, and I cannot expense it myself. again,
the test is individual perception that the services are worth the expense.
HGA, I am assuming feels that the bundling of costs and expenses for the
convention is the best way to do it, and is willing to forgo the people who
might come on a different basis. I am sure that my weaving is less original
and skilled than that of those who have spent years and long hours weaving,
and my committment is obviously less. It sounds like they had a good
turnout without me.
sorry I missed convergence though. I will certainly not go to Vancouver
from Michigan for the next one. by the time it works its way back to the
midwest, who knows?
Nancy
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 12:56:08 -0500
From: "Murphy, Alice" <amurphy@cbcag.edu>
Subject: RE: conference thoughts
Just remember some of us do not have a "spouse" to take on the household
expenses so everyting comes out of our salary! (like myself!) Means
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scrimping on somethings to afford others, like weaving!
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 13:04:16 -0500
From: "Murphy, Alice" <amurphy@cbcag.edu>
Subject: RE: convergence
I, too will wait for the next midwest one, hey how about Springfield, MO as
a suggestion, it would draw weavers from all over the Ozarks and there are
quite a few of us. For me, it would be wonderful, as I would not need a
hotel, HO, HO! Seriously, I thought about coming for a couple days, as
could manage that, but no info was given on the cost of a daily pass.
VAncouver, while I'd like to visit up there, is liable to be too much for my
budget. Maybe after I'm retired? Oh, yes, even my employer will pay my time
when I go to a professional library workshop. But since they won't pay my
dues to the American LIbary Association, I remain free of that one.
Alice in MO
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 13:08:54 -0500
From: Bonnie Datta <brdatta@vci.net>
Subject: Re: conference thoughts
At 10:21 AM 7/6/00 -0700, Laura wrote:
>
>All I'm saying is that we
>need to get *our* priorities in perspective.
>
>When I heard
>how many instructors at Cinci were actually going into the hole (and
>I talked to a number of them) I was very saddened.
Is there any aspect of weaving that shows more clearly it's lowly status in
modern society than the fact that (most of) the teachers' fees don't even
cover their expenses? Is it that way in other fields?
My own experience has been in embroidery and weaving, and it seems to often
follow this pattern: folks who love the process make stuff and sell it for
little more than the cost of the materials; then they graduate to teaching
classes and writing articles (neither of which are likely to generate
minimum wage); then comes the self-published book (sorry Laura -- there
are exceptions of course! ;'D). Even Peter Collingwood said that you can't
make any money from books about weaving.
I remember when my article was published a few years ago in Weaver's
magazine, and how meager the $50.00 stipend was after two solid weeks of
writing and editing, several days of weaving the sample, and considerable
out-of-pocket expenses for copying, postage, etc. I wondered at the time
(sarcastically -- I didn't really wonder...) whether the printers, the
lay-out and editing staff, the postal service, and so on were getting a
legitimate payment for their contributions. Ha! Of course they were!
It's like that with Convergence too. So many corporations benefit *at full
fee* from conferences like Convergence -- airlines, hotels, restaurants,
conference facilities (including A/V), printers, etc. And it truly is the
willingness of we who are passionate about our art/craft to subsidize the
entire system, that makes it all possible.
This saddens me too, and I console myself by thinking that it's the price
of being lucky enough to do what I love and it's a great thing to share.
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>
>I freely admit that I have a vested interest in this issue of
>compensation
Me too.
--:
The Itinerant Weaver
:
Currently in Murray, Kentucky
--mailto:brdatta@vci.net
http://www.vci.net/~brdatta/

Bonnie Datta
Airdrie, Alberta, Canada

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 14:19:25 EDT
From: EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Subject: Re: convergence
In a message dated 07/06/2000 1:04:46 PM Central Daylight Time,
amurphy@cbcag.edu writes:
<< hey how about Springfield, MO >>
I second that....Elaine Deyo from Branson.
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 14:27:11 EDT
From: LDMADDEN@aol.com
Subject: Re: On-line documents on weaving
OOPS! I am usually on digest and have been getting the individual posts
since (convergence). Sorry to have posted this to all.
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 14:25:49 -0400
From: Ingrid Boesel <ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com>
Subject: Positive Convergence things
What was positive at Convergence?
The Fashion Show was fabulous. I loved knowing who made the piece without
hunting through a program, losing track, not being able to read it.
I loved the slide of the detail and I thought the personal photo was great.
It was noticeable when one was not shown.
The vendor hall was very good and seemed well organized
The program of speakers looked very good, but being a vendor allows no time
to go to anything except evening events.
Suggestions for improvements.
Make spectaculars a thing of the past, but keep the good ideas from the
Fashion Show.
Make a video of the Fashion Show. Try pre-selling on the registration form
and then selling it later on the web site. That should make sure that the
costs can be covered.
Break the cost of the Fashion Show out from the mass feeding afterward.
Sell two separate tickets for that. Again this makes more economic sense
for participants who have to do it on a budget. (I ended up with one tiny
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pastry and a clear tea, as the lines were long and in my opinion not well
placed - Convention Center not Convergence doing)
Ask vendors what hours they want. I think that a standard opening time and
a standard closing time would be great. This time we had a different time
each day. We were not able to keep track, so how were the participants to
know.
When we opened early, no one was there. When we stayed open later, no one
was there. On the evening of the Fashion Show we stayed open late There
was no one there except vendors and we had no time to eat and change if
they were able to go to the show.
9 to 5 sounds good to me.
I like the idea of one evening open. But Sunday afternoon after 3 was a
dead loss. The place was like a bowling alley. Why not trade Sunday
afternoon for Saturday evening. With closing at 5 and then opening again
from 8 to 10 or 7:30 to 10.
Run a stage event in the vendors area at that time, to bring people back to
the vendors area in that evening.
MAFA had a great night called "shop till you drop", and it featured draws
which were winners were posted (not announced) and the person had to be
there within 1/2 hour to pick up a voucher and then pick the prize up from
the vendor. Vendors were encouraged to do something special then as well.
Run 2 or 3 simultaneous "slide" (?) lecture shows, with voluntary tickets
on that night.
Sorry for the long message.
Ingrid
Ingrid Boesel, the weaving half of Fiberworks PCW
Visit us at: http://www.fiberworks-pcw.com
Email: ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com
-----------------------------Date: Thu Jul 06 14:42:28 2000
From: AmyFibre@aol.com
Subject: Re: convergence
In reply to...
<< hey how about Springfield, MO >>
I second that....Elaine Deyo from Branson.
Alice, Elaine and others -- Here's your chance!!!!!
The Midwest Weavers conference is being held just outside St. Louis, Missouri June 10-17
of next year (2001).
It's a regional conference held on a delightful modern campus (with plenty of air conditioning!!) -- so, less expensive, more intimate, etc.
As the person responsible for selecting teachers/classes, I can tell you that we have
spent hours and hours making sure that we are offering both the "classics" in weaving/
spinning/dyeing, as well as newer topics like surface design, etc -- and including many
nationally and internationally known teachers.
We made a concerted effort to bring in "fresh blood" as well -- including names you will
know from this list like Ingrid Boesel, Laura Fry, and others.
This year's Convergence fashion show featured works by more than half a dozen of our
contracted teachers. Good stuff!!
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Randall Darwall is our keynote speaker.
fashion show.

And Margaret Roach Wheeler is helping plan our

Check out our web site which has most of the class offerings listed by name, many with
detailed descriptions already. The rest of the detailed descriptions, instructor bios
and photos of instructors work are being put up in the next month or so.
http://www.siue.edu/wgsl/html/MWC.htm
Talk it up among Ozark weavers!!
And if you're interested in volunteering to help, we'd love to know that too!
Amy Norris
Co-Chair, Midwest 2001
amyfibre@aol.com
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 11:52:12 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Cashmere
I located a cone of very fine cashmere (1/28 nm) which is used to weave
actual pashima shawls--there was only one cone! However, the vendor will
obtain a limited supply if there is sufficient interest (an order takes at
least 4 weeks). Please e-mail me OFF list if you are interested.
Margaret Coe
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 14:54:14 -0400
From: "Janet N. Yang" <jyang1@home.com>
Subject: Re: Cashmere
Margaret,
Can you tell us how many yards are in a cone and how much it costs?
Janet
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 294
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 6 18:24:03 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id SAA02214 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 18:23:57 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 06 Jul 2000 18:23:58 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id RAA20109
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 17:47:54 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta006.topica.com (outmta006.topica.com [206.132.75.208])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id RAA25848
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 6 Jul 2000 17:47:52 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
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From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 295
Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 17:47:45 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.2135251179-951758591-962930865@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Lessons from Convergence
By amyfibre@aol.com
Re: More Convergence--Long
By brdatta@vci.net
Re: Cashmere
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Re: More Convergence--Long
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Updates to on-line weaving documents
By ralph@cs.arizona.edu
Re: On-line documents on weaving
By julieh@clear.net.nz
Re: compensation/subsidy
By laurafry@netbistro.com
RE: compensation/subsidy
By amurphy@cbcag.edu
Re: Updates to on-line weaving documents
By wheat@craftwolf.com
Re: On-line documents on weaving/oops sorry
By julieh@clear.net.nz
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu Jul 06 14:56:45 2000
From: AmyFibre@aol.com
Subject: Lessons from Convergence
For me, one of the most fascinating and productive classes at Convergence this year was
the studio class taught by Patrice George on designing for dobby looms.
Fascinating because Patrice George is a designer for industry in NYC and comes at weaving
design from that perspective, using quite different vocabulary and quite different
thought processes than those I am familiar with having grown up in the ranks of
"handweavers".
For example, the idea that weaves are not just discreet, named entities as found in
Davison's green bible and other handweaving classic texts.
Actually, my first break from the "named weave" thinking was at Convergence in Atlanta
when I took several classes from Bonnie Inouye who taught me that threading, treadling
and tie-up can be separate entities, mixed and matched for an apparently infinite number
of weave structures, many of which defy naming by the conventional handweaving world.
Patrice George's class took this one step further. Although she acknowledged the basic
"classes of weaves", like twill, satin, etc., her approach to design seemed to me in no
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way tied to these classes.
One lesson I took away from the class is to think in terms of designing based on how I
want the interlacements to look (floats, etc., as design elements) and skip worrying
about what kind of weave it is, or even what kind of weave classification.
On a separate subject, one of the real plusses at this year's Convergence in my experience were the morning lectures by renowned artists. I particularly enjoyed Joy Boutrup's
lecture on new materials. She barely had time to hit on a few major points, and I left
wishing for more. IMO, an expanded version of her lecture could have easily been the
"entertainment" for Saturday night.
I was fascinated by the inside peek into the world of new materals and the information
that she was able to provide about the techniques used in working with them at the industry level. And afterwards, I was very glad to find two suppliers of lyocell (Tencel) on
the vendor floor (Textura Trading in the US, and Yarns Plus in Canada) after her lecture.
I'm still mentally processing the wealth of information that was squished into my brain
at Convergence and Complex Weavers, so no doubt this is not the most articulate summary
of what I took away. More will percolate through the grey matter in the coming months
and hopefully show itself in my weaving.
Amy
amyfibre@aol.com
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 13:55:17 -0500
From: Bonnie Datta <brdatta@vci.net>
Subject: Re: More Convergence--Long
At 10:36 AM 7/6/00 -0700, Margaret wrote:
>
>Re: Critiques. In Minneapolis, we solicited them two years before at
>Washington, DC, and we got them in droves. Though some were useful, most
>were meaningless.
Kind of makes one sceptical about the democratic system, doesn't it?
>having an HGA Board Laiason was a great advantage (since
>dispensed with) someone who'd been there and could keep you grounded as
>events consumed you.
Is there now a staff liaison? Or none at all? I would find it really
intolerable to think that HGA doesn't provide the local organizers with an
experienced point person. The preparation of a master "To-Do" list, with a
schedule and a budget and a synopsis of what's important at each step
should definitely be owned by a person in "home office" who can ensure
continuity, maintain standards, and implement "fixes" to whatever needs
fixing as evidenced by feedback from previous events.
--:
The Itinerant Weaver
:
Currently in Murray, Kentucky
--mailto:brdatta@vci.net
http://www.vci.net/~brdatta/

Bonnie Datta
Airdrie, Alberta, Canada

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 12:28:57 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: Cashmere
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Thought I'd answer Janet's note on list as it's a frequent puzzle which
could do with a little airing. I stated the yarn was 1/28 Nm. This is what
the supplier told me. Nm is a metric count (km/kg) and according to one
source the count is usually given first followed by the ply--but, I'm
assuming someone is wrong here. For example a 30/2 Nm:
30,000 divided by 2 = 15,000 meters per kilo
So, assuming the1/28 is backwards, and the Nm is correct, this would
indicate 28,000 meters in a kilo. By my albeit rough calculations that's
30,520 yards in a kilo, (2.2 lbs) or about 13,873 yards per lb. Use the
following formula to convert between yards/lb and the metric system:
Metres/kg = yards/lb
Yards/lb = Metres/kg

x

x 2.016
.496

Please send all mail regarding cashmere to me OFF list.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
----------------------------------------------------------------------- Original Message ----From: Janet Yang <jyang1@home.com>
To: <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2000 11:55 AM
Subject: Re: Cashmere
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Margaret,
Can you tell us how many yards are in a cone and how much it costs?
Janet
___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 12:32:05 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: More Convergence--Long
> Re: Finances. $1 a day is a little over $700 a year, which no longer
> covers registration, hotel, and airfare, nowadays $2 a day is just about
be
> enough
OK, I caught it $1 a day for the two years between Convergences provides the
$700.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
------------------------------------------------------------------.
>
> Margaret
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
------------------------------------------------------------------___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 13:09:46 -0700
From: Ralph Griswold <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>
Subject: Updates to on-line weaving documents
If you asked to be added to the lists for notices about this, you should
have received the first mailing, which covers late May and all of June.
If you did not, please let me know -- off list.
Ditto to be removed from the list.
Ralph
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 08:29:32 +1200
From: "julieh" <julieh@clear.net.nz>
Subject: Re: On-line documents on weaving
Yes please, I would appreciate being put on your mailing list.
Julie Hennessy
julieh@clear.net.nz
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 13:43:11 -0700
From: Laura Fry <laurafry@netbistro.com>
Subject: Re: compensation/subsidy
And just to keep this completely in perspective, not all teachers
have spouses to support them, let alone subsidize their teaching....
Some of us who do have spouses may still be required to support our
own businesses as well as contribute to the family coffers.
I've already stared bankruptcy in the face once - it's a place I don't
want to visit again.
This is why I weave 100 yard black
black, plain weave on my AVL dobby
cost of my studio. But I'd rather
dept. store (not to put down those
could not!)

warps, sometimes black on
- somebody has to pay for the
be weaving than clerking at a
who do, just that I, personally,

As for self-publishing, I chose to do it this way, not because I'm
going to make bags of money, irrespective of the selling price,
but because there was no way it was going to materialize unless I
did it myself (with the able assistance of my elf, plus the very
real help and support of a number of wonderful friends/weavers/
computer person/editor). In the meantime, the mega weaving is
paying for the cost of the trip to Cinci to promote/market the
book, the cost of the yarns ($1000 for one of the projects alone),
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the printer, not to mention the hundreds of hours #1 elf will be
doing preparing warps, and cutting the samples apart and mounting
them.
(I didn't take the reference to my self-publishing as a flame, just
outlining some of what goes into a book such as this one, and trying
to explain why the cost......)
In the end, even if I do sell all of the copies, I seriously doubt
I'll do much more than cover the costs.
Yes, I'm doing this for the love of weaving, because I want to see
weavers learn more and grow as creative people. But I'm not doing it
for the glory. Glory still doesn't buy much at the supermarket, and
deficits don't keep a roof over ones head.
Now I promise I'll be quiet......
Laura Fry
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 15:46:15 -0500
From: "Murphy, Alice" <amurphy@cbcag.edu>
Subject: RE: compensation/subsidy
the thought of all that black is downright nightmarish!
to keep weaving!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We do what we must

-----Original Message----From:
Laura Fry [SMTP:laurafry@netbistro.com]
Sent:
Thursday, July 06, 2000 3:44 PM
To: weavetech@topica.com
Subject:
Re: compensation/subsidy
And just to keep this completely in perspective, not all teachers
have spouses to support them, let alone subsidize their teaching....
Some of us who do have spouses may still be required to support our
own businesses as well as contribute to the family coffers.
I've already stared bankruptcy in the face once - it's a place I don't
want to visit again.
This is why I weave 100 yard black
black, plain weave on my AVL dobby
cost of my studio. But I'd rather
dept. store (not to put down those
could not!)

warps, sometimes black on
- somebody has to pay for the
be weaving than clerking at a
who do, just that I, personally,

As for self-publishing, I chose to do it this way, not because I'm
going to make bags of money, irrespective of the selling price,
but because there was no way it was going to materialize unless I
did it myself (with the able assistance of my elf, plus the very
real help and support of a number of wonderful friends/weavers/
computer person/editor). In the meantime, the mega weaving is
paying for the cost of the trip to Cinci to promote/market the
book, the cost of the yarns ($1000 for one of the projects alone),
the printer, not to mention the hundreds of hours #1 elf will be
doing preparing warps, and cutting the samples apart and mounting
them.
(I didn't take the reference to my self-publishing as a flame, just
outlining some of what goes into a book such as this one, and trying
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

to explain why the cost......)
In the end, even if I do sell all of the copies, I seriously doubt
I'll do much more than cover the costs.
Yes, I'm doing this for the love of weaving, because I want to see
weavers learn more and grow as creative people. But I'm not doing it
for the glory. Glory still doesn't buy much at the supermarket, and
deficits don't keep a roof over ones head.
Now I promise I'll be quiet......
Laura Fry
___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 18:14:14 -0400
From: Wheat Carr <wheat@craftwolf.com>
Subject: Re: Updates to on-line weaving documents
I started to send this to Ralph off the list, but it is really a useful
"free service" that especially those trying to keep folks notified of
changes in sites like complex weavers or
the great resource Ralph has set up for us.
At 12:58 7/6/2000 -0700, you wrote:
>
>If you asked to be added to the lists for notices about this, you should
>have received the first mailing, which covers late May and all of June.
>
>If you did not, please let me know -- off list.
>
>
Ralph
There is a very easy to use and free service called "mind-it"
I use it on many web pages. You place a small amount of code on a page, then
folks can register to be sent an email when you update the page. If you
used on
this on "what's new" kind of page - then only when you updated that page
would folks
get a notice.
This would relieve you of the responsibility of having to maintain a list.
Ron Parker also uses it on his FiberNet List of Fiber Related Lists at my
suggestion and it has meant he need not be concerned with contacting folks,
or those who forget to make changes to their email addresses "in the list"
and cause bouncing and all other manner of headache.
You can get more information about how to set up the page at
http://netmind.com/
it is free and the only advertising is a request to visit the sponsor in
the message which informs you when a page has been updated.
Wheat
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-----------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 10:14:13 +1200
From: "julieh" <julieh@clear.net.nz>
Subject: Re: On-line documents on weaving/oops sorry
Sorry....this was meant to be private.........to quick with the reply
button.....sick kids , not concentrating.
Julie
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 295
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Fri Jul 7 06:57:39 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA02510 for <ralph@localhost>; Fri, 7 Jul 2000 06:57:33 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Fri, 07 Jul 2000 06:57:34 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA07797
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 7 Jul 2000 03:31:44 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta015.topica.com (outmta015.topica.com [206.132.75.232])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA02078
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 7 Jul 2000 03:31:42 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 296
Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 03:31:36 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1573594169-212058698-962965896@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: RO
-- Topica Digest -Re:new item for future convergence conference.
By bnathans@mindspring.com
Re: convergence
By fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Re: new item for future convergence conference.
By NMRatliff@aol.com
mind-it
By ralph@cs.arizona.edu
Re: Convergence
By cronenorth@prodigy.net
Good aspects of Convergence
By ryeburn@sfu.ca
Re: new blood
By aafannin@mailbox.syr.edu
Re: Convergence
By cronenorth@prodigy.net
RE: new blood and convergence comments.
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By judie@eatough.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 15:20:53 -0400
From: Barbara Nathans <bnathans@mindspring.com>
Subject: Re:new item for future convergence conference.
One area that always seems to be neglected at our big conferences is the
topics that cover running a guild. Most of us who take on a board
position do not have good experience in the subject we are responsible
for, and desperately need experienced imput from others. Frequently we
don't even know what problems we are going to face.
Small group sessions for "program", or "treasurer" or "Newsletter" ,
etc. are urgently needed. Other topics are of interest, too. I still
remember taking notes on the bus to the airport at some comference or
other by someone who belonged to a yarn buying co-operative in (Kansas
?) and who had really good,useful experience to impart.
Other topics like "Co-ops" could be covered. This just requires a person
to organize the subject before hand,plus a location and publicity from
the conference... no costs to speak of.
On another note, perhaps we who are complaing about too much luxury in
Cincinnati should contemplate the "Dog Handlers" disaster and speak a
little more humbly of our desires. We are really talking about
"fine-tuning" as opposed to disaster control. If I haven't stated it
clearly before, I was certainly well housed and schooled and welcomed
and entertained by the hard working sponsers...... And I do appreciate
all the effort it took from a group of volunteers.
I liked the possibility of taking classes of different lengths. I signed
up for the 3 hour ones, but didn't seem to get what I chose., so I wound
up mainly with 1 1/2 hr sessions in the same topics, not too bad really.
It was enough to whet my appetite, or suggest this was not an area I
wanted to go further in in most cases. Bonnie Innuye had to race thru
her take on "Double Weave" but she always gives you double your money's
worth anyway. And one or two ended a smidge early anyway, so 1 1/2 hrs.
was enough.
I particularly liked the full day studio classes, which were not part of
the basic fee. I would like to see more of them, perhaps included in
basic cost; that is, a choice in lieu of shorter sessions.
-Barbara Nathans
Bellport, Long Island, New York
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 21:17:51 -0400
From: fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Re: convergence
Thanks Amy for the information on the 2001 Regional
Conference.
I will admit, I live in Michigan, and had no desire to go to
Ohio for the conference. Blasphemy I am sure, however, when
I travel, I want to go someplace I have never been. I am
looking forward to going "away" and Vancouver sounds
wonderful to me.
When I used to go to my buying shows (when I owned a fabric
store), the one big one was always held in different parts
of the US and it was wonderful. It was the only time I got
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to travel, so I always enjoyed the
I think it was wonderful for those
vicinity that don't care to travel
go.
Loving all the input from everyone

locations too.
weavers in the general
to get the opportunity to
who did attend.

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 21:24:28 EDT
From: NMRatliff@aol.com
Subject: Re: new item for future convergence conference.
Does anyone know anything about a Studio handcraft of California loom. I have
the opportunity to buy a 60" one but am not familiar with this loom.
Thanks,
Nancy
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 18:45:23 -0700
From: Ralph Griswold <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>
Subject: mind-it
mind-it will tell you if a tended page has changed but not what
the changes are. There are periods in which my pages are changing
daily without anything new being added. What I am try to do is
inform interested persons of what is new so that they don't have
to try to figure it out by scanning the pages, some of which are
long.
While I'm cluttering the list, to forstall more questions, here again
is the URL of the root page for weaving documents:
http://www.cs.arizona.edu/patterns/weaving/weavedocs.html
That page contains links to three other pages: documents created
for on-line publication, scanned documents, and weavetech archives.
Ralph
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 21:12:58 -0500
From: "Judith Favia" <cronenorth@prodigy.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence
For Vancouver, I will be registering for all of Convergence, but selling my
tickets to the large group events - maybe not the Fashion Show, but
certainly all the others. I suspect that there are lots of chances to buy
tickets at well below the single ticket price that HGA charges.
J
Judith Favia
cronenorth@prodigy.net
Minneapolis, MN
----- Original Message ----From: "Judy Jones" <jjcbjones@rcn.com>
To: <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 04, 2000 5:42 PM
Subject: RE: Convergence
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

On the question of cost. Yes, Convergence is getting more expensive,
and
it's good that people are expressing what they want to see cut, but I
suspect any cuts will only serve to keep costs the same, i.e., don't
expect
a reduction

When I wished to take an long time college friend who lives in Cinn. to
the Fashion Show and saw how much the extra ticket cost, I was curious
as to why it cost so much. The price seemed out of line. I was told by
the Convergence Chair that along with the cost of producing the show,
Convergence is a fund raiser for HGA. I was unaware that this was the
case as were many friends I mentioned this to.
I suggested that HGA
needs to inform its membership of this fact. When our local guilds have
workshops, lectures , and events the charges are usually based on just
covering expenses.
This is one of the advantages to being a group.
Why doesn't HGA operate the same way for Convergence? They already have
a fund raising arm in the Fiber Trust.
I also suspect that the MITI classes were partly fund raising as the one
I took on Photo Transfer was not worth $20.
All in all Convergence was a great experience. It always amazes me that
there are so many of us who speak the same language. How inspiring! I
hope I'll be able to afford Vancouver. I'm saving now!
Judy
___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 21:26:34 -0500
From: Jo Anne Ryeburn <ryeburn@sfu.ca>
Subject: Good aspects of Convergence
As a member of the 2002 steering committee, I know I and other
committee members will benefit from reading about your reactions to
Convergence 2000. Because everyone wants to improve on a good thing,
the comments often dwell on the negative aspects of the conference. I
know that my personal list of comments concentrates on what could be
done better and therefore has more negative than positive comments.
But I would like to hear from you about what went right, what was
good about the conference. Sure, there were things I didn't like, but
I came away from Cincinnati having had a really good experience. The
people I met seemed to be having a great time. Please share sone of
the good times, either to me personally or to the list.
Here is part of my list:
My workshop with Joy Boutrup was great
The boy scouts who toted luggage at Miami University were much appreciated.
The large print on the name tags made it possible to see the names
with a hopefully unobtrusive glance.
My marbling and silk papter seminars showed me what I was doing wrong
in my first attempts at these techniques, and I came away with pieces
of marbled silk and shiny silk paper.
The speakers were entertaining.
The cold punch available at the exhibits that firstnight was much appreciated!
The helpful people posted to direct us to the correct seminar rooms
and gathering places were a boon!
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When a medical emergency arose, I was lever left alone until family
arrived, and this took some time.
Jo Anne
-Jo Anne Ryeburn

ryeburn@sfu.ca

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2000 22:44:03 -0400
From: Allen Fannin <aafannin@mailbox.syr.edu>
Subject: Re: new blood
At 07:52 AM 7/6/00 -0700, you wrote:
>In regard to new blood at COMPLEX WEAVERS SEMINAR.
>First, teachers must apply. If new teachers do not apply, then we get
>teachers who have taught before.
>Ingrid Boesel,
This is also true of experience teachers. Everyone must apply and for me
personally that is the problem. When someone has an international
reputation, the idea of having to prove one's self is somewhat
inappropriate. There are probably many who could offer unique and
interesting presentations but are not simply "invited" to teach rather than
having to prove their mettle by application.
AAF
ALLEN FANNIN, Adjunct Prof., Textile Science
Department of Retail Management & Design Technology
224 Slocum Hall Rm 215
College for Human Develpment
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13244-1250
Phone: (315) 443-1256/4635
FAX: (315) 443-2562
-5300
mailto:aafannin@mailbox.syr.edu>
http://syllabus.syr.edu/TEX/aafannin
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 21:23:21 -0500
From: "Judith Favia" <cronenorth@prodigy.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence
Since I was also attending Complex Weavers, I took advantage
"fine arts"offerings at Convergence: two seminars with Mira
on bookmaking and one on image transfer) and one with Arturo
composition. All of them were absolutely wonderful and gave
think about.

of some of the
Coviensky (one
Sandoval on
me lots to

And then Complex Weavers was an intensive dip into pure weaving classes and
a great way to come down.
I really appreciated the longer class times in Cinncy; the 1.5 hour slots in
Atlanta were very frustrating. But I do have to second the requests for
less entertainment and more opportunities to exchange personal ideas
inVancouver. Some of us at CW shared that with some of the 2002 organizers.
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Judith Favia
cronenorth@prodigy.net
Minneapolis, MN
----- Original Message ----From: "Jane Eisenstein" <janee@softweave.com>
To: <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2000 6:47 AM
Subject: Re: Convergence
> Doesn't anyone want to share anything about their Convergence/CW
experience
> besides complaints? Didn't you get new insights, inspirations, techniques?
> Aren't they are worth discussing and sharing with the stay at homes?
>
> Jane
>
>
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 6 Jul 2000 22:07:43 -0600
From: "Judie Eatough" <judie@eatough.net>
Subject: RE: new blood and convergence comments.
>>>Everyone must apply and for me
personally that is the problem. When someone has an international
reputation, the idea of having to prove one's self is somewhat
inappropriate.<<<
Don't think of it as an application process, but as a proposal of what you
would like to teach and what you would like to have listed for your bio,
etc. No committee can read minds.
Even the most noted speakers in the sciences send papers to committees when
speaking at meetings. How else is someone supposed to guess what new and
exciting things they would like to share.
The latest research has not been
published yet. The titles and abstracts are listed in the program for the
information of the participants. Answering Request for Proposal and writing
proposals is a fact of life in the scientific community. No proposals, no
funded research.
Comments from evaluation sheets --- I found the most helpful in planning a
program was the list of teachers and topics that people wanted for the next
seminars. This helped to know where interests were and to choose seminar
topics that covered some of the indicated interests.
I am sure that the
committees would like to know who you would like to take a class from and
what topics you want to learn more about.
Judie
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 296
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Fri Jul 7 08:03:10 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id IAA02749 for <ralph@localhost>; Fri, 7 Jul 2000 08:03:04 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
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for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Fri, 07 Jul 2000 08:03:04 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id HAA10978
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 7 Jul 2000 07:16:57 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta006.topica.com (outmta006.topica.com [206.132.75.208])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id HAA03595
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 7 Jul 2000 07:16:55 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 297
Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 07:16:48 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.106219195-212058698-962979408@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -mentoring conference organizers and guild leaders == some relevant? experiences
By robink@wizard.net
suggestions for convergence
By debmcclintock@compuserve.com
Drawloom Question
By pam.rathmell@alumni.duke.edu
Re: Good aspects of Convergence
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Looking for book
By janenott@worldnet.att.net
Re: PDF downloads from my site
By wheat@craftwolf.com
Re: Drawloom Question
By isidro@bbn.com
Convergence Hotels
By pam.rathmell@alumni.duke.edu
Re:"new blood" weavetech@topica.com, issue 296
By tpv@world.std.com
RE: Drawloom Question
By judie@eatough.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 08:25:43 -0400
From: "Robin Burk" <robink@wizard.net>
Subject: mentoring conference organizers and guild leaders == some relevant? experiences
Barbara wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

One area that always seems to be neglected at our big conferences is the
topics that cover running a guild. Most of us who take on a board
position do not have good experience in the subject we are responsible
for, and desperately need experienced imput from others. Frequently we
don't even know what problems we are going to face.

Yes -- knowledge transfer is a perennial problem in volunteer organizations
of all kinds.
But it CAN be addressed successfully!!
Seminars are one
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way to do this, but there are other ways that work, too.
If I may, I'd
like to give an example from a different hobby -- please don't flame me if
it seems irrelevant, just page down and I'll go back into my lurk mode. (Or
write to me and tell me how weaving guilds are different.)
I belong to a club which puts on 2 all-breed dog shows a year.
Many of our
members are elderly or have moved from the area, so the work is done by a
core group of perhaps 10-15 people -- no small task, as our spring show
attracts ~3000-3500 dogs, ~5000 people and ~2500-3500 cars and mobile homes;
our fall show is a bit smaller.
Each show takes a year to plan and
involves much more than I ever suspected prior to being part of this club -contacting for the site, tents, etc.; fire marshall inspections of all areas
where the public can go; negotiations with the parent organization (AKC) for
judge approvals etc., hiring judges and arranging housing and transportation
for them; contracting with vendors who want to put up booths -- not to
mention the more visible things like advertising the event, accepting
entries, producing the catalog (program) that's for sale.
Our shows are generally regarded as being very well run, despite the small
cadre involved.
In part that's because there is continuity from show to
show -- we use the same site over and over again (being VERY careful to
ensure that we take care of their property so that they will contract w/ us
again) and the core group has a lot of continuity in its members.
OTOH, this club does a lot of things to ensure that all goes well.
include:

These

- thinking through the various roles needed to put on a successful event:
what is the best way to divvy up the work, not just because so-and-so likes
to do A and B, but because the tasks break out naturally.
This allows
sub-groups / committees to work semi-independently and clarifies who is
responsible for what decisions.
And it makes it easier to *document* what
each role (esp. committee chairs) must do, by when.
- attracting and using outside groups during the event itself for things
that aren't dog-specific: Rotarians to help direct traffic/parking, youth
groups for grounds pickup, etc.
- a written Operations Manual.
The manual addresses ALL of the various
elements of planning that need to be addressed months or a year ahead of
time.
It lists points of contact, critical deadlines, regulatory issues,
how to get insurance for the event, etc.
- clear expectations for the workers -- we start setting up the site a full
week before the show.
We know what things must be done on successive days
for it all to come together, and this is documented in the Opns Manual.
- intentional outreach to leaders in the wider community.
We make sure
that the local government leaders are invited to attend the show as our
guests; we sponsor an arson detection dog for the local fire department and
give a small scholarship to a vet tech student at the local college each
semester; we work hand in hand with the police ahead of time to ensure that
they are willing supporters of our traffic management efforts, etc.
- nurturing for the workers.
We have a pot luck planning meeting for the
show committee a month before the event, and the club uses part of the
proceeds from the show to host a restaurant dinner two weeks later for those
who worked. We do this whether or NOT we made money on that particular
event, drawing on club coffers if necessary -- it's considered a very
important part of the show effort, not a luxury.
As a result of these initiatives, a total novice can join the club and
become a productive contributor, and the old hands can EFFECTIVELY delegate
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much of the footwork -- and therefore don't burn out!!!
These workers are
mentored effectively and then can step up to committee chair roles, allowing
old hands to relax before jumping in again.
Our specialty
(breed-specific) clubs who rotate putting on the National Specialty show do
NOT have this continuity.
They are like regional guilds hosting
Convergence.
The level of success varies greatly from year to year based
on individuals' personal experience and energy levels, and people often burn
out badly in the process.
It seems to me that what works for putting on an event might also work for
the day-to-day effort of organizing and leading a guild.
Perhaps some
experienced people in the handweaving community can begin drafting an
informal "how to run a guild" manual. Circulate it among yourselves for
comments -- and include divergent experiences and advice.
Identify the
critical roles and responsibilities.
Address any legalities involved,
including relationships with HGA.
Add advice on a range of topics -fundraising, meeting locations, outreach to the wider community, activities,
education, etc.
I guess what I'm saying is that you don't have to wait for Convergence, or
for action on the part of HGA, to gather up the experience and hard-won
lessons of the weaving community.
Ask around, and then draft an
operations manual for your own guild and its board.
Expect it to mature
and evolve over time -- don't be dismayed if there are huge gaps and
unknowns at first -- that just tells you what questions to ask of others!
Also expect various guilds both to learn from one another and to pick/choose
what is right for their own situations -- a rural guild in a summer tourist
destination is probably going to do some things differently from an urban
guild surrounded by fine arts schools and clothing designers, for instance.
Just my individual, and perhaps off-base!! thoughts ....
Robin Burk
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 08:31:39 -0400
From: Deb McClintock <DEBMCCLINTOCK@compuserve.com>
Subject: suggestions for convergence
Fashion show presentation was a great package.

My friends know that I am=

not a fashion person and suffer greatly thru razzle dazzle fashion shows.=
=
I liked the soft music, Excellent combination of weaver, name and work on=
the screen.

Executed beautifully.

=

Entire gallery loop - More focus on the fiber galleries in the area, I wa=
s
disappointed in my gallery tour, the small tapestries were fantastic, did=
not appreciate the willow tree structure, when I knew there were other
fiber related shows in town. Did have a friend that had a car so we coul=
d
go see the yardage and litergical show. Suggest that 2 evenings several
buses swing thru majority of gallery shows (on/off priveliges), don't
expect food, just want safe transportation to see all the fiber events. =
As
someone pointed out, it takes time, effort, huge coordination on the arti=
st
and gallery owner's part to hang these shows outside of the convention
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hall.

We should provide some type of low-key transportation to the shows=

and honor that effort.
Formal recognition of electronic/networking groups that exist, don't
doublebook these gatherings over classes. Allow space and time for these=
groups to meet and talk. Tough to choose between a class you paid for an=
d
an informal gathering. Would like to see them better scheduled. =
Food - I was in line when the food ran out twice, went hungry twice or
waited entirely too long, one of my earlier lifes was in hospitality and =
I
hope the team went after a big refund, there is no excuse to run out of
pasta/bread (low cost). I would prefer to not pay for food and have time=
to hunt out food on my own.
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 09:12:41 -0500
From: pam.rathmell@alumni.duke.edu
Subject: Drawloom Question
Some time ago, I bought a drawloom from a weaver who didn't want it any
more, with the idea that I would shortly have space to assemble it. It
was in pieces when I bought it, but I have slides the person weaving at
the loom, and some bits of the assembly. I know it is a Glimakra single
unit draw, about 20 years old. The pictures show only five ground
shafts assembled. Does this make sense? It seems odd that a drawloom
would have only 5 ground shafts; I would think at least 8 would be more
reasonable. Does anyone know if Glimakra made this type of loom with
only 5 shafts in the past?
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 09:10:24 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Good aspects of Convergence
It's nice to know that Jo Anne and perhaps others involved in C2002 are
reading our comments. Here are some more:
1. Hotels. I know that the Conv committee isn't responsible for the
hotels' behavior, but they *are* responsible for picking the hotels and
negotiating ahead of time with hotel event staff. After several
Convergences, I'm left wondering if people who design large convention
hotels have ever attended a convention themselves. Do they have any
feeling that at conferences things tend to happen at the same time for
everyone? For example, I understand that the Regal in Cincy was told ahead
of time that the buses from the preconf workshops would arrive at a
specific time, which would mean registering a lot of guests at the same
time. Couldn't the hotel have laid on more people at the registration desk
for an hour? I did not go to a preconf workshop, but I saw that line, and
I talked to people who waited in it for an hour or more. And then there
are elevators. If you have 21 floors and everyone needs to get to the same
event at the same time, you have a problem. Why are hotels connected to
large convention centers designed this way???
2. Class selection. I've heard folks say that they found the registration
form for Convergence confusing. I personally liked having the choice
different formats (3-hr seminars, 1.5 hr lectures). If the feedback is
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that the form was confusing, perhaps the C2002 cte can find a better way to
organize the form and packet, but I'd like to see the options for shorter &
longer sessions retained. And I second the suggestion that the all-day
studio classes become an option for the main conference, not just a
pre-conference extra.
3. Vendors. I'm sympathetic to the vendors for the Sunday afternoon
grumble. However, not all of us leave right away, so perhaps they could
stay open a few hours (say, till 3:00 p.m., not 5:00 p.m.) on Sunday
afternoon. OTOH, we're all pretty tired & shopped out by then, so perhaps
vendors should be allowed to close when the closing ceremony starts. That
might also encourage more people to attend the closing ceremony.
4. Closing ceremony. Speaking of the closing ceremony: why not publicize
the goodies that will be available at the closing ceremony? In Cincy,
there were drawings for some really nifty stuff, including 5 days of free
rental car in Vancouver and a free registration for C2002. You had to be
present to win, but name after name was called before a winner was there to
take her prize.
5. Non-weaving offerings. I consider myself lucky to live in an area that
is lively with art classes and workshops. But not everyone lives in such
an area. Such classes as embellishing your work with beads or making
polymer clay buttons for your handwoven garments don't offend me at a
weaving conference, especially when (as was the case for Cincy) there are
plenty of weaving-specific lectures & seminars. It might be the only
chance for some people to learn these skills.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 09:17:10 -0700
From: "Jane Nott" <janenott@worldnet.att.net>
Subject: Looking for book
Hi, I am trying to find a copy of Donna Sullivan's Summer & Winter/A Weave
for All Seasons...I have looked at a number of weaving sites (vendors), and
wonder if anyone has an inkling as to where I can buy it. Any help would be
much appreciated.
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 09:40:18 -0400
From: Wheat Carr <wheat@craftwolf.com>
Subject: Re: PDF downloads from my site
>
>There seems to be a distinct preference for the smaller files, as is
>understandable.
>
Dear Ralph,
Downloading any file via a web interface is almost invariably slower than
using ftp.
Is there any chance that public access to the files via ftp could be made
available.
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Wheat
-----------------------------Date: 07 Jul 2000 09:49:22 -0400
From: isidro@bbn.com (Isidro M. Castineyra)
Subject: Re: Drawloom Question
Drawlooms specifically made to weave damask based on 5-shaft satin
will have only 5 shafts.
Isidro
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 10:00:37 -0500
From: pam.rathmell@alumni.duke.edu
Subject: Convergence Hotels
In picking the Regal Hotel, I looked at the prices and the location,
and decided that the Regal, at $115 and very close to the convention
center would be ideal. It was not a happy choice. I don't blame the
Convergence organizers; certainly the staff problems were not their
fault.
However, as a suggestion to the Vancouver team, perhaps a more thorough
vetting of the hotels would be in order. Looking at a number of typical
rooms, and then providing descriptions of each hotel in the registration
package would have gone a long way toward influencing my choice of
hotel. I know that there are some things that can't anticipated, like
rudeness and lack of hotel services, but certainly descriptions of rooms
and the overall state of cleanliness could be described. My roommate
and I have done a lot of serious business travel; we would have been
warned if we'd seen a description. The Regal appalling.
In fact, many of the complaints I have heard on the list stem from a
lack of good communication.
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 09:58:47 -0400
From: Tom Vogl <tpv@world.std.com>
Subject: Re:"new blood" weavetech@topica.com, issue 296
Judie Eatough wrote, in part:
"Even the most noted speakers in the sciences send papers to committees
when
speaking at meetings. How else is someone supposed to guess what new
and
exciting things they would like to share.
The latest research has not
been
published yet. The titles and abstracts are listed in the program for
the
information of the participants. Answering Request for Proposal and
writing
proposals is a fact of life in the scientific community. No proposals,
no
funded research."
To set the record straight, the above statements are not accurate. The
phrase "no proposal, no funded research" is a red herring, since it
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applies to *research* not to the presentation of papers. Presenting a
paper (the results of research) is not, and has never been considered,
research.
Papers at almost all scientific meetings are of two kinds: submitted and
invited. I have presented many of both kinds during my career. The
process Judie describes applies to submitted papers, but most organizing
committees also extend invitations to people well known in the field to
present "invited" papers on any topic the invited speaker chooses. The
invited speakers are asked to provide a brief abstract of the material
they plan to present. I personally know many senior scientists who only
consider presenting invited papers. If the program committee does not
know what and who is hot in the field, and therefore whom to invite, it
is a reflection on the competence of the program committee, and usually
suggests that the meeting probably is not worth the time to attend.
In the context of Convergence, it is noteworthy that at scientific
meetings, the invited speakers (and only the invited speakers) may
sometimes be paid out-of-pocket expenses, but paying these speakers an
honararium for speaking is rare indeed and speakers presenting submitted
papers are never paid an honararium nor out-of-pocket expenses (although
some societies have a limited number of travel grants to support
attendance by impecunious students. These grants must be applied for).
Individuals asked to teach scientific tutorials lasting a full day or
more (usually just before or just after the formal meeting) are usually
paid a teaching honararium.
Cheers,
Tom.
-www.world.std.com/~kcl
tpv@world.std.com
"When did the goose that lays golden eggs turn into
a cash cow?"
K. C. Long
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 08:16:10 -0600
From: "Judie Eatough" <judie@eatough.net>
Subject: RE: Drawloom Question
Hi,
I have a Glimakra single unit draw. It has the possibilities of 10 shafts,
but right now I have it set up with only 6 shafts. The suggestion from
Glimakra is that you set up only the shafts for the warp you are currently
doing. So you add and subtract shafts and lamms as wanted. Most SU draw
looms have 8 or 10 shafts. Where you need to look is at the top of the loom
on the piece that holds the jacks and mounts across the top of the loom.
You do not remove these after putting the loom together. And that piece
usually stays together even when the loom is not assembled. <gg>
Judie
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 297
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Mon Jul 10 14:51:45 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id OAA00599 for <ralph@localhost>; Mon, 10 Jul 2000 14:51:39 -0700
Received: from bas
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by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Mon, 10 Jul 2000 14:51:41 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id KAA15356
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 7 Jul 2000 10:32:18 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta015.topica.com (outmta015.topica.com [206.132.75.232])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id KAA06005
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 7 Jul 2000 10:32:15 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 298
Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 10:32:09 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.117889729-212058698-962991129@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Convergence and CW seminar
By autio@pssci.umass.edu
Drawloom Question...maybe answered
By pam.rathmell@alumni.duke.edu
Re: Regal Hotel
By bnathans@mindspring.com
Re: Convergence Hotels
By amyfibre@aol.com
long sectional chenille warps
By jnbj@aol.com
Re: submitting proposals
By laurafry@netbistro.com
Re: Looking for book
By rsblau@cpcug.org
re: convergence
By fibertrails1@juno.com
Invited Speakers
By ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com
Re: Looking for book
By BOOKS@WOODENPORCH.COM
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 10:20:57 -0400
From: Autio <autio@pssci.umass.edu>
Subject: Convergence and CW seminar
There was to have been at least one talk at Convergence (given by a friend
of mine, Catherine Leary) on Weaving and Community that would have been
very useful to guild officers. Unfortunately Catherine had to drop out
because of a work conflict. It's a wonderful talk and I hope she does it
someday.
There was much to enjoy at Convergence - John Marshall's talk, the Fashion
show, the three classes I took (Finnish weaving, Fear of Orange, Music and
Weaving). I particularly enjoyed the last class I took, with Nadine
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Saunders on Music and Weaving. It was not at all what I expected (thought
it would be on ways to transfer music to structure). Instead, it was a
peaceful, relaxing session of songs of weaving and spinning, sung by Nadine
with guitar and tape back-up, slides of weavings inspired by music, and
ample opportunities for the small class to join in the singing and get up
and dance some simple ring dances. A perfect end to a hectic conference
for me. The two small group meetings I went to (Tied-weaves study group
wrap up and Megado) were excellent and I hope that more groups schedule
formal or informal meetings at the next Convergence. I was disappointed
not to get on the exhibit tour I wanted, but spent quite a bit of time in
the museum just looking at their wonderful collection of
paintings. Fortunately I was able to come back after Seminar and go to
some of the exhibits I had particularly wanted to see (yardage, small
expressions, and the spiritual work) and to see the Cathedral in Covington
as well. An extra evening of busses (Saturday) would have been
wonderful. I didn't get to spend enough time in the commercial exhibit or
talking to friends but was at least able to do some of both. An informal
exhibit of the small Fiber challenge pieces rather than the come to the
microphone routine would have made them visible to those who were not
standing in line. For both Convergence and CW Seminar I would like to see
longer write-ups of the classes and more details on the level at which it
is to be taught.
For CW Seminar, the return to quiet and sanity (comparative) was
delightful. The classes were at a higher level, the food was more varied
and balanced, and it was possible to sit and talk during meals or around
classes. I would have liked just 5 assigned classes rather than 6 - there
reaches a point where you can't absorb much more, and a bit of down time
helps. I went to all of the study group sessions, often going back and
forth between both group's presentations (as study group coordinator) and
spent some time studying the notebooks in the lounge. Some of the groups
could have used a longer presentation time, but for many this format seemed
to work. I also enjoyed the informal exhibit, fashion show, keynote
speaker, and the silent auction.
The work that we collectively churn out is just amazing. The new ideas,
friendships new and old, and the inspirations that I brought home made the
trip worth every penny. Cheers to both sets of hardworking conference
committees!
Laurie Autio
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 09:40:08 -0500
From: pam.rathmell@alumni.duke.edu
Subject: Drawloom Question...maybe answered
Judie, thank you. I bet that's it. The weaver was weaving 5-end satin,
and set it up without the additional shafts. I thought it had been
described as a 10-shaft loom, but it's been so long, I can't remember. I
will look at the pieces and see if I can tell.
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 10:52:11 -0400
From: Barbara Nathans <bnathans@mindspring.com>
Subject: Re: Regal Hotel
I hate to waste space on such a trivial item, but must comment that I
was in the Regal N. Tower, my room was always well cleaned and I had no
problems with the elevators. Once I had a 5 minute wait fronm the lobby
right after an event let out. I was on the 24th floor, too. Up there
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there are only 10 or 12 rooms per floor-- not that many people.
-Barbara Nathans
Bellport, Long Island, New York
-----------------------------Date: Fri Jul 07 11:18:20 2000
From: AmyFibre@aol.com
Subject: Re: Convergence Hotels
<<However, as a suggestion to the Vancouver team, perhaps a more thorough vetting of the
hotels would be in order. Looking at a number of typical rooms, and then providing descriptions of each hotel in the registration>>
Something to consider -- we each can bear some responsibility for making more informed
choices, too. The Internet makes vast quantities of information available to us at our
fingertips.
Prior to sending in my hotel reservation form for Convergence, I did a little research on
the downtown Cincinnati hotels on the Internet using just a couple of the major travel
site (travelocity and one other, can't remember which now).
As a result, I opted to spend more money and stay at the Omni, also one of the listed
hotels. I had a stellar hotel experience, and was only one block further than the Regal.
Excellent service, a large and beautiful room, perfect climate control, delicious breakfasts, etc.
I am not suggesting that it would be inappropriate for more information to be conveyed by
the registration booklet, but I am also aware that adding information to the booklet will
often result in more pages = more dollars in printing and mailing...and still not everyone will read it. Seems to me that the Convergence committees have a lot on their plate.
We can help ourselves too.
Not a flame, just another point of view...
Amy
amyfibre@aol.com
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 11:54:33 EDT
From: JNBJ@aol.com
Subject: long sectional chenille warps
For anyone with experience on long chenille warps (50+ yds, average or short
to some! 8-))
I recently put a warp on my AVL sectional with 2" sections and the wire
loops. I found that the yarn was bulging between the loops and not allowing
the next section to wind on flat. Is that a problem for others or did I not
have the yarn tight enough? My solution was to make thin plastic flanges that
I slid out and moved from section to section. It worked fine, wove off fine
and finished fine. But it was a drag to wind on. I thought others must deal
with long chenille warps so I'm looking for suggestions.
Thanks.
Janice Jones
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 09:13:33 -0700
From: Laura Fry <laurafry@netbistro.com>
Subject: Re: submitting proposals
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And by submitting a proposal, you notify the organizing committee
that you are interested *and available* to attend their event.....
Laura Fry
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 12:38:58 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Looking for book
>Hi, I am trying to find a copy of Donna Sullivan's Summer & Winter/A Weave
>for All Seasons
I believe you can get a copy from Donna herself.
address, but perhaps someone else does.

I don't have her email

Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 09:42:59 -0700
From: Estelle M Carlson <fibertrails1@juno.com>
Subject: re: convergence
Hi Everyone,
I did not attend Convergence this year, but several of my garments did.
I recently found out from several friends who did attend that one of my
garments won Best of Show. This was an indigo dyed long vest that was in
the Celebration of African Textiles Show. I am really quite happy. I
also had two garments in the fashion show--and am certainly glad to read
all the positive comments about the Fashion Show. Wish I could have
"beamed" myself over to Ohio.
Estelle
To reply privately send message to Estelle Carlson at
fibertrails1@juno.com
http://www.africancrafts.com/designer/carlson
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 12:52:55 -0400
From: Ingrid Boesel <ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com>
Subject: Invited Speakers
Your Keynote Speakers are invited, and paid at their asking rate at a lot
of Conferences , but not all. Smaller conferences do not have a budget to
invite top name speakers, or they offer them what they can.
Regular speakers and teachers are paid at a set rate according to
conference budget. In the OHS, we have usually paid the same to all
teachers. Other conferences have different schemes
As to waiting to be invited to a Conference. Here is the quandary. If you
are an internationally known name, you will get some invitations. However
as the number of invitations vary, so does your exposure. As exposure
declines, so will the invitations, not because you are not as good, but
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rather it is that people no longer see the name before them in
publications, in books, at conferences. New people come into the planning
structure and they may not be well versed with all the name speakers out
there.
This does not make the Conference any less valuable. If they had known of
this weaver or that spinner, they might have asked.
The other factor is that many of the organizers do not know that some of
the name speakers are waiting to be asked. They may be too timid to ask,
or they don't know how to get in contact with someone. I think that this is
the same problem that Barbara was discussing with Guild knowledge not being
passed on.
Ingrid
Ingrid Boesel, the weaving half of Fiberworks PCW
Visit us at: http://www.fiberworks-pcw.com
Email: ingrid@fiberworks-pcw.com
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 13:32:10 -0500
From: Lois <books@woodenporch.com>
Subject: Re: Looking for book
Jane,
If you can't obtain a copy from the author,
copy for sale.
Lois

contact me as I have a

Jane Nott wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi, I am trying to find a copy of Donna Sullivan's Summer & Winter/A Weave
for All Seasons...I have looked at a number of weaving sites (vendors), and
wonder if anyone has an inkling as to where I can buy it. Any help would be
much appreciated.

-Lois Mueller
Wooden Porch Books
books@woodenporch.com
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 298
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Mon Jul 10 14:52:16 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id OAA00626 for <ralph@localhost>; Mon, 10 Jul 2000 14:52:14 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Mon, 10 Jul 2000 14:52:14 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA21420
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 8 Jul 2000 03:31:41 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta017.topica.com (outmta017.topica.com [206.132.75.234])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA16837
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 8 Jul 2000 03:31:39 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 299
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Date: Sat, 08 Jul 2000 03:31:34 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.819084454-212058698-963052294@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: submitting proposals
By dlindell@netexpress.net
Re: Convergence
By pml5wt@juno.com
Convergence
By oldrake51@hotmail.com
Convergence exhibits and meals
By bonnieinouye@yahoo.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 18:58:06 -0500
From: Dick Lindell <dlindell@netexpress.net>
Subject: Re: submitting proposals
>And by submitting a proposal, you notify the organizing committee
>that you are interested *and available* to attend their event.....
And of course, there is the obvious --It is very possible that some were
invited and we don't really know it, so, if "X" is waiting to be invited,
it is very possible that the selection committee chose NOT to invite "X".
Dick Lindell
mailto:dlindell@netexpress.net
visit me at http://www.angelfire.com/il/dickshome
Remember! Amateurs built the ark and professionals built the

Titanic.

-----------------------------Date: Fri, 7 Jul 2000 22:45:45 -0400
From: m l <pml5wt@juno.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence
On Thu, 06 Jul 2000 04:47:02 -0700 Jane Eisenstein <janee@softweave.com>
writes:
>Doesn't anyone want to share anything about their Convergence/CW
experience
>besides complaints? Didn't you get new insights, inspirations,
techniques?
>Aren't they are worth discussing and sharing with the stay at homes?
You sound like a nice person. . . . as well as one who is very
knowledgable about weaving.
No need to reply to this. I was just reminded of your past contributions
to the list by your comment, above.
Maury
________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
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http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 20:52:44 PDT
From: "Kathy Crist" <oldrake51@hotmail.com>
Subject: Convergence
I am a little slow getting through the digests so I hope this is not too
late. This was the first Convergence I have been to and I'd like to say
that I enjoyed it very much. Maybe the food provided wasn't the greatest
but I didn't go expecting good food! I expected vendors, classes and
entertainment and I was very pleased. The Nick Cave performance was
different but I don't see how a person who left after 5 or 10 minutes can
complain about it since she wasn't there to see it!
________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 07 Jul 2000 23:32:47 -0600
From: Bonnie Inouye <bonnieinouye@yahoo.com>
Subject: Convergence exhibits and meals
For me, a big reason to go to Convergence is to see the exhibits. Some
years I have left the Thursday before Convergence (and after the workshops)
open and have gone to as many outlying galleries as possible. In
Minneapolis, I stayed over Sunday night and went by taxi with another
weaver to see the Small Expressions show and another nearby on Monday
morning. One problem for us is that some galleries are closed on Sundays,
others are closed on Mondays, and these are prime times for
post-Convergence viewing. Those who suggested another night with buses need
to remember that the galleries have to hire extra staff to stay open at
night. Our regional conferences usually have a few exhibits on site, and we
like to see these, but Convergence has many more exhibits and generally
higher quality because they draw from a larger group (the whole world, in
most cases). We should be proud that there are so many high-quality shows
about fiber, every other year, instead of just moaning that each of us
can't see all of the exhibits in our "spare" time between other events. I
sure wish I had been able to go see Lia Cook's exhibit in Kentucky. The
Thursday night event in Cincinnati was great. I know that some people go to
see a new city, or a new region, but I go to see the fiber exhibits and the
vendors and all my weaving friends and to hear the speakers, and also to teach.
Those meals that some didn't like were appreciated by the teachers. We were
paid something per class and also an amount towards food for each day of
teaching (for example, I taught on Wed and Saturday, so I got something for
food for those 2 days, but had to arrive on Tuesday and left on Sunday). On
the other hand, our registration is covered, so any meals that are included
in the registration contribute to allowing teachers to eat. And I have seen
some cities where the conference center has only a few restaurants nearby
and those become quite slow when 2000 people converge.
When a conference committee hopes to include me as a teacher, they write
and ask me to apply and tell me their deadlines. I only apply if I am
available at that time, and I tell them which topics I am interested in
teaching for the time-frame given (some have only 3-day workshops, other
conferences are mostly short seminars, etc). Next summer I'm only planning
to do one regional conference (in Michigan-- where my parents live-- in
June) because I'll be rafting the Grand Canyon later. I'm currently
deciding on topics for my application for Vancouver because their deadline
is this fall.
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I bought a Convergence 2000 t-shirt last year, and I wore it on the
airplane going to Cincinnati. This way, I met several other weavers before
I arrived (while waiting and waiting in O'Hare). The Convergence 2002
shirts look great!
Bonnie Inouye
www.geocities.com/bonnieinouye
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 299
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Mon Jul 10 14:52:49 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id OAA00653 for <ralph@localhost>; Mon, 10 Jul 2000 14:52:41 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Mon, 10 Jul 2000 14:52:42 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA16355
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 9 Jul 2000 03:32:36 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta014.topica.com (outmta014.topica.com [206.132.75.231])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA27067
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 9 Jul 2000 03:32:34 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 300
Date: Sun, 09 Jul 2000 03:32:29 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.527321594-212058698-963138749@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: Re: yarn catching on picker
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re: Glimakra/shaft stabilizers
By suskal@swipnet.se
Presentation of a longtime lurker
By suskal@swipnet.se
Thoughts on Convergence and Complex Weavers meetings
By PaulROConnor@compuserve.com
Re: Presentation of a longtime lurker
By isidro@bbn.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 08 Jul 2000 07:43:27 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Re: yarn catching on picker
Dick wrote:
>BUT!!!!! For what it's worth, here's how I have completely solved the
problem:
>
>I attached a small piece of felt (about 2 inches x 3 inches) on the picker
>*behind* the picker loop
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I have now made the Lindell Adaptation to the right-side picker on my AVL.
Since setting it up (about 3 days ago, but days of heavy use), I've had no
further problems with weft thread catching on the picker. It used to
happen to me about once an hour.
Seems to me that this is something AVL should build in to the picker--both
sides (some weavers may use non-AVL shuttles that might have the thread
exiting on the left). My felt flap is attached w/ masking tape, but I bet
AVL could come up with a more permanent design.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 08 Jul 2000 19:28:04 +0200
From: Susanne Kallstenius <suskal@swipnet.se>
Subject: Re: Glimakra/shaft stabilizers
<Maryanne, Glenna, and Alice have problems with shafts that don't want to
hang even on a counterbalanced loom.
Use a non proportional text font to read>
First of all check that the top bar, from which the shafts are hanging, is
level. Then make all corresponding cords the same length.
Use a tape measure and measure from the center of the pivoting pulley, over
the top bar, and down to the center again. Left and right side measures
must be the same. Next step is to measure from the center of one wooden
horse over the top bar and down to the center of the other horse. Again
make left and right sides match perfectly. These adjustments are made once,
just leave them as they are for later reuse.
h
!
!
0
/
\
!
!
0
0
/ \
/ \
!
! !
!
o
o o
o
1
2 3
4

hanging point h on each side of the loom

pivoting pulley

pivoting wooden pieces "horses",
2 on each side of the loom
points where the horses are attached
to the upper shaft bars via cords.
One horse serves 2 shafts.

The hanging points should always be according to the ASCII sketch below.
Connect each end of the horses with its own shaft. All cords must be
equally long and hang straight down. Be careful to make it symmetrical, if
the outer end of the horse is connected to shaft#4 on the left side, it
must be so on the right side too. The inner end of the same horse is then
connected to shaft#3. This part of the tie up may have to be redone for the
next warp if the weaving is wide.
...............1/4..............1/2.............3/4
4-----------o---h----------------m---------------h---o----------3---------------h---o------------m-----------o---h--------------2-----------o---h----------------m---------------h---o----------1---------------h---o------------m-----------o---h--------------m is the middle point of the
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top bar
hanging points h are halfway from
the middle to the sidepiece on
left and right loom sides.
After these adjustments all should be as well as could be. Try to weave.
The shafts may still want to wobble if the weave is narrow. Then there are
some tricks that usually help.
The most common is to make loops from buttonhole elastics, one
loop for each upper shaft stick end . So one needs 4 loops for each side of
the loom. They are hung on cords from the top bar and lift up the shaft end
that wants to dip. These loops must be renewed now and then. Since you
evidently don't have the buttonhole elastic in the USA, I don't think this
is a good solution.
The next trick is to put an extra heddle far out on each side of
each shaft. Thread them with a dummy warp that should not be woven. It just
stabilizes the shafts, and does it very well too.
The most simple trick is to put a strong rubber band around the
upper shaft sticks on each side, all 4 in the same rubber band. This will
also line up the shafts. The rubber band will break after a while, but it's
very easy and cheap to replace it with a new one.
I hope this is understandable and can be to some help, says a person who
prefers countermarch looms but has used counterbalanced ones a lot.
Susanne outside Stockholm in Sweden
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 08 Jul 2000 23:50:07 +0200
From: Susanne Kallstenius <suskal@swipnet.se>
Subject: Presentation of a longtime lurker
Hi all techies,
I am Susanne Kallstenius living in a 3 room flat with two weaving looms, a
good man and a few computers just north of Stockholm in Sweden. I've been
lurking on this list since digest #8, when the list was starting to be
announced outside the inner group. I had planned to introduce myself long
ago, but life had other plans for me and I got ill.
Well, it's still good to read about weaving, plan new weaves and solve some
theoretical and practical weaving problems.
Earlier this year I had my big Glimakra Standard weaving loom rebuilt to be
easier to tie up. So now I have 16shafts/16treadles and a perfect shed,
without fiddling under the loom. It's really amazing what a difference the
change of countermarch system made.
There is also a single unit draw on the loom. For the moment I don't use it
and plan to make it easier to operate too, it's too tough to hold the arms
up in the air.
Even if I haven't woven very much lately, I've been working with weaving
related stuff. I was one of 4 leaders and travel planners for a 6 day
weaving study tour in Denmark. 31 persons should eat, sleep, get
transportation and tons of inspiring study visits. Everyone on the
tour was just wonderful and enjoyable and we had inspiring discussions
during the bus rides. Only one weaver thought she'd get extra service, all
others understood that no such was included in the very low price. There
was no profit at all and we had really managed to press the prices for food
and beds. The tour was a big success so we are very happy that all went so
well.
But we in the international group have now said that we are no travel
agents, if there's request for another trip and no one else volunteers we
might plan it with help of some professional agency, and only to a place
where we dearly want to go ourselves. It's really quite a lot of work
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involved in organizing weaving events.
So I have some little idea of how much work the Convergence organizers must
have had.
Nowadays I tend to read my textile list in chunks. Sometimes I rest from
them, but download regularly. When I get more energy I have months to read
so I don't answer in time to be an active member. But I surely enjoy and
learn a lot from the WeaveTech list.
Susanne outside Stockholm in Sweden
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 8 Jul 2000 21:21:02 -0400
From: paulroconnor <PaulROConnor@compuserve.com>
Subject: Thoughts on Convergence and Complex Weavers meetings
I chose not to attend Convergence 2000 but instead arrived Friday night a=
nd
purchased day passes for Saturday and Sunday (total cost $ 20 for the two=
days). Yes I missed the fashion show alas but began meeting friends at t=
he
gathering following the show and of course during the next two days where=
I
covered the commercial area from one end to the other. Plenty of
opportunity to talk to the vendors and catch up on the latest yarns, book=
s
and equipment including what's new in software. Drooled over the jaquard=
loom. I wandered through all of the exhibit spaces (getting lost at times=
)
but I never did get to the exhibits around town. My reaction to
Convergence 2000 was "great job". =
Meals at the Regal were soso but I discovered the Hyatt across the street=
. =
On to Complex Weavers which added to the opportunity to meet more people,=
particularly at meals. Seminars and discussion groups were outstanding,
the fashion show great fun as always. One minor point was the rather poo=
r
hanging space for the exhibits. My reaction to complex weavers was
"fabulous". The small college environment is always great and this was
certainly true at Wilmington. Plenty of food and one could always opt fo=
r
the salad bar and leave the pizzas to the cheerleaders and basketball
players! Always a surpise to me that more don't attend CW meetings. =
One major request for those dealing with future Convergence and CW
meetings. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE have name tags with both first and last
names in large type. I looked for many names from the WeaveTech list but=
last names are important.

Who needs to know where we are from so use the=

space for both names in large print.

=

Looking forward to Vancouver where I have never been.
-----------------------------Date: 08 Jul 2000 23:05:02 -0400
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From: isidro@bbn.com (Isidro M. Castineyra)
Subject: Re: Presentation of a longtime lurker
Susanne,
Did you rebuild your Glimakra following the design used by Oxaback
looms? That is, the specially shaped treadles?
Thanks,
Isidro
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 300
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Mon Jul 10 14:53:36 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id OAA00686 for <ralph@localhost>; Mon, 10 Jul 2000 14:53:27 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Mon, 10 Jul 2000 14:53:29 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA16233
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 10 Jul 2000 03:32:39 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta011.topica.com (outmta011.topica.com [206.132.75.228])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA07565
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 10 Jul 2000 03:32:36 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 301
Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 03:31:08 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.349852368-951758591-963225068@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: yarn catching on picker
By dlindell@netexpress.net
Re: compensation/subsidy
By kerstin.froberg@swipnet.se
Re: compensation/subsidy
By fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Re: compensation/subsidy
By Sgorao@aol.com
Re: compensation/subsidy
By rsblau@cpcug.org
question?
By sweetalmond@provide.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sun, 9 Jul 2000 07:20:13 -0500
From: Dick Lindell <dlindell@netexpress.net>
Subject: Re: yarn catching on picker
Ruth has now been Lindell-ized and may never be the same again.
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approaching her, proceed with caution and be prepared to protect
yourself.<VBEG>
Good to hear that it works for you, Ruth. I don't often mess around with
masking tape but it's a good tool for experimental use. My flap is stapled
to the picker. I call it my "De-looper Flapper".
BTW AVL has been told about it more than once by me.
>Original message:
>Date: Sat, 08 Jul 2000 07:43:27 -0400
>From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
>Subject: Re: Re: yarn catching on picker
>
>
>Dick wrote:
>>BUT!!!!! For what it's worth, here's how I have completely solved the
>problem:
>>
>>I attached a small piece of felt (about 2 inches x 3 inches) on the picker
>>*behind* the picker loop
>
>I have now made the Lindell Adaptation to the right-side picker on my AVL.
>Since setting it up (about 3 days ago, but days of heavy use), I've had no
>further problems with weft thread catching on the picker. It used to
>happen to me about once an hour.
>
>Seems to me that this is something AVL should build in to the picker--both
>sides (some weavers may use non-AVL shuttles that might have the thread
>exiting on the left). My felt flap is attached w/ masking tape, but I bet
>AVL could come up with a more permanent design.
>
>Ruth
>--------------------------------------------------------------------->rsblau@cpcug.org
>Arlington, VA USA
>----------------------------------------------------------------------Dick Lindell
mailto:dlindell@netexpress.net
visit me at http://www.angelfire.com/il/dickshome
Remember! Amateurs built the ark and professionals built the

Titanic.

-----------------------------Date: Sun, 09 Jul 2000 19:17:50 +0200
From: Kerstin Froberg <kerstin.froberg@swipnet.se>
Subject: Re: compensation/subsidy
Another problem, or at least question about short-term teachers
and payment: what happens if the class is cancelled?
We discussed these things a couple of days ago, and one friend (a
musician) said "a contract is a contract". He said no musician
would accept to be booked for a week (or day, or hour) maybe a
year in advance, and then have it cancelled with no compensation
just some days before. Another friend had said just that to one
famous school here in Sweden. She was then informed that if she
had demands like that, she could take her teaching elsewhere.
(This school typically does not cancel their "no-go" classes until
three or four days before they should have started)
How are these things normally handled in the US?
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Kerstin in Sweden
(And about VAV: they only use invited teachers. Guess how much
"new blood" we see there... The schools and individuals that
exhibit during the conference usually has to pay normal booth
rates)
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 09 Jul 2000 13:49:47 -0400
From: fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Re: compensation/subsidy
I recently taught adult ed. Each session required at least
8 hours of prep. Because of this amount of time involved,
samples, etc. I wrote in my contract that I had to be
quaranteed x number of students at $x per hour. If they
didn't meet the student/$ ratio and still wanted to run the
class, it would be up to them to make up the difference, I
would be unable to incur the loss. The class was cancelled
3 weeks ahead of time, short one student, and that was ok
with me, I didn't care to make less than minimum wage per
hour, and I would have been at that point (including all my
prep time).
I have very strong feelings towards teachers being "justly"
compensated. Students who have never been involved on the
"other" side (teaching), often times don't realize the hours
and costs involved. They have no concept of preparation,
learning curve, developing skills both for the subject and
teaching.
When I have encountered "disagreeable" people in regards to
payment, my usual comment is: and how much do you think you
are worth an hour? How much does your husband
make........(then as the last zinger, rarely used) and you
think I am going to do it for $x?" I use this as my last
resort, giving them a little reality check. Usually the
light comes on within seconds and they realize just how far
off base they were being and change their tune.
The most amazing thing about teaching especially textiles,
is that even those hiring you to do it act like they are
bestowing a great honor on you for working your heiny off
for next to nothing in compensation.
My hat goes off to all of you who still teach, are looking
forward to starting to teach, or are just plain done with
the whole concept. I am done. I did my thing for over 25
years, and I can't afford it anymore.
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 9 Jul 2000 15:08:20 EDT
From: Sgorao@aol.com
Subject: Re: compensation/subsidy
In a message dated 7/9/00 1:46:12 PM Eastern Daylight Time,
fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net writes:
> Students who have never been involved on the
> "other" side (teaching), often times don't realize the hours
> and costs involved. They have no concept of preparation,
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>
>

learning curve, developing skills both for the subject and
teaching.

Carol,
I happen to agree with you regarding many of your points. Where I part
company is with the idea that people don't know about how much it takes to
prepare for a class. I think some know and don't care and for those that do
not know they need to be educated.
Even though I weave I don't teach weaving but do teach painting in
watercolor, oils and basic drawing to as many as 20+ students at a time. I
only teach if the class is paid in full several weeks in advance. Absolutely
no cancellations at the last minute with a refund. What I do in advance is
write an introduction to all of my classes that is handed out in advance
describing the class in great detail, what they can expect to learn in that
class and make them aware of the amount of time that was necessary to
prepare for that class on my part and what their part will be to participate.
The bottom line is that if they don't understand then it becomes the artist
or the craftsperson's responsibility to make sure their students understand
the contract you and they are establishing for this class to go forward and
everyone to gain something from it.
Education on many levels can frequently eliminate the many problems that can
beset a teacher in the arts or crafts. Many years ago I sold Real Estate for
a living and I never started working with a new customer that I didn't make
it very clear how I got paid and to form a good relationship there had to be
loyalty and trust between the two parties working together. Believe you me,
it was a revelation to some people that RE people aren't paid by the
companies they work for. Once they understood this and other details of the
selling profession I rarely had a problem. Things went very smooth and
always kept my customers until the transaction was completed. EDUCATION of
your audience is always the key!
Now that's my opinion and personal experience and I would hope those that are
thinking of becoming teachers or are discouraged by teaching would rethink how
they communicate and what they communicate to their students. Maybe then
some of these problems would go away and they would truly love what they are
doing and want to continue and at the same time be fairly compensated for
their efforts.
Sandi in Maine
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 09 Jul 2000 17:12:58 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: compensation/subsidy
>Another problem, or at least question about short-term teachers
>and payment: what happens if the class is cancelled?
Many contracts are written so that a class can be cancelled with no penalty
to the sponsoring school or guild up to 30 days (or some other specified
period of time) prior to the class. Then it's up to the guild to be sure
they have enough people sign up far enough in advance. The cutoff point
for our local fiber school is two weeks, and generally our minimum number
of students is 4. However, teachers can set their own minimum numbers of
students. We generally pay on a per-student basis (though we pay daily
rates for some instructors, especially out-of-town instructors), and if the
teacher accepts a class w/ fewer than 4 students, she knows that she will
be paid less.
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Sandi said that she succeeded in RE by being totally clear w/ clients how
she was paid, etc. The textile-teaching equivalent of this might be to
have everything spelled out by contract. If you're a teacher, ask for
everything in writing. That's the only way you'll know your rights in case
of cancellation.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 01:31:11 -0400
From: "Janet Peters" <sweetalmond@provide.net>
Subject: question?
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_0010_01BFEA0E.879083A0
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Do you have a digest form instead of all the e-mails? If so may I =
recieve it instead of what I now get. Thanks. Janet
------=_NextPart_000_0010_01BFEA0E.879083A0
Content-Type: text/html;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D'"MSHTML 4.72.3110.7"' name=3DGENERATOR>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>Do you have a digest form instead of =
all the=20
e-mails? If so may I recieve it instead of what I now get. Thanks.=20
Janet</FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML>
------=_NextPart_000_0010_01BFEA0E.879083A0------------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 301
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Mon Jul 10 17:27:15 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id RAA00907 for <ralph@localhost>; Mon, 10 Jul 2000 17:27:11 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Mon, 10 Jul 2000 17:27:11 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id QAA09743
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for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 10 Jul 2000 16:25:59 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta001.topica.com (outmta001.topica.com [206.132.75.198])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id QAA17729
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 10 Jul 2000 16:25:56 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 302
Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 16:25:21 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.407712784-951758591-963271521@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Midwest Weavers Conference
By xtramail@nwonline.net
Convergence evaluation
By Ingo.Liebig@t-online.de
Re: More from Convergence
By bnathans@mindspring.com
XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
By apbutler@ync.net
Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
By flsrosser@home.com
Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
By plawrenc@juno.com
Re: More from Convergence
By teresaruch@msn.com
Re: More from Convergence
By jstoll@cpcug.org
Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
By rsblau@cpcug.org
RE: More from Convergence
By carfer@worldnet.att.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 08:32:16 -0500
From: June Franklin <xtramail@nwonline.net>
Subject: Midwest Weavers Conference
Amy,
Has a date been established for entering handwoven items for any juried
events for MWC? I didn't see any info about this (only about small
expressions) on the web page
http://www.siue.edu/wgsl/html/MWC.htm
Thanks, June
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 15:56:34 +0200
From: Ingo.Liebig@t-online.de (Ingo Liebig)
Subject: Convergence evaluation
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Hi all,
it was my first Convergence, so I have no opportunity for comparison, but it
was great. Thank you! I brought home new ideas and inspirations.
The evaluation at the list is also very important and informative for me.
I like the Guatemalan tote bag, but the pity of it are the straps.
Brigitte Liebig
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 12:02:05 -0400
From: Barbara Nathans <bnathans@mindspring.com>
Subject: Re: More from Convergence
I was just rewriting my notes from Convergence classes, and thought I
pass on some comments from Patty George's one day studio class. She's
used an AVL since the beginning just about, and claims she probably
solved has a solution for every possible problem, having had them
already.
Here are what I took note of:
PROBLEM SOLVING:::
Put a dowel through the droopy warp ends and add appropriate weight.
Heddles stretch so don't move them between harnesses.
For loose pegs, use a piece of rubber band (US post office kind works
best) in the peg hole.
Problem with brake of AVL--cord may be too long to adjust the spring on
the brake.
To loosen the brake from the front, tie a heavy cord to the weight and
run it up over the loom so that it can be lifted..
Use clips from photo supply place with colored or numbered flags on them
on the tops of shafts to identify them while threading.
Barbara Nathans

Bellport, Long Island, New York

-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 12:20:34 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
To everyone still waiting for XRX to honor their promise to fulfill your
prepaid subscriptions with either magazines, index, or books, I strongly
suggest you call XRX and question them...I called today about yet
unfulfilled subscription monies and was told all magazines are gone and they
will not be honoring my unfulfilled subscription because I "am making it
difficult to deal with them".....by that I suppose they mean that my
demanding some form of remuneration for what I, in good faith, paid to them
for my WEAVERS subscription is unreasonable. I have two issues worth of
unfulfilled subscription left, and was speaking to both Karen and Bill, both
of whom hung up on me when I asked about being compensated for this balance.
If you are expecting to have your subscription fulfilled, I think you will
be disappointed.
By calling in numbers, they will at least get the message that we weavers
do not like to be taken advantage of. Perhaps a call to the Postmaster's
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office concerning mail fraud is on order as well........
Very frustrated,
Su :-) apbutler@ync.net
"Follow your bliss. Find where it is and don't be afraid to follow it." Joseph Campbell
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 14:34:29 -0500
From: Linda <flsrosser@home.com>
Subject: Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
I find it interesting that a number of people haven=B9t had their requests
filled from XRX (for their unused Weavers subscription). I didn=B9t get
around to sending my request in until October of 1999 and received my two
back-issues within a few weeks. I was actually surprised because even at
that point there were rumblings on the list about unfulfilled requests.
Sounds like the filling of requests may be random. If they are going to
continue to want our business (which seems likely if they are planning
books) I would think there must be someone there who is interested in your
complaints.
Linda
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
on 7/10/00 2:12 PM, Su Butler at apbutler@ync.net wrote:
> To everyone still waiting for XRX to honor their promise to fulfill your
> prepaid subscriptions with either magazines, index, or books, I strongly
> suggest you call XRX and question them...I called today about yet
> unfulfilled subscription monies and was told all magazines are gone and t=
hey
> will not be honoring my unfulfilled subscription because I "am making it
> difficult to deal with them".....by that I suppose they mean that my
> demanding some form of remuneration for what I, in good faith, paid to th=
em
> for my WEAVERS subscription is unreasonable. I have two issues worth of
> unfulfilled subscription left, and was speaking to both Karen and Bill, b=
oth
> of whom hung up on me when I asked about being compensated for this balan=
ce.
> If you are expecting to have your subscription fulfilled, I think you wil=
l
> be disappointed.
> By calling in numbers, they will at least get the message that we weavers
> do not like to be taken advantage of. Perhaps a call to the Postmaster's
> office concerning mail fraud is on order as well........
>=20
> Very frustrated,
> Su :-) apbutler@ync.net
> "Follow your bliss. Find where it is and don't be afraid to follow it." =
> Joseph Campbell
>=20
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 15:52:42 -0400
From: Patricia A Lawrence <plawrenc@juno.com>
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Subject: Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
On Mon, 10 Jul 2000 12:12:49 -0700 Su Butler <apbutler@ync.net> writes:
> To everyone still waiting for XRX to honor their promise to fulfill
> your
> prepaid subscriptions with either magazines, index, or books, I
> strongly
I requested Huck, which I got....but I'm still waiting for my request for
Thick & Thin.....
I've been dealing with someone named Monica via e-mail, if anyone wants
that addy contact me.
Pat
________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 13:18:52 -0700
From: "teresaruch" <teresaruch@email.msn.com>
Subject: Re: More from Convergence
thanks for sharing the avl notes.
----- Original Message ----From: <bnathans@mindspring.com>
To: <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2000 9:01 AM
Subject: Re: More from Convergence
>
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
>
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 17:14:47 -0400
From: Janet Stollnitz <jstoll@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: More from Convergence
Many of my comments on Convergence and the CW Seminars have been
well-expressed by others. Sometimes it pays to be slow to post.
all who have posted.

Thanks to

One thing that has not been said is that if you would like to hold
Convergence close to home and structure it according your ideas, encourage
your guild to be a host. Although it is a *lot* of work, it is also a lot
of fun being host to a great group of weaving friends.
I came away excited and enthusiastic about my two studio classes--image
transfer and after treatments for handwoven fabrics. Moira Koviensky who
taught the image transfer workshop is very well organized and accomplished
quite a bit in a single day. I only wish that we had more time. The after
treatments class with Joy Botrup went well considering that the facility
was not suitable for the intended class. However, Joy was able to cope
with the situation--fabric was fulled in the women's restroom; a hot mangle
was used instead of a Scandinavian cold mangle, and a makeshift steamer was
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made from a roasting pan. In addition to the hands-on experiences, we
learned a lot about textile science. The early morning lecture by Joy the
next day provided additional information on some of the new fibers being
used in textiles today.
By carefully selecting lectures and seminars, I came away with lots of
information and lots of ideas. Now the problem is finding the time to
incorporate the information into my own work and carry out the ideas.
Janet
_____________________________________________________________
Janet Stollnitz
jstoll@cpcug.org
Silver Spring, MD
_____________________________________________________________
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 17:45:30 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
I had only one issue left on my subscription, so the only choice I had was
to order the index (or ask for my money back, I guess). I requested the
index, and though it was very much later getting compiled than they had at
first estimated, it did eventually come, and it's very nicely organized.
I suspect the glitches that some people have run into are the result of a
small staff trying to do too much.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Mon, 10-Jul-2000 22:36:03 GMT
From: <carfer@worldnet.att.net>
Subject: RE: More from Convergence
Thanks, Barbara. You had a few that I had neglected to write down. Now,
I can add the ones I missed to my notes from the class. One question,
was the materials fee we paid supposed to include some color copy
handouts, or did I misunderstand? As I never received them at
Convergence (asked several times at the volunteer and information
booths, no one knew anything about it)I was wondering if it was decided
in the class not to do them and I just didn't hear that.
Pamela Carr
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 302
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Tue Jul 11 06:15:16 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA01570 for <ralph@localhost>; Tue, 11 Jul 2000 06:15:13 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Tue, 11 Jul 2000 06:15:13 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
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by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA29064
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Tue, 11 Jul 2000 03:32:29 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta006.topica.com (outmta006.topica.com [206.132.75.208])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA24874
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Tue, 11 Jul 2000 03:32:23 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 303
Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 03:31:41 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.750528797-212058698-963311501@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
By Sgorao@aol.com
Re:Patrice George's handouts
By laurafry@netbistro.com
Re:Headles
By Sgorao@aol.com
RE: Headles
By judie@eatough.net
Convergence totes
By Dayweave@aol.com
RE: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 301
By ellensb@trib.com
Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Guild Calendar Sale
By jhrmes@mtaonline.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 19:24:32 EDT
From: Sgorao@aol.com
Subject: Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
Anyone interested in Huck can buy it for less money on Amazon.com.
out!
Sandi
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 17:48:35 -0700
From: Laura Fry <laurafry@netbistro.com>
Subject: Re:Patrice George's handouts
It was my understanding that Patrice was going home to run off the
copies and would then mail them to us. I don't expect to see them
before the end of July.....
Laura Fry
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Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 21:11:43 EDT
From: Sgorao@aol.com
Subject: Re:Headles
Hi all,
Can someone tell me how many headles I would expect to get on a 16S loom.
have 1500 on an 8S loom so should I get 3000 on a 16S?

I

Sandi in Maine
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 19:28:19 -0600
From: "Judie Eatough" <judie@eatough.net>
Subject: RE: Headles
Think about the setts you use and the width you weave. If you use 50epi for
40 inches that is 2000 heddles. 3000 heddles divided by 40 inches would be
setts of 75epi. You may find that if your looms are the same width that the
same number of heddles would do. Since the heddles come in bunches of 100,
1600 might be nice with maybe an extra 100 for each of the first four shafts
for a total of 2000.
Judie
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 22:32:52 EDT
From: Dayweave@aol.com
Subject: Convergence totes
"I like the Guatemalan tote bag, but the pity of it are the straps." I am
the Cincinnati volunteer who ordered the totes from UPAVIM so bore the brunt
of the broken straps. We quickly recruited two volunteers with sewing
machines and replaced all bags that were turned in. There was much anguish
from Guatemala that the instruction about fusing the ends of the nylon straps
had not been followed by the women sewing some of the bags. There seemed to
be a lot of appreciation for the beauty of the bags and the idea of
supporting handweavers, which lessened the disgust about the handles. Many
people, myself included, just had the attitude that we would be happy to take
the bag home, zig zag on the sewing machine the four strap edges, and enjoy
using the bag for time to come. The bags (in a large order) cost only a
little more than canvas totes, so I hope others are still willing to support
handweaving co-ops. Incidently, HGA took the few remaining bags, so contact
them if you are interested in buying one. Lyn Day
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 21:28:16 -0600
From: "Sue Blakey" <ellensb@trib.com>
Subject: RE: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 301
> -----Original Message----> From: weavetech@topica.com [mailto:weavetech@topica.com]
> Sent: Monday, July 10, 2000 4:31 AM
> To: weavetech@topica.com
> Subject: Re: compensation/subsidy
> We have a special situation but it may be of interest: Having been on both
sides of the fence, I realize what it is not to be paid for teaching or
other services. As a folk center & museum, we are trying to offer some
hands-on activities and some demonstrations. When we contract for someone to
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teach a class, I calculate out that whatever the agreed-upon minimum
compensation is, it will come out of my budget. If the class doesn't make
it, we offer the teacher the agreed-upon minimum compensation in return for
demonstrating her craft to visitors in the center for the same amount of
time she had expected to spend in the class. I've had teachers who turned
our offer down but no one has gone away feeling we did not give them a fair
shake.
Ellen Sue Blakey, Dancing Bear Folk Center, Thermopolis, Wyoming
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 22:48:34 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
Thanks for your post Ruth--I didn't know the Index was in print--I've been
waiting for it! There again, I *think* that's what I ordered--I had a bunch
of issues left and ordered a couple of things--I've not received anything
thus far.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
----------------------------------------------------------------------- Original Message ----From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
To: <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2000 2:52 PM
Subject: Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I had only one issue left on my subscription, so the only choice I had was
to order the index (or ask for my money back, I guess). I requested the
index, and though it was very much later getting compiled than they had at
first estimated, it did eventually come, and it's very nicely organized.
I suspect the glitches that some people have run into are the result of a
small staff trying to do too much.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
----------------------------------------------------------------------___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------Date: Mon, 10 Jul 2000 22:41:08 -0800
From: "Judy and Marv Niemeyer" <jhrmes@mtaonline.net>
Subject: Guild Calendar Sale
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_0080_01BFEABF.F060EBC0
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
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Everyone loves a guild calendar & the Weaver's Study Group of the Valley =
Fiber Arts Guild in Alaska has a great one for sale. We are currently =
having a pre-printing sale at a great rate, for information e-mail :
=
vfag@pobox.mtaonline.net=20
------=_NextPart_000_0080_01BFEABF.F060EBC0
Content-Type: text/html;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Diso-8859-1" =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2614.3500" name=3DGENERATOR>
<STYLE></STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Everyone loves a&nbsp;guild calendar =
&amp; the=20
Weaver's Study Group of the Valley Fiber Arts Guild in Alaska has a =
great one=20
for sale.&nbsp;&nbsp;We are currently&nbsp;having a&nbsp; pre-printing =
sale at a=20
great rate, for information e-mail&nbsp;:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <A=20
href=3D"mailto:vfag@pobox.mtaonline.net">vfag@pobox.mtaonline.net</A>=20
</FONT></DIV></FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML>
------=_NextPart_000_0080_01BFEABF.F060EBC0------------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 303
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Tue Jul 11 08:58:19 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id IAA02003 for <ralph@localhost>; Tue, 11 Jul 2000 08:58:15 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Tue, 11 Jul 2000 08:58:16 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id IAA03325
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Tue, 11 Jul 2000 08:04:09 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta007.topica.com (outmta007.topica.com [206.132.75.209])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id IAA27023
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Tue, 11 Jul 2000 08:03:53 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 304
Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 07:54:22 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1224378599-951758591-963327262@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: RO
-- Topica Digest -Re: Headles
By Sgorao@aol.com
Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
By kamco@ricochet.net
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Re: Headles
By jstoll@cpcug.org
Re: Headles
By Sgorao@aol.com
Re: Headles
By Sgorao@aol.com
Re: Convergence totes
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re: Convergence totes
By luv2weave@ncol.net
Re:Headles
By alcorn@pop.nwlink.com
Re: Convergence totes
By alcorn@pop.nwlink.com
RE: Headles
By judie@eatough.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 06:55:02 EDT
From: Sgorao@aol.com
Subject: Re: Headles
Judie,
Thanks for responding but my math seems to come out differently than yours.
Here's what I calculate: 3000 headles div. by 16S's gives me 187.5/shaft.
Now if I have a 60" loom that turns out to be 187.5 div. by 60" width or only
3epi or 3.125 ends per inch.
To work with 75 epi on 16 shafts that would be: 75epi x 60" = 4500/shaft x 16
shafts = 72,000 for all 16 shafts. Now all of this of course implies that I
had a weave that required that many headles on each shaft and that close a
sett - not likely but that's my math.
What I was really trying to determine is what is customary to receive when
you purchase a new 16S loom. I'm sorry I left out the fact that it's a 60"
wide loom. After digging through all my old catalogs I was able to determine
that the 3000 that I originally calculated seems to be about normal and if
you need more then of course guess what, you get to buy them, hooray! I
don't think I want to do too many weaves at 75epi on 16 shafts. When headles
run about $95/500 that can get a bit expensive.
Thanks to everyone else that answered me.

I really appreciate your input.

Sandi
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 04:15:25 -0700
From: Lynn/Ken <kamco@ricochet.net>
Subject: Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
I waited a very long time (8 months?) for my refund, but
finally got it. It took three phone calls. Each time I was
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told it would be sent immediately. Someone else on this
list, months ago, posted that it took them three phone calls
too. So, all you still waiting, start calling.
I don't have much good to say about their way of doing
business after this. Knitters beware!
Lynn
-< kamco@ricochet.net >
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 07:40:14 -0400
From: Janet Stollnitz <jstoll@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Headles
Dear Sandi,
It looks like your math is correct, but your assumptions are wrong. If you
want to weave something at 75 epi and it is 60" wide you will need a total
of 4,500 heddles. I'm assuming that if you use all 16 shafts with an equal
number of heddles threaded on each shaft (straight draw?), you will need
281.25 heddles per shaft (4,500 divided by 16). Another way of looking at
it is 75 epi divided by 16 shafts is 4.69 heddles per inch or 281.25
heddles per shaft on a 16-shaft loom are needed to weave a fabric that is
60" wide in the reed and sett at 75 epi.
You are correct in saying that if the loom has 3,000 heddles evenly
distributed over the 16 shafts then each shaft has 187.5 heddles. Although
each shaft may have only 3.125 heddles per inch, remember that the warp is
threaded through all the shafts. If you plan to weave full width of the
loom (60"), then it is possible to sett the warp at 50 epi (3.125 x 16 =
50) without buying additional heddles.
If you want a sett of 75 epi, you would need to buy an additional 1,500
heddles.
Janet (who is math impaired, but thinks that she has this straight)
_____________________________________________________________
Janet Stollnitz
jstoll@cpcug.org
Silver Spring, MD
_____________________________________________________________
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 07:39:27 EDT
From: Sgorao@aol.com
Subject: Re: Headles
Judi and all,
Looks like I need a refresher course in math, or at least thinking in terms
of 16S! Judi you are right and I was wrong....I just kept thinking about
spreading all those threads over 16S and forgot about it didn't matter how
many threads I had per shaft because it was just the sett that counted when
determing the number of headles I would need and then spread that number out
over the 16S.....yikes, that's a relief.
Thirty lashes for me....good thing I don't teach weaving, what a disaster I
would be!
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Thanks again everyone who responded.
Sandi
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 07:54:11 EDT
From: Sgorao@aol.com
Subject: Re: Headles
In a message dated 7/11/00 7:39:52 AM Eastern Daylight Time, jstoll@cpcug.org
writes:
> Janet (who is math impaired, but thinks that she has this straight)
Janet,
You're absolutely right! I'm the math impaired, somewhat.....if you saw my
other post it finally dawned on me that I wasn't looking at the whole
equation....dah! It took my husband to set the light bulb off in my head.
It's all those shafts, so intimidating, that's driving me around the bend!
Thanks so much everyone.
Sandi
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 07:55:50 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Convergence totes
Lyn wrote:
>I am
>the Cincinnati volunteer who ordered the totes from UPAVIM so bore the brunt
>of the broken straps.
I think supporting the Guatemalan weaving coop was a *wonderful* idea, and
I appreciate the creativity of the Cincy planners in coming up with it. I
mostly did not use the bag at Convergence b/c it was a bit small for what I
needed to carry with me for my classes. That turned out to be a blessing
in that the straps did not fray and come loose. I reinforced the straps
when I got home and plan to use the bag as a purse or knitting bag (don't
know which yet), which will have it carrying lighter loads than if I used
it as a tote bag.
It pleases me to think that some of my Conv registration money went to
support these weavers in Central America. Thanks, Lyn!
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 08:09:12 -0400
From: "Johnetta Heil" <luv2weave@ncol.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence totes
Anyone know if there are any totes left for those of us who couldn't get to
convergence???
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Hugs
Johnnie
----- Original Message ----From: "Ruth Blau" <rsblau@cpcug.org>
To: <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 11, 2000 8:02 AM
Subject: Re: Convergence totes
> Lyn wrote:
> >I am
> >the Cincinnati volunteer who ordered the totes from UPAVIM so bore the
brunt
> >of the broken straps.
>
> I think supporting the Guatemalan weaving coop was a *wonderful* idea, and
> I appreciate the creativity of the Cincy planners in coming up with it. I
> mostly did not use the bag at Convergence b/c it was a bit small for what
I
> needed to carry with me for my classes. That turned out to be a blessing
> in that the straps did not fray and come loose. I reinforced the straps
> when I got home and plan to use the bag as a purse or knitting bag (don't
> know which yet), which will have it carrying lighter loads than if I used
> it as a tote bag.
>
> It pleases me to think that some of my Conv registration money went to
> support these weavers in Central America. Thanks, Lyn!
>
> Ruth
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------> rsblau@cpcug.org
> Arlington, VA USA
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------->
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 07:01:55 -0700
From: Alcorn <alcorn@pop.nwlink.com>
Subject: Re:Headles
>Can someone tell me how many headles I would expect to get on a 16S loom.
>have 1500 on an 8S loom so should I get 3000 on a 16S?
The number of heddles depends more on the width of the loom and partially
on the number of shafts, and most certainly on the setts and the width of
the cloth you weave. It also depends on whether the heddles are steel or
texolve. The steel heddles are easily moved between shafts. The texolve
heddles do stretch to the particular shaft and are a pain in the proverbial
to move. I started out with 2400 on my 24 shaft 48" loom and yesterday
ordered another 1200. These additional are to go on the first four shafts
which are often used as tie down shafts. If your 16 shaft loom is new and
is 40" or more wider, you would expect 100 heddles per shaft. I would
order an extra 200-300 more for the front shafts that you use regularly for
tie downs.
Francie Alcorn
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 07:01:55 -0700
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From: Alcorn <alcorn@pop.nwlink.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence totes
There seemed to
>be a lot of appreciation for the beauty of the bags and the idea of
>supporting handweavers,
Mine was one of the handles that pulled out of the bag due to putting too
many purchased goodies inside. I figured the best way to fix the bag was
to overlap each of the strap attachments with a 2" piece of 1" wide
strapping and zig zag in place. Done on the inside it would be barely
noticeable. I think the problem was also that the strap did not go but
1/4" into the bag besides the nylon not being fused. There was also just
one line of stitching to hold the strap to the bag.
Even with this mild problem, these bags were the nicest and most useable
from any of the Convergences.
Francie Alcorn
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 07:58:27 -0600
From: "Judie Eatough" <judie@eatough.net>
Subject: RE: Headles
Hi Sandi,
And the reason that I suggested more heddles on the first four shafts is
that I use them all of the time for tied weaves and turned structures where
I spread the ground threads on the first four shafts. But other than that,
the other shafts seem to need about the same numbers.
Judie
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 304
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Wed Jul 12 06:39:19 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA04552 for <ralph@localhost>; Wed, 12 Jul 2000 06:39:14 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Wed, 12 Jul 2000 06:39:15 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA07794
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Wed, 12 Jul 2000 03:33:23 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta001.topica.com (outmta001.topica.com [206.132.75.198])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA11138
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Wed, 12 Jul 2000 03:33:16 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 305
Date: Wed, 12 Jul 2000 03:32:39 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1079100163-951758591-963397959@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Notes from Patrice
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By PatriceGeorge@compuserve.com
Re:Releasing Brake from front
By admark@mcn.org
Guatemalan weaving coop
By WC3424@aol.com
CONFERENCE PRESENTERS
By aafannin@mailbox.syr.edu
Re: Convergence (White Plastic Bracelets)
By cronewest@thegrid.net
Re: Convergence/evaluations
By cronewest@thegrid.net
Re: Convergence totes
By cronenorth@prodigy.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 10:53:22 -0400
From: Patrice George <PatriceGeorge@compuserve.com>
Subject: Notes from Patrice
First, I want to assure everyone on this list who attended my class
at convergence that you will be getting color prints of the class samples=
soon! I'm sorry that it wasn't possible to get them run off and
distributed
before the end of the conference. The whole process of getting the sets
printed and mailed out has been complicated by the fact that I was
out of town again the week after Convergence, so am just getting everythi=
ng
sorted out now.
I also want to say THANK YOU to my class just for sticking with me
for the day! My only regret is that I didn't get to get to meet everyone
individually...but do stay in touch if you have any questions as time
goes on. We really did cover 8-10 weeks of course work on designing for
dobby looms in 6 hours. From the "reports" I've seen posted here,
some of the most important information leaped the communication line
intact.
My first chance to read through all the post-conference digests was this
past weekend. As one of the instructors for the Cinncinatti Convergence, =
I
would
like to weigh in with praise for the C-2000 organizing committee that
I worked with (especially, Ginny Volle, Dot Schmader, and Lynn Nickerson)=
. =
For the 2 years it took to plan, the Convergence 2000
committee members did a stellar job of keeping in touch, reminding
me of my obligations and deadlines for submitting photos, notes, etc,
and being there for direct phone calls when necesary. At the conference,
the staff was well organized, helpful, cheerful...and made it possible
for me to concetrate on the task of stuffing you all with as much course
content
as possible! Thanks also to my class assistant, Joyce Newman, who
took handled the on-site details perfectly.
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The hotel hassles, and other inconveniences related to the convention
center
were far outweighed by the overall quality of the conference. The class
and seminar offerings were very rich...any college or university fibers
program would be lucky to offer 1/10th of that exposure to so many aspect=
s
of textile design, history, and technique! Ditto for the overall quality
of the work presented in the various exhibits. I enjoyed auditing a few =
seminars, and dropped in to peek on many others. (Next time, I'll
try Nuno felting!). =
The vendor offerings were also incredible. From the lastest in
multi-shaft and computer interfaced looms, to the handcrafted
textiles from the cottage industry support group "WARP", =
from the vast offerings of specialty books and tools to the
beautiful products of the master craftsmen who were selling finished
items..
shopping the floor was as educational as the courses. =
So.... all of you..... organizers, participants, vendors,and fellow
instructors....should be proud of your part in making Convergence
an event to remember for a long time.
Patrice George
NYC
=
=
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 08:21:52 -0800
From: adriane nicolaisen <admark@mcn.org>
Subject: Re:Releasing Brake from front
>To loosen the brake from the front, tie a heavy cord to the weight and
>run it up over the loom so that it can be lifted..
This suggestion works indeed but it can also leave grooves in the wood on
the top of the loom. Cushion the cord where it runs over the wood. I wove
Seersucker this way but forgot about the wear on my loom until it was too
late.
Adriane Nicolaisen
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 11:31:11 EDT
From: WC3424@aol.com
Subject: Guatemalan weaving coop
I wish I had a snapshot of my roomie's face when she was handed her
Convergence tote bag. She had visited the very place where these were
created. Her heart was so warmed as this coop is one of a kind.
We can all mend our straps. The bags are treasures of a special time where
lots of laughter and lots of hugs took place in a place called Convergence.
Charlotte Lindsay Allison
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Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 12:26:33 -0400
From: Allen Fannin <aafannin@mailbox.syr.edu>
Subject: CONFERENCE PRESENTERS
TO ALL:
The following are from the recent discussion regarding treatment of
presenters by conference organisers.
>The most amazing thing about teaching especially textiles,
>is that even those hiring you to do it act like they are
>bestowing a great honor on you for working your heiny off
>for next to nothing in compensation.
>Carol <fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net>
> He said no musician
>would accept to be booked for a week (or day, or hour) maybe a
>year in advance, and then have it cancelled with no compensation
>just some days before.
> Kerstin Froberg <kerstin.froberg@swipnet.se>
>And of course, there is the obvious --It is very possible that some were
>invited and we don't really know it, so, if "X" is waiting to be invited,
>it is very possible that the selection committee chose NOT to invite "X".
>Dick Lindell <dlindell@netexpress.net>
>Tom Vogl <tpv@world.std.com>
It would appear from the above that there is a world of difference between
converences in the avocational textiles field and most other fields in how
presenters are selected. Each of the statements above reflects experiences
that many well known in the field, myself included, have experienced at one
time or another. Sadly, the loss is not so much to the presenter who is
not "...invited..." but to the people who are thus denied the benefit of
her/his knowledge and experience.
AAF
ALLEN FANNIN, Adjunct Prof., Textile Science
Department of Retail Management & Design Technology
224 Slocum Hall Rm 215
College for Human Develpment
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13244-1250
Phone: (315) 443-1256/4635
FAX: (315) 443-2562
-5300
mailto:aafannin@mailbox.syr.edu>
http://syllabus.syr.edu/TEX/aafannin
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 16:40:05 -0700
From: Sally Knight <cronewest@thegrid.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence (White Plastic Bracelets)
At 9:41 AM -0700 7/3/00, Ruth Blau wrote:
>I guess the issue was to prevent registered
>participants from handing off tickets they didn't want to use to a
>non-registered day-pass person.
Tickets are bought and paid for at registration, so who cares who uses
them? The conference isn't losing any income, no matter who uses a
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particular ticket.
Just my humble opinion,
Sally
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Sally G. Knight in Los Osos (on the Central Coast of California).
UFO most recently completed: maple-leaf quilt, which was a gift to my
dear hubbie for his 50th b'day.
Total UFOs completed in 2000: 13.
<cronewest@thegrid.net>
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 18:37:35 -0700
From: Sally Knight <cronewest@thegrid.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
At 9:31 AM -0700 7/1/00, Ruth Blau wrote:
>... I continue to have a problem with the management of HGA. I have
>worked for several national associations in my past worklife. In *all*
>such situations, it's perfectly clear that the staff of the organization
>works for the members. HGA staff seem to feel that we (the members who pay
>their salaries) work for them. And the HGA board seems to be thoroughly
>under the thumb of the staff, when in fact the board should be setting
>policy and directing the staff in the manner in which staff carries out
>those policies.
Upon returning from a vacation/family reunion (his side) trip to Arkansas,
I've been enjoying reading all the Convergence-type comments, all of them,
including "the good, the bad, and the ugly". Thank you to everyone who
took the time to write about their Convergence/CW experiences. I, too,
would like to hear more about the contents of the fashion show, exhibits,
and sessions. (I'm saving my $$$ for 2002.)
Ruth's comments, quoted above, really struck a raw nerve with me. Probably
I should keep my mouth shut (i.e. sit on my hands), but since when have I
ever done that? Well, a few times, actually. But, I digress.
Some of you may recall that I withdrew my name from nomination to the Board
of HGA about 2 years ago, rather at the last minute unfortunately, and what
Ruth observed is the main reason why I did so. It's tough, I think, for
staffs of "nonprofits" to keep in mind that they are the bottom of the
authority ladder, not the top, when they are on the front lines 40+ hrs/wk
and usually carry with them the "institutional memory". However, it's
absolutely necessary that they do so. Always. And remain quite humble in
the process. Without all those members and volunteers, there is no
organization. More importantly, it is those members and volunteers who
have banded together in the form of the organization for their own mutual
benefit in the first place. They pay staff to carry out their directions.
I'm not terribly interested anymore in being part of organizations where
this is not clearly understood by everyone involved. Life is too short.
Gosh, I feel like I've just "come out of the closet".
good. Carry on troops.

And it feels pretty

Sally, who is busy turning yards and yards of handwoven textiles into
knock-out garments! Yippee!
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Sally G. Knight in Los Osos (on the Central Coast of California).
UFO most recently completed: maple-leaf quilt, which was a gift to my
dear hubbie for his 50th b'day.
Total UFOs completed in 2000: 13.
<cronewest@thegrid.net>
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 21:57:35 -0500
From: "Judith Favia" <cronenorth@prodigy.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence totes
Lyn - Absolutely! The bags were wonderful, and much better souvenirs of
Convergence than the usual printed canvas. When I registered on Wed, I was
told by the volunteers not to overload it and had no problems at all.
I also really encourage the support of
idea.

handweavers and this was a great

Judith Favia
cronenorth@prodigy.net
Minneapolis, MN
----- Original Message ----There seemed to
> be a lot of appreciation for the beauty of the bags and the idea of
> supporting handweavers, which lessened the disgust about the handles.
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 305
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 13 06:20:21 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA06200 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 06:20:16 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 13 Jul 2000 06:20:16 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA16660
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 03:36:20 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta010.topica.com (outmta010.topica.com [206.132.75.222])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA27603
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 03:36:08 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 306
Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 03:34:45 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.45779111-951758591-963484485@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Marge Coe
By apbutler@ync.net
Re: Convergence/evaluations
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By thedesignery@cyberportal.net
Re: Convergence/evaluations
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
XRX
By apbutler@ync.net
HGA management
By ralph@cs.arizona.edu
Re: HGA management
By alcorn@pop.nwlink.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Wed, 12 Jul 2000 05:29:24 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Marge Coe
Hello Marge.....could you please email me privately? I have some info for
you but do not seem to have your private email address.....
Su Butler :-) apbutler@ync.net
"Follow your bliss. Find where it is and don't be afraid to follow it." Joseph Campbell
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 12 Jul 2000 13:38:43 -0400
From: "thedesignery" <thedesignery@cyberportal.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
Comment on "staff attitudes". For a number of years I was a member of the
Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC) when 95% of the work was done by volunteers.
Unfortunately in the 1980s there were major changes at headquarters in
Boston, MA and the staff attitude changed to one that seems similar to where
HGA is headed. I sincerely hope not as that sort of behavior and attitude
turns off a LOT of dedicated people who would otherwise volunteer.
The AMC got bigger and more political and less volunteer and people
oriented. HGA staff needs to be remindied (at least every other staff
meeting in my humble opinion) that they work for us, the members, (and by
extension for every weaver there is, member or not) and not for "the
organization." It sounds as though some of the non-staff people need to
realize it too.
It is a shame that the HGA organizational attitudes and behaviors are
clouding the extremely hard work done by the people in Cinnci who were all
volunteers.
Christine (from NH)
-----Original Message----From: Sally Knight <cronewest@thegrid.net>
To: weavetech@topica.com <weavetech@topica.com>
Date: Tuesday, July 11, 2000 9:33 PM
Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
>At 9:31 AM -0700 7/1/00, Ruth Blau wrote:
>>... I continue to have a problem with the management of HGA.
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>>worked for several national associations in my past worklife. In *all*
>>such situations, it's perfectly clear that the staff of the organization
>>works for the members. HGA staff seem to feel that we (the members who
pay
>>their salaries) work for them. And the HGA board seems to be thoroughly
>>under the thumb of the staff, when in fact the board should be setting
>>policy and directing the staff in the manner in which staff carries out
>>those policies.
>
>Upon returning from a vacation/family reunion (his side) trip to Arkansas,
>I've been enjoying reading all the Convergence-type comments, all of them,
>including "the good, the bad, and the ugly". Thank you to everyone who
>took the time to write about their Convergence/CW experiences. I, too,
>would like to hear more about the contents of the fashion show, exhibits,
>and sessions. (I'm saving my $$$ for 2002.)
>
>Ruth's comments, quoted above, really struck a raw nerve with me. Probably
>I should keep my mouth shut (i.e. sit on my hands), but since when have I
>ever done that? Well, a few times, actually. But, I digress.
>
>Some of you may recall that I withdrew my name from nomination to the Board
>of HGA about 2 years ago, rather at the last minute unfortunately, and what
>Ruth observed is the main reason why I did so. It's tough, I think, for
>staffs of "nonprofits" to keep in mind that they are the bottom of the
>authority ladder, not the top, when they are on the front lines 40+ hrs/wk
>and usually carry with them the "institutional memory". However, it's
>absolutely necessary that they do so. Always. And remain quite humble in
>the process. Without all those members and volunteers, there is no
>organization. More importantly, it is those members and volunteers who
>have banded together in the form of the organization for their own mutual
>benefit in the first place. They pay staff to carry out their directions.
>I'm not terribly interested anymore in being part of organizations where
>this is not clearly understood by everyone involved. Life is too short.
>
>Gosh, I feel like I've just "come out of the closet". And it feels pretty
>good. Carry on troops.
>
>Sally, who is busy turning yards and yards of handwoven textiles into
>knock-out garments! Yippee!
>
>+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
>Sally G. Knight in Los Osos (on the Central Coast of California).
>
>UFO most recently completed: maple-leaf quilt, which was a gift to my
>dear hubbie for his 50th b'day.
>
>Total UFOs completed in 2000: 13.
>
><cronewest@thegrid.net>
>+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
>
>
>___________________________________________________________
>T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
>Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
>
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 12 Jul 2000 11:33:53 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
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Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
> It is a shame that the HGA organizational attitudes and behaviors are
> clouding the extremely hard work done by the people in Cinnci who were all
> volunteers.
Take heart, I don't think that anything is clouding the Convergence
Committee's work. They did a superb job!
On that note, thank you Patrice for your eloquent response, a presenter who
recognized her role in the whole scheme of this conference we feel so
passionate about. When one gets immersed into the discussion of teachers,
their pay, applying vs. being invited, etc., the fact that the very
hardworking *professionals* who mount any Convergence are paid a big fat
nothing gets sidetracked.
Though Convergence is a fundraiser for HGA, it's not by any measures a cash
cow--I doubt anybody associated with weaving is getting rich from it. I
think that teachers (including myself) should accept the experience and
exposure of Convergence in lieu of the modicum pay, and remember it's a
whole hell of a lot more than the workers are getting and they've worked a
hell of a long longer and harder. Remember if a teacher finds the pay
unacceptable, they need not apply--in '94 there were hundreds of proposals
from which it was onerous to narrow down to a select few, and good,
recognized teachers whose proposals were declined.
I know that the Cincinnati committee worked very hard to remunerate the
teachers more for this conference than any others. To boot, the discussion
of teacher pay has run tandem with comments of how expensive it is for
attendees--increasing the amounts paid out of any aspect of Convergence will
increase some fee (registrants, commercial exhibitors, passes . . .).
In the hectic years that precede a Convergence, we roll our sleeves up and
muck in to get the job done. Don't sit back waiting to be invited, nursing
hurt where no hurt is intended, join in the spirit, meet wonderful people,
and do for it for the greater cause!
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
>
>
> Christine (from NH)
> -----Original Message----> From: Sally Knight <cronewest@thegrid.net>
> To: weavetech@topica.com <weavetech@topica.com>
> Date: Tuesday, July 11, 2000 9:33 PM
> Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
>
>
> >At 9:31 AM -0700 7/1/00, Ruth Blau wrote:
> >>... I continue to have a problem with the management of HGA. I have
> >>worked for several national associations in my past worklife. In *all*
> >>such situations, it's perfectly clear that the staff of the organization
> >>works for the members. HGA staff seem to feel that we (the members who
> pay
> >>their salaries) work for them. And the HGA board seems to be thoroughly
> >>under the thumb of the staff, when in fact the board should be setting
> >>policy and directing the staff in the manner in which staff carries out
> >>those policies.
> >
> >Upon returning from a vacation/family reunion (his side) trip to
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Arkansas,
> >I've been enjoying reading all the Convergence-type comments, all of
them,
> >including "the good, the bad, and the ugly". Thank you to everyone who
> >took the time to write about their Convergence/CW experiences. I, too,
> >would like to hear more about the contents of the fashion show, exhibits,
> >and sessions. (I'm saving my $$$ for 2002.)
> >
> >Ruth's comments, quoted above, really struck a raw nerve with me.
Probably
> >I should keep my mouth shut (i.e. sit on my hands), but since when have I
> >ever done that? Well, a few times, actually. But, I digress.
> >
> >Some of you may recall that I withdrew my name from nomination to the
Board
> >of HGA about 2 years ago, rather at the last minute unfortunately, and
what
> >Ruth observed is the main reason why I did so. It's tough, I think, for
> >staffs of "nonprofits" to keep in mind that they are the bottom of the
> >authority ladder, not the top, when they are on the front lines 40+
hrs/wk
> >and usually carry with them the "institutional memory". However, it's
> >absolutely necessary that they do so. Always. And remain quite humble
in
> >the process. Without all those members and volunteers, there is no
> >organization. More importantly, it is those members and volunteers who
> >have banded together in the form of the organization for their own mutual
> >benefit in the first place. They pay staff to carry out their
directions.
> >I'm not terribly interested anymore in being part of organizations where
> >this is not clearly understood by everyone involved. Life is too short.
> >
> >Gosh, I feel like I've just "come out of the closet". And it feels
pretty
> >good. Carry on troops.
> >
> >Sally, who is busy turning yards and yards of handwoven textiles into
> >knock-out garments! Yippee!
> >
>
>+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
> +
> >Sally G. Knight in Los Osos (on the Central Coast of California).
> >
> >UFO most recently completed: maple-leaf quilt, which was a gift to my
> >dear hubbie for his 50th b'day.
> >
> >Total UFOs completed in 2000: 13.
> >
> ><cronewest@thegrid.net>
>
>+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
> +
> >
> >
> >___________________________________________________________
> >T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> >Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
> >
>
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
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>
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 12 Jul 2000 12:50:01 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: XRX publications, i.e. WEAVERS mag
At the prodding of Su Butler, thanks Su, I called XRX and received a very
prompt and courteous response. I'd lost my paperwork and didn't remember
how many issues I had left, nor what I'd ordered. The XRX representative
who answered had immediate access to the information and helped me with
selection.
I chose the index and the huck lace book--they should be on
their way this week.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Wed, 12 Jul 2000 12:12:16 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: XRX
HI All......it was suggested to me that anyone still uncompensated by XRX
call this number 1-800-232-5648 and talk with the staff about finalizing
your subscription remuneration......I have been told the index is now
available, as is the huck lace book, so if you have not yet been
compensated, call and get the job done.......
XRX did us all a favor by offering to repay all our prepaid
subscriptions...after all, they could have just declared bankruptcy and left
us all in the lurch....it is my understanding that their wish is to satisfy
everyone.......
Su Butler :-) apbutler@ync.net
"Follow your bliss. Find where it is and don't be afraid to follow it." Joseph Campbell
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 12 Jul 2000 18:16:59 -0700
From: Ralph Griswold <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>
Subject: HGA management
I have been reading the various messages about Convergence and the
HGA management organization with some interest.
I have no experience with Convergence and the only contacts I've
had with HGA involved their Web site and HyperTextures. Both are
in trouble and not run as well as I'd expect for an organization
with as many members as HGA and with its objectives.
But that aside, I have had experience with a management organization
for a large non-profit association, a 501(C)(6). Way too much experience.
The potential troubles have been touched on in the mail. My warning
from experience is that management organizations work first for
themselves -- HGA must be a big source of income for its management
organization. Management organizations (like most administrative
superstructures) have a tendency to forget that they are supposed to work
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for the corporation, not for themselves.
of interest in such situations.

There are inherent conflicts

The biggest problem from my experience (the organization must remain
unnamed) is that the folks running the management organization have
longer tenure than any officer of the corporation. If they run
into opposition, they can generally wait it out. And, of course,
they cultivate the favor of persons in a position to help them.
No matter how much opposition there is from the organization and
its officers, the management organization always has a friend in
a powerful position. That gets their contract renewed and things
go on as before.
Management organizations operate under contracts of fixed term (or
should). Officers of a corporation often are reluctant to do
anything about a management organization that is not meeting
expectations. It's a big hassle and change is feared. But it's
the responsibility of officers to deal with this if need be.
It also keeps the management organization on its toes.
A bad management organization (I have no opinion about HGA's) can
ruin a corporation.
Ralph
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 12 Jul 2000 19:08:21 -0700
From: Alcorn <alcorn@pop.nwlink.com>
Subject: Re: HGA management
It would be interesting and very important to hear from any of the HGA
Board members on this perceived problem. If there are enough HGA members
that are unhappy with the current situation, is there a mechanism for
recall?
Francie Alcorn
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 306
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 13 09:59:47 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id JAA06449 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 09:59:43 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 13 Jul 2000 09:59:43 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id JAA22758
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 09:28:45 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta004.topica.com (outmta004.topica.com [206.132.75.201])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id JAA00987
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 09:28:43 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 307
Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 09:28:24 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.2009442063-212058698-963505704@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
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-- Topica Digest -Re: HGA management
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re: HGA management
By tpv@world.std.com
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By ljwilson@juno.com
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By apbutler@ync.net
Re: HGA management
By apbutler@ync.net
Re: HGA management
By Sgorao@aol.com
old loom manuals website
By jimstovall1@juno.com
RE: HGA management
By amurphy@cbcag.edu
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By alcorn@pop.nwlink.com
RE: HGA management and Convergence.
By judie@eatough.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 07:09:22 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: HGA management
Ralph wrote (among other interesting observations):
>Management organizations operate under contracts of fixed term (or
>should). Officers of a corporation often are reluctant to do
>anything about a management organization that is not meeting
>expectations. It's a big hassle and change is feared. But it's
>the responsibility of officers to deal with this if need be.
HGA is run by a small staff of employees rather than a management
organization under contract. That said, many of Ralph's comments seem to
ring true in the HGA context. While I personally have been most
dissatisfied with the management of HGA, I have heard from others that one
reason the board does nothing about it is that they fear they would not be
able to replace the current management easily. I have trouble believing
this is true; Atlanta is a huge metropolitan area, and I'm sure there are
many fine managers qualified to run our organization for us.
Another frequently cited problem is that the current HGA director is also
the editor of the magazine. In my experience, people who are asked to do
what amounts to two full-time jobs do neither of them well. So why is it
that the HGA board does not break this into two jobs? I don't know the
answer to that. Does anyone on this list?
If the current director wishes to maintain control of the magazine, let her
continue to be its editor. (I have a lot of problems with the magazine,
too, but that's a side issue.) Then the board can hire a true professional
association manager. The person need not be a fiber artist; he or she
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needs to know administration, finance, conference management, membership
relations, etc. Only the editor's position suggests the need of a fiber
arts background.
I cannot urge strongly enough that the HGA board take this and other
suggestions from this list in all the seriousness they are offered. A
number of us seem to have been staff or management of associations, and we
are intimately familiar with this environment. It is time for the HGA
board and staff to listen to its members. That is what we pay (or elect)
them to do.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 08:32:50 -0400
From: Tom Vogl <tpv@world.std.com>
Subject: Re: HGA management
I, too, can report on similar experiences of the management staff taking
over organizations. It was almost unheard of (and immediately
squelched) 20 -30 years ago and is far too common today. The results
commonly are, as appear to be (from the comments) the case with HGA, a
decline in the quality of the meetings.
I have a suggestion and a comment:
The suggestion: Return management of Convergence to the local guilds
that volunteer to host convergence and let the local organizers use HGA
staff if and when they choose to, reimbursing HGA for the staff they
utilize (and only the staff they utilize).
Of course, the local guilds also get to keep the proceeds.
The comment: It is unclear to me what the ethical basis is of expecting
the local folk to volunteer untold hours to organize and manage
Convergence with no monetary compensation, and then turn around and
expect folk with very similar backgrounds and talents to get paid for
presenting a 1.5-3 hour talk (with 1.5 to 3 day preparation time using
the standard formula) -- far less effort than the host organizing
volunteers put in. This is particularly questionable in view of the big
bucks the management organization's staff expect for doing a small part
of the same work.
Cheers,
Tom.
-www.world.std.com/~kcl
tpv@world.std.com
"When did the goose that lays golden eggs turn into
a cash cow?"
K. C. Long
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 09:31:08 -0400
From: ljwilson@juno.com
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
With all this talk of Convergence, I was wondering if anyone would care
to give their opinion of the AVL warping wheel demo?
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Thanks,
Linda
________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 05:53:09 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
> With all this talk of Convergence, I was wondering if anyone would care
> to give their opinion of the AVL warping wheel demo?
I was much less than impressed with this gadget. While it is possible
to wind a warp from one cone instead of from spools, it seemed cumbersome
and full of ways to make a mistake in warp length, cross to maintaining
order, and counting of threads, which would be haunting later on in the
process. One is also limited in the overall length a warp can be. I
thought it far too expensive for what you were getting, and know of several
ways to accomplish the same task with mush less hassle and expense. I, for
one, will not be purchasing the warping wheel.
Su :-) apbutler@ync.net
"Follow your bliss. Find where it is and don't be afraid to follow it." Joseph Campbell
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 06:03:09 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Re: HGA management
Ruth wrote:
>Atlanta is a huge metropolitan area, and I'm sure there are
> many fine managers qualified to run our organization for us.
While I agree this could be true, I wonder if HGA has the capacity to draw
people in this field with salary and benefits.......the current employment
market means just about anyone can be hired, and qualified workers can be
compensated on a higher than usual scale, as there is a shortage of
qualified workers, so those educated and able to do this type of work are
most likely finding higher salaries and benefit packages than HGA is able to
offer. What would make them foresake that to work for HGA?
> Then the board can hire a true professional
> association manager.
Again, I question the financial ability of HGA to draw qualified people and
retain them in the current market.
Not being contrary, just trying to see the whole picture.....I too rejected
a nomination to participate on the board of HGA within the last couple of
years.....did not care for the way the organization was being run. Also had
an experience where I did over a years worth of volunteer work for HGA, and
was not even thanked, much less appreciated for the effort I exerted. And
to my current knowledge, the project I worked on has been left to gather
dust in a closet. Very distressing. If HGA wants the continued support of
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weavers worldwide, they would do well to listen to their membership and work
*for* them........
Su :-) apbutler@ync.net
"Follow your bliss. Find where it is and don't be afraid to follow it." Joseph Campbell
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 10:21:13 EDT
From: Sgorao@aol.com
Subject: Re: HGA management
I only have one comment to make because everyone else has said most of what I
agree with. I think their magazine is down right awful! To pay good money
to belong to this organization and get nothing better than this for a
magazine is a shame.
Sandi
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 10:17:22 -0400
From: jimstovall1@juno.com
Subject: old loom manuals website
I know that someone just posted the URL for a site with info on old loom
manuals, but I can't find it - would you please repost or send to me
privately? Many thanks.
Jim Stovall
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 09:25:41 -0500
From: "Murphy, Alice" <amurphy@cbcag.edu>
Subject: RE: HGA management
Having looked at the magazine in one of our local libraries, yes, too much
junk and not enough "real" info. One of the reasons I decided my $ would be
better spent elsewhere!
Alice IN mO
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 07:43:28 -0700
From: Alcorn <alcorn@pop.nwlink.com>
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
I thought is was great enough to order one.
The wheel will solve the problem of mixed warps in a section whether they
be of different yarns or colors. AVL did say that for warps of the same
yarn and color it would still be faster to wind your spools and use your
tension box. Another situation where the wheel would not be suitable is on
warps much longer that 6-8 (?) yards.
With the ole pea brain becoming something of a sieve, I do hope there is an
instruction sheet included with the shipment.
Francie Alcorn
------------------------------
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Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 10:23:15 -0600
From: "Judie Eatough" <judie@eatough.net>
Subject: RE: HGA management and Convergence.
Organizations that depend upon volunteers for much of their program need to
cultivate those volunteers. All who volunteer time have many opportunities
and more than one interest in life.
I try to consider each year -- if I am doing things that please me -- that
add to my life -- am I having fun yet?
Staffs that work with volunteers need to be pleasant and appreciative and
value the contribution made by volunteers. If they lose this perspective
they lose the volunteers. I am getting old enough that I do not shop or
support businesses that are unpleasant unless I have no other choice. And
with my volunteer time, I always have another choice.
Convergence volunteers did a great job. It was a good experience. It was
what I came for.
My classes were excellent, vendor and display areas were good, and being
with other weavers is the best of all.
I loved the fashion show -- I wanted a video!!
detail on the screen behind. Wonderful idea!!
available next time!!!

I loved the slides and the
Please make a video

I did not like the bracelet and did not wear it. See comments about
attitudes above. I do not expect to be treated like I am dishonest.
expect respect.

I

If costs need to be cut, the Saturday night event could have been cut. I
wondered where the stage set came from -- if that was part of the Saturday
presentation or if it limited the Saturday presentation. A good speaker on
a fiber related topic would be more interesting and less expensive.
The convention facilities were nice space wise, but meals and hotels seemed
ill equipped to host a convention.
Each site has its pluses and minuses.
Oh well.
Judie
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 307
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 13 12:54:32 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id MAA06873 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 12:54:27 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 13 Jul 2000 12:54:28 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id MAA27387
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 12:23:31 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta008.topica.com (outmta008.topica.com [206.132.75.216])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id MAA03537
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 12:23:29 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 308
Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 12:22:53 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1864885511-212058698-963516173@topica.com>
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X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By apbutler@ync.net
Re: convergance
By nslutsky@prodigy.net
Re: HGA management and Convergence.
By teresaruch@msn.com
Re: HGA, managers
By Foresthrt@aol.com
WeavePoint Upgrade
By WC3424@aol.com
lengthy quotes
By RBH@TELUS.NET
RE: HGA management and Convergence.
By cronewest@thegrid.net
Re: Re. A Japanese Textile Mill site
By cronewest@thegrid.net
Re: Convergence/evaluations
By lmeyer@netbox.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 12:16:22 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
>
I was much less than impressed with this gadget. While it is possible
>to wind a warp from one cone instead of from spools, it seemed cumbersome
...[etc.]
Let me give an opposing view: I went to Convergence feeling dubious about
the warping wheel, principally b/c I couldn't see working with something
that does not give me a cross from which to thread. I came away from my
first demo a true believer. Yes, it has its limitations, and I think AVL
is totally up front about them. If you regularly put on very long warps,
this isn't for you. They recommend it for warps up to 15-20 yards.
I don't see any more possibility for making mistakes in warp length w/ the
wheel than w/ winding spools. You lose some flexibility, in that you can
wind in multiples of only 2, 2.5, or 3 yds, but given those multiples, you
have an awful lot of options.
I found it well-thought out and well made. That it was expensive shouldn't
surprise any of us--AVL equipment is generally pretty expensive.
That you can wind a section from one cone instead of having to wind
multiple spools of the same color is an incredible time saver. That you
can wind from several cones at the same time (as you can when winding a
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warp on a warping board or reel) gives the wheel even more flexibility.
Was it successful? I understand AVL sold close to 100 at Convergence (and
they had already sold a bunch at CNCH). That many generally savvy weavers
can't all be wrong, can they? I know for a fact that somewhere between 6 &
10 of them are coming to the Washington/Baltimore area alone. Our only
regret is that we didn't negotiate a group rate. <ggg>
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 08:57:58 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
Ruth writes:
> That many generally savvy weavers
> can't all be wrong, can they?
My post was not intended to imply that people who like the new device are
wrong....only that I personally was not impressed and will not be
purchasing......that does not make me or any other weaver right or
wrong......anymore than those who did buy implying they are right and those
who did not are wrong.........we each have our own preferences, and mine was
definitely against the new device.
Su :-) apbutler@ync.net
"Follow your bliss. Find where it is and don't be afraid to follow it." Joseph Campbell
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 13:07:57 -0400
From: "Nancy T Slutsky" <NSLUTSKY@prodigy.net>
Subject: Re: convergance
to those who attended..
I saw an advertisement in Spin Off mag.for a couple of spinning wheels that
were supposed to be presented at convegence for the first time. the ad was
a 'teaser' with what looked like covered upright and saxony wheels.
something voyager was the name.
did anyone see these things and what did you think?
you can reply off list if spinning wheels are OT for this list.
Nancy
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 10:35:07 -0700
From: "teresaruch" <teresaruch@email.msn.com>
Subject: Re: HGA management and Convergence.
I was on the board of directors 10 years ago. The staff is not paid the
huge salaries you seem to think they get. They tried to pay the rate any
small office would pay in the local area and to hire people who know and
love fiber. At that time most of the board members paid their own way to
meetings and I know I spent at least one full weekend (20 hours) plus
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several evenings a month to do the work that I needed to do for the
organization and all my vacation time. If you were not thanked for the work
you do then it was because the volunteer board of directors dropped the
ball. If the work you did was not used then it was because the board changed
and the project you worked on was dropped in favor of something the new
board wanted or the money could not be found to complete the project. If
you want different articles in the newsletter than write them, or send a
list of items you would like to see covered to the editor, your state rep or
find a board member and tell them. A volunteer organization can not give
you what you want if you do not tell them what it is. I did not go to this
Convergence so I can not judge it or the HGA participation or lack. I do
know from experience that the desire to make a change can happen faster if
input is given to the direction you want it to be. Saying you do not like
somethings are good but also include what you would like to see. Sorry to
flame but I tried to make changes when I was a board member and gave too
much and so did the others who were on the same board as have those since, I
am sure. Teresa
----- Original Message ----- >
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
>
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 14:01:51 EDT
From: Foresthrt@aol.com
Subject: Re: HGA, managers
> What would make them foresake that to work for HGA?
Love of weaving and of weavers- I disagree with Ruth about the director
needing to be only a generic manager, not needing to know about weaving but
only about association management.
My regional art center launched a national search for a director, after
having one who knew and loved little about art (and over a period of years
did not bother to improve that). I was on the search committee. The new
director we finally found and chose with unanimity was a hobby weaver and
beader working for a regional performance site as director of group sales.
She took a cut in pay to move to the visual arts center position, because she
wanted to be there, among the arts she loves. She doesn't alienate artists,
because she is a bit of one herself and she knows enough to know when she
doesn't know enough about the media and equipment involved when booking
classes and lecturers and exhibits.
I think having someone who loves and has background in the topical focus of an
organization is essential to having the best management. Otherwise, it's
just a job, and they move on or take higher paying positions in the first
place, and make incredibly ignorant decisions because the organization's
passion is their blind spot. You want someone with passion for the fieldthey will work for less than top dollar, because they love it , and they will
do it with better awareness than a generic manager. Of course, they still
need good management skills, integrity, etc.
After putting ads in national magazines for museum staff and other
professional publications, we found our director sitting on the floor of my
studio, shopping, overhearing my struggles on the phone with the search
committee. Frustrated, I hung up, turned to her and said, "what do you do?"
She is still managing the art center today, years later, for not as much pay
as she deserves, yet she still prefers the job she has over any other- we are
lucky to have her.
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Mary Klotz
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 14:16:57 EDT
From: WC3424@aol.com
Subject: WeavePoint Upgrade
Has anyone used the new upgrade for WeavePoint? If so, can you email me
privately to share what it covers? How is the new manual, etc?
Thanks...Charlotte
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 11:32:09 -0700
From: "Chickadee Creek Studios" <rbh@telus.net>
Subject: lengthy quotes
I would kindly ask that rather than hit reply, that people wishing to use
quotes, use cut and paste. The people who receive the digest format are
scrolling through long and lengthy sections of entire messages and footers.
The last digest was fully half previous messages.
Thanx, Susan
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 11:49:04 -0700
From: Sally Knight <cronewest@thegrid.net>
Subject: RE: HGA management and Convergence.
At 9:23 AM -0700 7/13/00, Judie Eatough wrote:
>Convergence volunteers did a great job. It was a good experience.
>what I came for.

It was

I've never been to a volunteer-staged weaving conference that I didn't
think was absolutely terrific. Our California and other regional
conferences are terrific, and the one Convergence I've attended (Portland)
was a thrill, absolutely a thrill. I kiss the feet of all those
volunteers, as well as the ground upon which they walk. I even was one
once.
Hotels and food service, however, seem to always be the Achilles heel in
these meetings. It astonishes me that these hospitality organizations
can't rise to the occasions for which they exist, but they don't seem
capable. Frankly, I bring bags of trail mix from Trader Joe's, plenty of
toiletries and ear plugs, lots of money to pay the exhorbitant bills, and
just hope for the best.
Kudos, cheers, and kisses and hugs for all our volunteer conference
organizers and much-loved instructors and speakers!!
Sally
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Sally G. Knight in Los Osos (on the Central Coast of California).
UFO most recently completed: maple-leaf quilt, which was a gift to my
dear hubbie for his 50th b'day.
Total UFOs completed in 2000: 13.
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<cronewest@thegrid.net>
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 12:06:52 -0700
From: Sally Knight <cronewest@thegrid.net>
Subject: Re: Re. A Japanese Textile Mill site
Thanks, Yvonne. This was a fun visit!
recent trip to northern Arkansas. <BG>

And at least as interesting as our

Sally
At 11:07 PM -0700 6/21/00, Yvonne Coopmans wrote:
>Even though we can't go to Convergence, we can go to Japan!
>NISHIJIN TEXTILE INDUSTRIUL ASSOCIATION
>http://www.nishijin.or.jp/eng/eng.htm
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Sally G. Knight in Los Osos (on the Central Coast of California).
UFO most recently completed: maple-leaf quilt, which was a gift to my
dear hubbie for his 50th b'day.
Total UFOs completed in 2000: 13.
<cronewest@thegrid.net>
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 12:03:47 -0700
From: Lynn Meyer <lmeyer@netbox.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
>From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
>
>I know that the Cincinnati committee worked very hard to remunerate the
>teachers more for this conference than any others. To boot, the discussion
>of teacher pay has run tandem with comments of how expensive it is for
>attendees--increasing the amounts paid out of any aspect of Convergence will
>increase some fee (registrants, commercial exhibitors, passes . . .).
I'm glad to hear that this year's committee worked hard to pay the
instructors more. For me, learning is the most important reason
to go to any weaving conference, whether Convergence or regional.
I thought the person who posted the Midwestern regional conference
had the right idea: holding it on a college campus. Keeps the housing
and food costs way down, compared to a major hotel!
The Northwestern regional conference was held on a college campus
in Bozeman, Montana, last year -- I went there, from my home in
California (Bay Area), because the classes and workshops were
interesting enough.
Is it at all feasible to hold Convergence itself on a campus?
If housing costs went down, teachers' pay could go up.
Curious,
Lynn
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modern: Lynn Meyer, Silicon Valley, northern CA, USA
SCA: Halima de la Lucha, Crosston, Mists, West
<LMeyer@netbox.com>
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 308
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 13 19:52:57 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id TAA00939 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 19:52:52 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 13 Jul 2000 19:52:52 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id TAA07955
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 19:34:20 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta011.topica.com (outmta011.topica.com [206.132.75.228])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id TAA09154
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 13 Jul 2000 19:34:18 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 309
Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 19:33:40 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.927456929-951758591-963542020@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -RE: AVL Warping Wheel
By jjcbjones@rcn.com
Re: HGA/conferences - long
By laurafry@netbistro.com
Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 308
By bettycarlson@earthlink.net
teaching fees etc.
By darmul@netbistro.com
Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 307
By hubbard182@worldnet.att.net
Re: HGA/conferences - long
By carpenma@aol.com
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By jstoll@cpcug.org
Re: Convergence/evaluations
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By mmcmillan@sprynet.com
Re: warping wheel
By bnathans@mindspring.com
------------------------------------------------------------
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Date: Thu, 13-Jul-2000 19:22:51 GMT
From: Judy Jones <jjcbjones@rcn.com>
Subject: RE: AVL Warping Wheel
Alcorn wrote:
> I thought is was great enough to order one.
>
> The wheel will solve the problem of mixed warps in a section whether
> they
> be of different yarns or colors.
> tension box.
Another situation where the wheel would not be suitable is on
> warps much longer that 6-8 (?) yards.
>
>
>I too ordered a warping wheel. I use mixed warps with varying textures
>and colors and have always had trouble getting even tensioned warps on
>my sectional beam due to the differences in yarns. I think the warping
>wheel will give me the flexibilty I need to design and warp sectionally
>from cones. Saves alot of winding onto spools and will give me more
>control over my warps. The length capability of the wheel as I
>understand is 20 -30 yards. If you do more than this it may not work.
>I usually get bored after 15- 20 yards and have to change my warp for
>sanity's sake. I also think you could figure out a way to put a cross
>in it if you wanted. Not sure since I haven't worked with it but will
>give it a try when I receive the wheel. Otherwise tape will work fine.
>I look forward to using my Macomber in the way it was meant to be used.
>Can't wait to receive my warping wheel and try it out.
Judy
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 14:06:40 -0700
From: Laura Fry <laurafry@netbistro.com>
Subject: Re: HGA/conferences - long
My dealings with the current HGA board have been very pleasant as far as thanks go, they have been generous with their appreciation.
As far as standing for the Board, my attitude is that if you don't
like the way an organization is being run, then sitting on the Board
is one way to try to change it. I was invited to submit my name
several years ago, and did so willingly as my experience as a fulltime production weaver would, I thought, be of some value to HGA.
"They" declined to accept my submission - oh, well.
"They" also have to balance the value an individual may bring to the
Board with the cost of getting that person physically there, and
maintaining contact. Now that email is so prevalent, geographical
isolation is not such a huge factor, but the cost of bringing me,
physically, to Atlanta for Board meetings would be high. :(
The other side of the coin vis a vis a volunteer organization with
employees, is that I have seen volunteer workers expect way too
much from employees. The employee is there to do a job - they are
not there to do the volunteers job. As someone who has worked for
a volunteer board, I have been harassed and hounded by earnest
volunteers who had a completely different agenda from mine - I
was dealing with the public, and saw a need for a different set
of priorities.
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This may well not be the case with HGA - I haven't had any particular
problems - just that there may be a situation where there are
expectations without clear communication of who is supposed to
do what, when.
As far as volunteering and donating goes - I guess I have a problem
when people just *expect* teachers who are trying to earn a "reasonable"
income from teaching to take this, like it or lump it. I
fear more and more "seasoned" teachers are going to lump it. As
someone who has been passionately involved in the fibre field for
25+ years, I have done my fair share of donating and volunteering.
I expect I will continue to give, willingly, of my time and energy I just don't appreciate being told that my professional time and
energy isn't worth much.
Yes, I attend Convergence, for all of the reasons others do. But if
I am there to teach, my time is not my own, I have to *be* somewhere
at a particular time and place, and I have to be able to give my
very best. I can't be off visiting with friends, or being inspired
by exhibits, or shopping. If I'm too tired after teaching, then *my*
benefits will suffer, and I will *still* be in the hole financially.
When I pay my own way to get to Convergence, and I decide I don't
want to attend a seminar, that's a decision I make based on what
I want/need to do and if a nap is more important, I'm not hurting
anyone but me. If I'm too tired/hungry to teach, I'm hurting a roomful
of people, so my priorities are very much different when I'm in
"teaching" mode. (Visions of instructors lodged in old dorms with
no a/c during a very hot spell making sleep impossible come to mind.)
Everyone else in the economic "feeding chain" expects to get their
fair value - from the convention centre, to the caterers, to the
hotels/airlines/taxis/buses, etc. We don't tell taxi drivers to
take less money and enjoy the trip......
I am not saying the Convergence committees don't do a good job they do their very best, and sometimes circumstances just happen
to give someone a bad experience.
As for SS&D, it's not a magazine that currently appeals to me, but
then, I'm jaded. My needs are very specific, and quite frankly *no*
magazine really appeals to me. If people want to see a different
content, then submitting articles is one way to address the content.
However, the last I heard, priority for SS&D articles was given to
those who were willing to donate their time and energy - another
expectation that bothers me. :(
Another lengthy post when I should be weaving.....

:(

Laura Fry
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 17:14:58 -0400
From: Louise Carlson <bettycarlson@earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 308
New question (Ithink). Has anyone had hands-on experience with the ARM
Patronic loom demonstrated at the ProWeave booth? Thanks, Betty
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 14:29:43 -0700
From: "Darlene Mulholland" <darmul@netbistro.com>
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Subject: teaching fees etc.
I think we must realize that many of the weaving teachers out there are =
making their living from their craft. I agree we all volunteer and that =
is commendable but to ask someone to 'give' away their 'professional =
services' is not very realistic. I'm sure most on this list appreciate =
how difficult it is to make a reasonable living from the craft of =
weaving.
Those weavers who work at an 'outside job' might not be too willing to =
donate professional services related to that job or profession in order =
to subsidize a conference. Asking this of weaving instructors who =
probably make a whole lot less annually than the average 'hobby weaver' =
who attends a weaving conference just doesn't make sense. One wonders =
how many 'great' weaving instructors we miss getting simply because they =
can't afford to subsidize someone else's hobby. They cannot afford the =
'honour' of teaching at a conference that does not at least cover their =
out of pocket expenses.
Darlene Mulholland
darmul@netbistro.com
Artisan Knitting Machine Dealer
www.pgmoneysaver.bc.ca/weaving/=20
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 17:35:13 -0400
From: "Jeffrey D. & Martha H. Hubbard" <hubbard182@worldnet.att.net>
Subject: Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 307
> Another situation where the wheel would not be suitable is on
> warps much longer that 6-8 (?) yards.
AVL's website specifies 40 yds and I ordered it on that basis. Now I've
heard everywhere from 6 to 30 yds
from folks who saw the demo, but never up to 40. Didn't see it myself
because I couldn't leave my booth that long.
Martha
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 18:15:43 EDT
From: Carpenma@aol.com
Subject: Re: HGA/conferences - long
In a message dated 7/13/2000 8:08:28 PM Mid-Atlantic Daylight Time,
laurafry@netbistro.com writes:
> priority for SS&D articles was given to
> those who were willing to donate their time and energy - another
> expectation that bothers me. :(
Yes, Laura.

This is very strange.

Peg in Georgia
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 19:44:05 -0400
From: Janet Stollnitz <jstoll@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
Martha wrote:
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>AVL's website specifies 40 yds and I ordered it on that basis.
>heard everywhere from 6 to 30 yds
>from folks who saw the demo, but never up to 40.

Now I've

The AVL Warping Wheel literature that I picked up at Convergence says:
"The Wheel adjusts from a circumference of two to three yards, allowing
you to put on warps of up to 40 yards."
When I spoke with someone (sorry, but I can't remember who it was)
demonstrating the wheel, I was told that the grist of the yarn would
influence the number of yards that you could wind on the wheel. Hope that
I got it correct.
Janet
_____________________________________________________________
Janet Stollnitz
jstoll@cpcug.org
Silver Spring, MD
_____________________________________________________________
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 16:43:51 -0700
From: "Marge Coe" <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
From: Lynn Meyer <lmeyer@netbox.com>
> Is it at all feasible to hold Convergence itself on a campus?
> If housing costs went down, teachers' pay could go up.
>
In a word, no--or probably no! College campuses are rarely geared up to
handle the volume of a Convergence. Rooms are adequate for perhaps 500--800
attendees, whereas Convergence attracts 1500+ attendees, 200 or so vendors
and their assistants, day trippers, etc. In Minneapolis we found it hard to
find a room big enough to accommodate the 2,500 or so seats needed for
general assemblies and the Fashion Show--in fact the Convention center was
the only place with a room of sufficient size. Then there are Vendor
exhibit area, Fiber Exhibit area, etc., to also squeeze in. Campuses of
this size are few and not always available (Summer School) for conferences.
Margaret Coe
Tucson, AZ
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 18:48:20 -0700
From: "Stacy and Matt McMillan" <mmcmillan@sprynet.com>
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
To clarify: AVL recommends the Warping Wheel for up to 30-40 yard warps (we
just don't want you to start having your sections "lumping up" by winding on
too much, so it all depends on what yarn and sett you are using), and as
Ruth mentioned, we know that the Warping Wheel isn't for all weavers; those
putting on "megawarps" would be better off using the spool method for sure.
But it's a great tool for designing on the fly, or for using up those cones,
or for "variegated" warps, where you use some of this and some of that...
Hope that helps,
Stacy
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-----------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 22:05:58 -0400
From: bnathans@mindspring.com
Subject: Re: warping wheel
I also ordered the warping reel. As to cost, everything seems more expensive than it
should be. It's less than the tension box and that support beam....
As to how many yards you can get on it, it probably depends on the size of thread you
use. Using it seemed perfectly straight forward to me; no more mistake prone than spools
plus tension box.The mechanism for holding the threads seemed well thought out.
I like doing mixed warps, and that can be hellish with spools. I recently did a warp with
4 separate colors, and almost fainted when I realized I'd have to wind 4 x as many spools
(of course with less thread on each)Being congenitally lazy, I tried to measure carefully
each color(HA) and put all four colors on each spool. It gave me some interesting out of
place colored ends, but I rather liked that look.
Space is a real concern to me, and I should be able to remove from my weaving area the
beam the tension box sits on as well as 2 spool racks and a horizontal warping reel I
almost never use.
If it is imperative to maintain a cross (certainly not necessary in many circumstances),
I think you could add a topless reed at the collection point. It would maintain good
order, as when dressing the loom front to Back. Maybe someone can cite a time when a
cross is imperative for more than keeping the threads in order??? Then I would know how
deep to bury my excess equipment in the storage shed....
I am writing on my husband's laptop... I downloaded an update for my HP scanner which
seems to have frozen up my computer. It's in the shop. Damn.
Barbara Nathans
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 309
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Fri Jul 14 06:41:40 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA01084 for <ralph@localhost>; Fri, 14 Jul 2000 06:41:36 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Fri, 14 Jul 2000 06:41:38 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA23435
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 14 Jul 2000 03:32:32 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta016.topica.com (outmta016.topica.com [206.132.75.233])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA14617
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 14 Jul 2000 03:32:22 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 310
Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 03:31:39 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1322497262-212058698-963570699@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -warping wheel
By darmul@netbistro.com
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-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2000 19:33:50 -0700
From: "Darlene Mulholland" <darmul@netbistro.com>
Subject: warping wheel
I haven't had a chance to see the warping wheel in person but it sounds =
good to me. I do need a cross at times - like when I wind a fine =
metallic along with another thread or when I double up really fine =
industrial yarns to be used as one thread.
I never have enough space in my studio and have hung the track assembly =
for the tension box above one of the windows in the studio. I just put =
a couple of those heavy duty 'bike' hangers above the window and it sits =
on those with the short arms hanging down on each side of the window. I =
need a stool to reach it but it comes down easily and I can manage it by =
myself which is important.
Darlene Mulholland
darmul@netbistro.com
Artisan Knitting Machine Dealer
www.pgmoneysaver.bc.ca/weaving/=20
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 310
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Fri Jul 14 12:37:25 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id MAA01992 for <ralph@localhost>; Fri, 14 Jul 2000 12:37:20 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Fri, 14 Jul 2000 12:37:21 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id MAA04243
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 14 Jul 2000 12:13:53 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta014.topica.com (outmta014.topica.com [206.132.75.231])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id MAA20480
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 14 Jul 2000 12:13:51 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 311
Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 12:13:11 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.723121792-212058698-963601991@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -AVL Warping Wheel
By WC3424@aol.com
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By ljwilson@juno.com
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re: warping wheel, Tension Box Track
By yapeters@concentric.net
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Re: warping wheel, Tension Box Track
By yapeters@concentric.net
Re: Warping Wheel
By hubbard182@worldnet.att.net
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By LDMADDEN@aol.com
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Re: Convergence/evaluations
By lmeyer@netbox.com
RE: Convergence/evaluations
By amurphy@cbcag.edu
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 08:27:57 EDT
From: WC3424@aol.com
Subject: AVL Warping Wheel
I've ordered the Warping Wheel. Stacy (at AVL) was so great in suggesting I
put in my order prior to Convergence. She suggested I decide at Convergence
on firming up the order after seeing the demonstration.
What particularly sung to my heart is the notion of winding the warps for
tartans. I usually weave 60/2 silk at 60 epi. Boy oh boy, I can hardly wait
for the WW to arrive and attack the first tartan warp. Just to think of all
the spools I'll not wind and the freedom to wind the warp for the multiple
changes for tartan.
My WW should be shipped in about a week.
journey has begun.

I'll share the tartan trip once the

Charlotte Lindsay Allison
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 08:34:44 -0400
From: ljwilson@juno.com
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
Hi all,
Thanks to all of you for your feed-back and sorry to keep beating this
poor horse, but hasn't anyone received (and used) their warping wheel
yet?
Please feel free to e-mail me privately.
Thanks,
Linda
LJWilson@juno.com
________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
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-----------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 08:56:09 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
> hasn't anyone received (and used) their warping wheel
>yet?
>
>Please feel free to e-mail me privately.
I think some of those who ordered it at CNCH have begun to recieve them. I
know two CHCH'ers who got theirs just before they left for Convergence.
Those of us who ordered it at Convergence were given target delivery dates
of possibly mid-September. So the quick answer to your question is: there
isn't yet much hands-on, practical experience w/ the wheel out here in
weaving-land.
As to emailing privately--I hope those of you who have the early wheels
will, in fact, share your experiences on the list. We'll let you be the
guinea pigs for the rest of us. <ggg> Tho I'm not a tartan weaver, I look
forward to reading Charlotte's reports on using the wheel in that context.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 09:58:12 -0400
From: "Sue Peters" <yapeters@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: warping wheel, Tension Box Track
If you have a production or technical loom you can hang the tension
box track on the upper cross beams of the loom.
Sue Peters near the Saginaw Bay
<yapeters@concentric.net>
----- Original Message ----From: Darlene Mulholland <darmul@netbistro.com>
To: Weavetech@Topica. Com <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2000 10:33 PM
Subject: warping wheel
I never have enough space in my studio and have hung the track
assembly for the tension box above one of the windows in the studio.
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 10:00:38 -0400
From: "Sue Peters" <yapeters@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: warping wheel, Tension Box Track
----- Original Message ----From: Darlene Mulholland <darmul@netbistro.com>
To: Weavetech@Topica. Com <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2000 10:33 PM
Subject: warping wheel
I never have enough space in my studio and have hung the track
assembly for the tension box above one of the windows in the studio.
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If you have a production or technical loom you can hang the tension
box track on the upper cross beams of the loom.
Sue Peters near the Saginaw Bay
<yapeters@concentric.net>
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 11:14:52 -0400
From: "Jeffrey D. & Martha H. Hubbard" <hubbard182@worldnet.att.net>
Subject: Re: Warping Wheel
> I like doing mixed warps, and that can be hellish with spools
In recent months, I've been doing monochromatic warps that move through
imperceptible depths of shade from very light at one side to very deep at
the other. In addition to a couple of pearl gray to black warps, I did a
pale pink to deep rose one from which my Conv. fashion show pieces came. I
generally do a separate dye bath for each of the 24 sections on my beam.
This has meant winding an interminable number of spools - new ones for each
section - in order to get my 40 to 60 yd warps beamed. In spite of my
friendship with Jan Nyquist and my devotion to her warping techniques, I'm
terrified of chaining such a long warp. I'm good at sectional warping and
terrible at chain warping and always have bad tension problems with chains.
I figure that the warping wheel will save me 3 boring days per warp. With
my relatively fine and smooth yarns - 30/2 silk or 20/2 cotton - I had
already decided that the time saved using the wheel could be spent doing
additional warps - in new colors - much more interesting than winding spools
all day. I am glad to hear that my warps will not be as severely shortened
as I had feared. I'm looking forward to receiving my wheel.
My most recent experience of really needing a cross - My current warp,
made up of leftovers from two gray to black warps, is a mixture of 60/2
(doubled) and 30/2 silk. In threading this warp, I really needed a cross to
keep the proper paired 60/2 ends together, as I had wound each pair onto the
beam from a single spool. It would be a nightmare to weave if any of the
pairs had become split in the threading. On the other hand, I warped quite
happily for years on my old Norwood without crosses. Masking tape worked
just fine. Sometimes it just boils down to "where there's a will, there's a
way."
Martha
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 12:27:50 EDT
From: LDMADDEN@aol.com
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
I ordered this wheel because it seemed to be the answer to my on going
warping problems. For years I only did sectional warping for long warps
(25-50 yards) but now I am doing short warps with much finer threads. Heck
blocks take up more room than I have and are still expensive reconditioned.
I am currently struggling with warping boards that give me terrible back
aches. (I have a nice selection of boards--too weak, too small and too big.)
This wheel seems to fall in between warping reels (which I had been
considering) and heck blocks.
This wheel measures one section at a time, can feed from one cone, or could
easily (I think) deal with mixed warps. I am sure it will have some
shortcomings but for me I think this is a good answer.
Go to AVL's web page and see the pictures of this wheel and also check out
the directions for using it. I printed them out and read them before going
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to Convergence to see the demo.
The only drawback for me is I want mine NOW.
Linda
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 12:45:06 EDT
From: EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
In a message dated 07/14/2000 11:30:46 AM Central Daylight Time,
LDMADDEN@aol.com writes:
<< Go to AVL's web page and see the pictures of this wheel and also check out
the directions for using it. I printed them out and read them before going
to Convergence to see the demo.
The only drawback for me is I want mine NOW.
Linda
>>
I can't find the price for this warping wheel.
it costs?
Regards,
Elaine Deyo
http://elaine.artistnation.com

Can someone tell me how much

-----------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 11:33:15 -0700
From: Lynn Meyer <lmeyer@netbox.com>
Subject: Re: Convergence/evaluations
I wrote:
>>
>> Is it at all feasible to hold Convergence itself on a campus?
>> If housing costs went down, teachers' pay could go up.
"Marge Coe" <MargeCoe@concentric.net> wrote:
>
>In a word, no--or probably no! College campuses are rarely geared up to
>handle the volume of a Convergence. Rooms are adequate for perhaps 500--800
>attendees, whereas Convergence attracts 1500+ attendees, 200 or so vendors
>and their assistants, day trippers, etc. In Minneapolis we found it hard to
>find a room big enough to accommodate the 2,500 or so seats needed for
>general assemblies and the Fashion Show--in fact the Convention center was
>the only place with a room of sufficient size. Then there are Vendor
>exhibit area, Fiber Exhibit area, etc., to also squeeze in. Campuses of
>this size are few and not always available (Summer School) for conferences.
You're probably right, but it might be worth exploring. I went to
college at Univ. of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign, which had 35,000
students total. There was an assembly hall which was *large* -graduation ceremonies, big rock concerts, some sports games, etc.
were held there. I forget its exact name; we all thought of it
as the flying saucer, which is exactly what it looked like :-)
My memories of distances from there to the closest dorms are hazy now,
so this particular campus may or may not be appropriate. But there
might be some that are. I do remember that the number of summer
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students was far, far less than the number of students during the
regular school year.
Laura Fry <laurafry@netbistro.com> wrote:
> ... (Visions of instructors lodged in old dorms with
>no a/c during a very hot spell making sleep impossible come to mind.)
OK, the dorms would need to have a/c!
Just an idea,
Lynn
modern: Lynn Meyer, Silicon Valley, northern CA, USA
SCA: Halima de la Lucha, Crosston, Mists, West
<LMeyer@netbox.com>
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 13:45:24 -0500
From: "Murphy, Alice" <amurphy@cbcag.edu>
Subject: RE: Convergence/evaluations
Similar experiences for Central Michigan and Western Michigan university and
they have even more students there now then when I was on campus, ie 74 and
75. Not to menion a colllection of colleges here in Springfield, MO with
Southwest Missouri State, Drury University (has weaving dept!!) and 3
smaller schools with dorms all of which have low student populations in
summer.
Something for future thought. There are several guilds in the area too who
could combine efforts.
Alice In Mo.
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 311
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sat Jul 15 06:41:31 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA02659 for <ralph@localhost>; Sat, 15 Jul 2000 06:41:28 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sat, 15 Jul 2000 06:41:28 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA01775
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 15 Jul 2000 03:32:29 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta017.topica.com (outmta017.topica.com [206.132.75.234])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA29927
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 15 Jul 2000 03:32:15 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 312
Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 03:31:40 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1196871825-951758591-963657100@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Convergence and College Campuses
By jstoll@cpcug.org
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Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By rsblau@cpcug.org
RE: AVL Warping Wheel
By rlynde@onramp113.org
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
AVL warping reel
By bruciec@trib.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 15:15:39 -0400
From: Janet Stollnitz <jstoll@cpcug.org>
Subject: Convergence and College Campuses
On the surface it seems as if a college campus that handles a large student
body during the academic year should be able to handle Convergence.
However, many campuses are already committed to on-going summer academic
and non-academic summer programs as well as building maintenance and
renovation during the off-season. Although Convergence may have only
1400-2200 participants, the space requirements beyond dormitory
accommodations and classrooms is quite large. It is also important that
the various activities and accommodations be held in close proximity to one
another to accommodate those with special needs as well as those of us who
don't want to spend a lot of time getting from one place to another.
Another factor is that many college and universities are unwilling to make
a committment for a one-time event as far in advance as is needed by
Convergence.
The accessibility of the college also requires consideration. Many of the
large colleges and universities are located in areas that are not easily
accessed by plane by large numbers of people coming and going at about the
same time.
Now that I and others have said why a college campus won't work, you might
be interested to know that as a former Convervgence Facilities Chair, I
have received many phone calls from convention bureaus asking if HGA would
consider having the conference in their cities. When I gave the caller the
facility requirements, very often I was told that Convergence was too large
a group for that particular city.
Of course, if you find the ideal location and are willing to help by
hosting the conference, I'm sure that HGA would be delighted to hear from you.
Janet
_____________________________________________________________
Janet Stollnitz
jstoll@cpcug.org
Silver Spring, MD
_____________________________________________________________
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 17:54:58 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
>I can't find the price for this warping wheel.
>it costs?
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I think it's US$295. There was a Convergence price of $250, but I don't
know if that's still in effect.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 15:32:51 -0700
From: Robin Lynde <rlynde@onramp113.org>
Subject: RE: AVL Warping Wheel
I got mine, ordered at CNCH, in June. I used it once and thought it was =
great. Since then I have hurt my back and I can't weave at all right =
now. I can't wait to go out and warp some more after I can move again. I =
will say that I'm glad that I saw it demonstrated, because I don't know =
if I would have figured it out otherwise (well, eventually, I guess).
Robin Lynde
Click Here For Free Video:
http://www.gohip.com/freevideo/
---------From: Ruth Blau
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2000 6:04 AM
To: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
> hasn't anyone received (and used) their warping wheel
>yet?
>
>Please feel free to e-mail me privately.
I think some of those who ordered it at CNCH have begun to recieve them. =
I
know two CHCH'ers who got theirs just before they left for Convergence.
Those of us who ordered it at Convergence were given target delivery =
dates
of possibly mid-September. So the quick answer to your question is: =
there
isn't yet much hands-on, practical experience w/ the wheel out here in
weaving-land.
As to emailing privately--I hope those of you who have the early wheels
will, in fact, share your experiences on the list. We'll let you be the
guinea pigs for the rest of us. <ggg> Tho I'm not a tartan weaver, I =
look
forward to reading Charlotte's reports on using the wheel in that =
context.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
----------------------------------------------------------------------___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
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Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 15:43:42 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
Sorry about your back, Robin, but sure glad you've got it all figured out.
Those of us who didn't watch the demo too closely can ask you are more
embarrassing questions, eh? There again, perhaps we should pose them to AVL
and help 'em produce better instructions (if there remiss in anyway that
is).
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 14 Jul 2000 16:57:21 -0600
From: Brucie <bruciec@trib.com>
Subject: AVL warping reel
Having just ordered one of these I was quite upsset by the negative comment
however am pleased that the majority were impressed by the demo. I ordered
in part because of the positive comments. After seeing the pictures on the
web site I do think that they might be a bit overpriced, but was willing to
take the chance. I do not own, nor do I think I ever will own an AVL loom,
but I do have a sectional warp beam on my dobby loom and since I like to
weave with handspun warps, using the sectional beam is much kinder on my
warps. The reel looked much better a system than what I had been doing
before which was to warp on a regular warping reel with a tension device
and winding on from the reel. It worked but was far from ideal.
Brucie
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 312
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sat Jul 15 17:41:37 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id RAA03592 for <ralph@localhost>; Sat, 15 Jul 2000 17:41:32 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sat, 15 Jul 2000 17:41:32 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id RAA20780
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 15 Jul 2000 17:25:30 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta002.topica.com (outmta002.topica.com [206.132.75.237])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id RAA04700
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 15 Jul 2000 17:25:28 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 313
Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 17:24:52 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1728710946-212058698-963707092@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest --
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RE: HGA management and Convergence.
By mattes@enter.net
Re: HGA management and Convergence.
By EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Re: HGA management and Convergence.
By EVESTUDIO@aol.com
ADMIN: long quotes/off-topic/etc.
By rsblau@cpcug.org
RE: AVL Warping Wheel
By rlynde@onramp113.org
RE: HGA management and Convergence.
By cronewest@thegrid.net
Re: HGA management and Convergence.
By luv2weave@ncol.net
Albers exhibits in NYC
By janee@softweave.com
ADMIN: hotel service thread
By rsblau@cpcug.org
More Tables
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 08:26:15 -0400
From: mattes@enter.net
Subject: RE: HGA management and Convergence.
>
>
>
>
>

Hotels and food service, however, seem to always be the Achilles heel
in these meetings. It astonishes me that these hospitality
organizations can't rise to the occasions for which they exist, but
they don't seem capable.

Like many other businesses, they probably have trouble retaining
good, trained help. This is speculation, but...most of the hotel
workers really responsible for the guest's comfort probably don't
get paid very well?
Carol
mattes@enter.net
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 08:34:40 EDT
From: EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Subject: Re: HGA management and Convergence.
In a message dated 07/15/2000 7:23:46 AM Central Daylight Time,
mattes@enter.net writes:
<< Like many other businesses, they probably have trouble retaining
good, trained help. This is speculation, but...most of the hotel
workers really responsible for the guest's comfort probably don't
get paid very well?
Carol
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>>
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 08:43:31 EDT
From: EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Subject: Re: HGA management and Convergence.
In a message dated 07/15/2000 7:23:46 AM Central Daylight Time,
mattes@enter.net writes:
<< Like many other businesses, they probably have trouble retaining
good, trained help. This is speculation, but...most of the hotel
workers really responsible for the guest's comfort probably don't
get paid very well?
Carol
>>
I share that opinion, Carol. It never ceases to amaze me that the very
beings responsible for the success of any business are so often treated like
serfs. This treatment leads to resentment in persons who feel trapped and
their performance reflects this feeling.
I was brought up to believe that if you made a contract to do a specific job
and agreed upon the wages that you fulfilled that contract and if you didn't
like it you looked for employment elsewhere. However, this does not work
with everyone.
Businesses today many times make obscene profits on the backs of persons who
can't make ends meet, afford insurance, proper health care, decent living
arrangements, etc. If these persons in power could see the problems they are
creating for themselves then perhaps they could learn to share the wealth
with their employees.
Off the soap box and off with my head!!
Regards, Elaine Deyo
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 12:29:28 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: ADMIN: long quotes/off-topic/etc.
A few days ago, someone posted a request to the list about being careful
not to quote back whole messages (or worse: whole digests) when you reply
to WeaveTech posts.
We want to assure all of you that such reminders to the list are
unnecessary. Either Amy or I emails *everyone* privately who includes long
quotes, writes to the list to unsubscribe, or goes off topic.
Now, back to weaving...
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 11:59:11 -0700
From: Robin Lynde <rlynde@onramp113.org>
Subject: RE: AVL Warping Wheel
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"Those of us who didn't watch the demo too closely can ask you are more
embarrassing questions, eh? There again, perhaps we should pose them to =
AVL
and help 'em produce better instructions (if there remiss in anyway that
is)."
I don't want to make it sound as though AVL's instructions aren't OK. =
It's just that the fact that this contraption actually works still seems =
like magic to me, and I really couldn't figure out how it would do what =
it does until I saw it being demonstrated. But work, it does! I think =
it's going to be great! When I bought it they said they were going to =
send an instructional video with it, but I guess they decided it wasn't =
necessary.=20
Robin
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 13:10:57 -0700
From: Sally Knight <cronewest@thegrid.net>
Subject: RE: HGA management and Convergence.
At 5:23 AM -0700 7/15/00, mattes@enter.net wrote:
>> Re: Hotels and food service... It astonishes me that these hospitality
>> organizations can't rise to the occasions for which they exist....
>This is speculation, but...most of the hotel workers really responsible
>for the guest's comfort probably don't get paid very well?
You know, there was a day when I would have said the same thing, but not
now. Three years ago DH & I spent a couple weeks in Mexico: Mexico City,
Puebla & Oaxaca. Heaven knows service workers there don't get paid much!
But the *work ethic* in that country in unbelievable. I never saw any
worker not taking enormous pride in the quality of their work, no matter
how low their wages or their place on the economic scale. We had nothing
but excellent service everywhere we went, and we traveled *cheap*:
inexpensive hotels, inexpensive meals, and buses. Even the wash room
attendants in the bus terminals knock themselves out taking good care of
all their customers, most of whom are their fellow countrymen. Every
restroom I used everywhere we went in Mexico was sparkling clean and
immaculately neat, no matter how old or run down. Can the same be said of
the U.S.? Maybe Convergence should charter some planes and go
international. I'm ready to head back to Mexico at the drop of a hat. Er,
sombrero.
Sally
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Sally G. Knight in Los Osos (on the Central Coast of California).
UFO most recently completed: maple-leaf quilt, which was a gift to my
dear hubbie for his 50th b'day.
Total UFOs completed in 2000: 13.
<cronewest@thegrid.net>
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 16:56:05 -0400
From: "Johnetta Heil" <luv2weave@ncol.net>
Subject: Re: HGA management and Convergence.
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I used to work for a motel chain.....got paid pretty good, hours were
terrible and the boss was a B**ch everyone was out to screw everyone else to
try and get the employee of the month award.There wasn't any consern for the
paying guest just for "what's in it for me" This attitude isn't just with
motel/hotel workers either.....I have been trying to find someone to put in
hems for me and to help around the studio, What a laugh!! When they first
come in for the interview they don't want to give you their qualifications
they just want to know what they are going to earn, when is quitting time
and what about paid lunch hours/vacations/sick days/holidays/personal days.
One woman even asked if I could put a television in the studio so that she
could watch her soaps while she was working! I have never been to Mexica but
I do believe that in THIS country our work ethic has gone to pot!
Hugs
Johnnie (who quit looking for hired help it is too depressing)
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 17:50:34 -0400
From: Jane Eisenstein <janee@softweave.com>
Subject: Albers exhibits in NYC
In case anyone's unaware and would like to go, there are two exhibits
featuring Anni Albers' work in NYC through August 20. I've put some photos
up on my site at http://www.softweave.com/html/bauhaus.html.
Jane
-------------------------------------------------------------------Jane Eisenstein
janee@softweave.com
http://www.softweave.com/
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 17:45:43 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: ADMIN: hotel service thread
Dear Friends:
Some of you have received a gentle private note from Amy, from me, or from
both of us, but now a tiny stream seems to have become a torrent. The
discussion about service at hotels, the rates that hotel staff are paid,
etc., is off topic for WeaveTech. Please: no more on this subject.
Thanks for your cooperation,
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 16:37:51 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: More Tables
As yet another component of the Coe/Blau spreadsheet, I have a worksheet
that lists all sorts of yarn by count with suggested setts for
loose/twill/plain; areas for calculating ypp under certain count systems;
Ashenhurst system for calculating diameters and conversion for epi.
Instructions for receiving this worksheet:

E-mail me OFF list; include name
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of spreadsheet program you use and its version.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 313
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sun Jul 16 07:29:18 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id HAA03966 for <ralph@localhost>; Sun, 16 Jul 2000 07:29:16 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sun, 16 Jul 2000 07:29:17 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA05137
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 16 Jul 2000 03:31:43 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta004.topica.com (outmta004.topica.com [206.132.75.201])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA09534
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 16 Jul 2000 03:31:41 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 314
Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 03:30:57 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.718671083-951758591-963743457@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -weft advise sought
By arachne@humboldt1.com
Last Word on the Regal
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Re: weft advise sought
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 17:31:09 -0700
From: Terri Tinkham <arachne@humboldt1.com>
Subject: weft advise sought
I have purchased and am about to start planning a samples project with the
"Solar Active Thread" (the stuff that changes colors in sunlight, then
slowly fades back to almost no color when removed). It is polyester, 12,400
ypp and I have been advised that it is VERY slippery and hard to hold in
place; it will be weft only. I have been trying to think of a good weave
structure that would maximize the beauty of it while not looking too
strange when it fades. I would prefer to avoid weave structures that take a
lot of shuttle throwing (e.g., satin, tacquete, double weave etc). Has
anyone used this yarn or something like it; or can you visualize what might
be interesting? I have 24-shafts.
TIA
Terri
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-----------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 20:17:40 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Last Word on the Regal
I quote below from a message received from Judy Dominic, Chair of
Convergence 2000:
" Regarding the hotel issue, when we (Convergence 2000) heard about the
house-keeping problems at the Regal hotel, we talked with them about a
resolution of the problem and compensation of some sort for those who were
not being properly taken care of. The hotel's response was that they *did*
intend to "make it up" to those guests in some fashion.
"If there are Convergence attendees who stayed at the Regal, did not receive
adequate housekeeping, and did not also receive some sort of compensation
for the inconvenience and discomfort, I encourage them to contact the hotel
(513.352.2100) and talk with Shelia Croty (scrotty@regalcinti.com). If you
*have* received some sort of compensation, please let me know
(hgaconvergence@compuserve.com)."
Back to weaving.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 20:41:09 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: weft advise sought
> I would prefer to avoid weave structures that take a
> lot of shuttle throwing (e.g., satin, tacquete, double weave etc).
Sample time for you I guess! But satin doesn't take a lot of shuttle
throwing--it can be accomplished with one shuttle, albeit it's at least
5-shafts but ppi shouldn't be that much different than a 4-shaft twill.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 314
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sun Jul 16 18:40:03 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id SAA04441 for <ralph@localhost>; Sun, 16 Jul 2000 18:39:59 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sun, 16 Jul 2000 18:39:59 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id SAA20702
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for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 16 Jul 2000 18:24:30 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta006.topica.com (outmta006.topica.com [206.132.75.208])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id SAA14519
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 16 Jul 2000 18:24:28 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 315
Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 18:23:53 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1322134959-212058698-963797033@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: weft advise sought
By autio@pssci.umass.edu
Re: weft advise sought
By yapeters@concentric.net
Re: weft advise sought
By busys@cdsnet.net
AVL Warping wheel
By ryeburn@sfu.ca
xrx
By judycass@lakenet.com
Left Handed weavers
By jjcbjones@rcn.com
Re: Left Handed weavers
By sarav@powercom.net
Re: Left Handed weavers
By GiniaAnne@aol.com
Re: Left Handed weavers
By fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
RE: Left Handed weavers
By judie@eatough.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 06:59:00 -0400
From: Autio <autio@pssci.umass.edu>
Subject: Re: weft advise sought
Terri, how about a lace? If you stick to one where the floats are in only
one direction you will get the maximum amount of color in sun, though warp
and weft floats could be more interesting. With two shuttles you could do
it on opposites and get only the solar activated yarn on the surface (but a
less distinct pattern when it fades to white with white on white. Enjoy
and let us know how it turns out!
Laurie Autio
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 10:20:53 -0400
From: "Sue Peters" <yapeters@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: weft advise sought
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>Terri wrote
> It is polyester, 12,400
> ypp and I have been advised that it is VERY slippery and hard to
hold in
> place; it will be weft only.
With it being so fine you can do something with relatively long floats
I would prefer to avoid weave structures that take a
> lot of shuttle throwing (e.g., satin, tacquete, double weave etc).
How about trying an 8 end satin ? With 24 shafts you get 3 blocks (but
no egg roll)
Hope we in the 24 or more group get samples. Also, let us all know
how you progress regarding just how slippery it is and how you like
weaving with it.
Sue Peters
yapeters@concentric.net
>
>
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
>
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 07:38:57 -0700
From: Margaret Copeland <busys@cdsnet.net>
Subject: Re: weft advise sought
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2000 17:31:09 -0700
From: Terri Tinkham <arachne@humboldt1.com>
Subject: weft advise sought
I have purchased and am about to start planning a samples project with the
"Solar Active Thread" (the stuff that changes colors in sunlight, then
slowly fades back to almost no color when removed). It is polyester, 12,400
ypp and I have been advised that it is VERY slippery and hard to hold in
place; it will be weft only. I have been trying to think of a good weave
structure that would maximize the beauty of it while not looking too
strange when it fades. I would prefer to avoid weave structures that take a
lot of shuttle throwing (e.g., satin, tacquete, double weave etc). Has
anyone used this yarn or something like it; or can you visualize what might
be interesting? I have 24-shafts.
TIA
Terri

Having woven with embroidery rayon - very slippery - doesn't pack all that
well - I'd suggest you take a look at lampas. I'd use a noil silk or something
with "grippers" to be the binding warp. The polyester can stay on the surface.
If you really want to get down to one shuttle - do it as supplementary warp.
While measuring for the warp, put it under tension. For embroidery rayon, you
can get these little nets that slip over the top of the cone and prevent the
yarn from pooling or slipping. The thread is then wound off the top. You'll
have to check the put up and rewind to some other yarn package type to fit your
warping method. Eleanor Best had a Thread's or Complex Weaver's article if I
recall about her experiences with the embroidery rayon. You might check into
that and get some thread handling tips. If you warp is longer than ten yards,
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I'd put the polyester on a separate beam or make sure it is about 50% of the
warp and well mixed around.
- Margaret Copeland
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 09:00:24 -0700
From: Jo Anne Ryeburn <ryeburn@sfu.ca>
Subject: AVL Warping wheel
I have my new wheel assembled and have played a bit with a dummy warp that
is 6yds long to see what happens when warps requiring more than one turn of
the wheel cover the threads that run between raddle and clip. I can't see
any problem with freeing the raddle with threads when the time comes to
wind the threads on to the sectional beam.
It ocurred to me that one could save time when winding shorter warps by
winding on double, triple, four times the required warp length, and then
winding two, three, or four sections on the beam from the wheel.
As for the cross, couln't I just pick a cross at the end of the section
being wound on? Another ploy might be punch holes in a card arranged like
the holes in a paddle, send the warps through appropriate holes, somehow
mount the card in front of the raddle, and then at the end manipulate the
card to get the cross.
I love to cook up ideas, any or not, and welcome comments.
Jo Anne
Jo Anne Ryeburn

ryeburn@sfu.ca

-----------------------------Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 12:43:05 -0500
From: "JUDY CASSERBERG" <judycass@lakenet.com>
Subject: xrx
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_0063_01BFEF23.63493860
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
boundary="----=_NextPart_001_0064_01BFEF23.63493860"
------=_NextPart_001_0064_01BFEF23.63493860
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="Windows-1252"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<<<<after all, they could have just declared bankruptcy and left
> us all in the lurch...>>>>>
I doubt they could have done this as they still publish Knitters, books =
and put on stitches. It would be nice if they tried harder to help their =
old Weaver's subscribers while still putting so much effort in these =
other endeavors.
Judy in Knife River
judycass@lakenet.com
Being warped means to live the good life.
ICQ 15605360
------=_NextPart_001_0064_01BFEF23.63493860
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Content-Type: text/html;
charset="Windows-1252"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Dwindows-1252" =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2919.6307" name=3DGENERATOR>
<STYLE></STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;after all, they could have just =
declared=20
bankruptcy and left<BR>&gt; us all in the=20
lurch...&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>I doubt they could have done this as they still =
publish=20
Knitters, books and put on stitches. It would be nice if they tried =
harder to=20
help their old Weaver's subscribers while still putting so much effort =
in these=20
other endeavors.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>Judy in Knife River<BR><A=20
href=3D"mailto:judycass@lakenet.com">judycass@lakenet.com</A><BR>Being =
warped=20
means to live the good life.<BR>ICQ 15605360</FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML>
------=_NextPart_001_0064_01BFEF23.63493860-------=_NextPart_000_0063_01BFEF23.63493860
Content-Type: text/x-vcard;
name="judy casserberg.vcf"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: attachment;
filename="judy casserberg.vcf"
BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:2.1
N:casserberg;judy
FN:judy casserberg
EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:judycass@www.LakeNet.COM
REV:20000716T174305Z
END:VCARD
------=_NextPart_000_0063_01BFEF23.63493860------------------------------Date: Mon, 17-Jul-2000 00:28:40 GMT
From: Judy Jones <jjcbjones@rcn.com>
Subject: Left Handed weavers
I currently have a beginning weaving student who is left handed and am
wondering if there are some areas which need to be taught or done
differently. So much of weaving seems to have a balance to it but I am
sure there are some dominate hand areas which may not occur to me. Any
advice?
Judy
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Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 19:48:09 -0500
From: "Sara von Tresckow" <sarav@powercom.net>
Subject: Re: Left Handed weavers
1. Us lefties are pretty much used to adapting techniques, sometimes without
even realizing it.
2. In 20+ years of weaving, the only difference I've found is that I tend to
thread a loom from left to right.
Just teach her and she'll squeak up when something is too awkward.
Sara von Tresckow
sarav@powercom.net
Fond du Lac, WI
Visit our Web Page
http://www2.powercom.net/~sarav
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 21:00:48 EDT
From: GiniaAnne@aol.com
Subject: Re: Left Handed weavers
I am left handed. I have found that where most righties that I know thread
their heddles and reed from right to left, I thread from left to right
(making any threading adjustments in drawdown if absolutely necessary).
Usually a mental adjustment is all that is necessary. Occasionally pattern is
reversed if it is not a balanced drawdown. I would be happy to answer any
questions.
Virginia Biltgen - GiniaAnne@AOL.com
Leland, IL
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 21:18:36 -0400
From: fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Re: Left Handed weavers
Left Handed - Ambidextrous.
I am Ambidextrous, leaning towards the left, the only thing
I have a hard time with is hemming and other hand stitching
that is done on the loom. Usually keep the pictures by me
so that I always start the way the pictures do. When I used
to teach all the hand stitches for hand-work as a tailor, I
could easily do it with either hand and always had to ask
the students which way they wanted to learn..
Otherwise, I don't see a problem with either dominate hand
since like you way, weaving is such a balanced thing to do.
Out of 5 siblings, 3 are Left/Ambidextrous, 1
Right/Ambidextrous and 1 right handed, we are all into the
arts of one media or another. Since my mother was an only
child, and right handed, she tells us the story of our
grandmother having her left hand tied behind her back to
make her stop using it.
Pathetic, but that's the way things were done back at the
turn of the century.
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 19:22:31 -0600
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From: "Judie Eatough" <judie@eatough.net>
Subject: RE: Left Handed weavers
Just a few, depending upon warping method.
If threading ftb, sleying the reed from left to right instead of right to
left.
Usually easier to do leno and hemstitching starting on the left side.
No other awkward places that I have observed.
Judie
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 315
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Mon Jul 17 06:17:28 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA04637 for <ralph@localhost>; Mon, 17 Jul 2000 06:17:27 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Mon, 17 Jul 2000 06:17:27 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA07265
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 17 Jul 2000 03:32:04 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta010.topica.com (outmta010.topica.com [206.132.75.222])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA19820
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 17 Jul 2000 03:31:49 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 316
Date: Mon, 17 Jul 2000 03:31:10 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.2072885569-951758591-963829870@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: Left Handed weavers
By fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Re: Left Handed weavers
By willgee@mindspring.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 21:27:52 -0400
From: fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Re: Left Handed weavers
Being ambidextrous, I never realized I was warping "left"
handed I thought everyone went from left to right. Need to
get out more.
Carol in the Flatlands of MI
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 16 Jul 2000 20:23:52 -0700
From: glen black <willgee@mindspring.com>
Subject: Re: Left Handed weavers
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Hi, as a changed <twisted> left handed weaver, I've become ambidextrous,
first by throwing pots on a kick wheel..which I tended to kick in the
wrong direction.The ambi quality of weaving really was the most healing
thing I ever experienced in a <contrary> world As a lefty weaving
teacher I always had to stop and think about which side to start
students on vis-a-vis how I would thread the loom. I was happily
spinning..self taught..when some years later I really looked at another
spinner. They were doing it just the opposite way from my way. So, I
have always refused to teach anyone to spin. glen black
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 316
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Tue Jul 18 06:03:41 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA05448 for <ralph@localhost>; Tue, 18 Jul 2000 06:03:37 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Tue, 18 Jul 2000 06:03:38 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA16627
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Tue, 18 Jul 2000 03:33:15 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta011.topica.com (outmta011.topica.com [206.132.75.228])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA07312
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Tue, 18 Jul 2000 03:33:08 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 317
Date: Tue, 18 Jul 2000 03:31:41 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.839910507-212058698-963916301@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: Left Handed weavers
By aafannin@mailbox.syr.edu
Re: AVL warping reel
By cronenorth@prodigy.net
Re: AVL Warping Wheel
By cronenorth@prodigy.net
Survey of Professional Weavers
By cronenorth@prodigy.net
Re: XRX
By cronenorth@prodigy.net
AVL warping wheel
By patstewart3@home.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Mon, 17 Jul 2000 08:36:44 -0400
From: Allen Fannin <aafannin@mailbox.syr.edu>
Subject: Re: Left Handed weavers
At 05:28 PM 7/16/00 -0700, Judy Jones <jjcbjones@rcn.com wrote:
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>I currently have a beginning weaving student who is left handed and
>am wondering if there are some areas which need to be taught or done
>differently.
Not at all. Over the years I have trained many employees who were left
handed.
All yarn handling tasks are in some way ambidextrous. Failing to
see and understand this basis principle will hamper the learning curve. I
always ignore the dominant handedness of people in that I do nothing
special because of it other than emphasise the weaker hand until they
achieve the required degree of ambidexterity.
AAF
ALLEN FANNIN, Adjunct Prof., Textile Science
Department of Retail Management & Design Technology
224 Slocum Hall Rm 215
College for Human Develpment
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13244-1250
Phone: (315) 443-1256/4635
FAX: (315) 443-2562
-5300
mailto:aafannin@mailbox.syr.edu>
http://syllabus.syr.edu/TEX/aafannin
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 17 Jul 2000 21:33:57 -0500
From: "Judith Favia" <cronenorth@prodigy.net>
Subject: Re: AVL warping reel
Brucie I first saw the warping reel at CNCH and there they insisted that you try it
before deciding to buy one. After Convergence in Atlanta, I had decided to
make it a priority to improve my warping skills and I spent a year studying
Peggy Osterkamp's books and also working on paddle warping. By the end of
the year, I could put on a mixed warp in record time with perfect tension on
a table loom at a workshop -- a big change for me!!!
Like you, I used a modified sectional warping system and had been collecting
the pieces for true sectional warping bit by bit. But I am absolutely
convinced that this is a great new tool that combines the advantages of a
warping wheel, a tension box and a warping drum. I needed a little
refresher on the way that the thread crosses at the clip, but it turned out
that my memory was just fine.
So enjoy your new tool. It will never meet everyone's needs, but I think it
is a great contribution. And I don't have an AVL loom either.
Judith Favia
cronenorth@prodigy.net
Minneapolis, MN
> Having just ordered one of these I was quite upsset by the negative
comment
> however am pleased that the majority were impressed by the demo.
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 17 Jul 2000 21:39:56 -0500
From: "Judith Favia" <cronenorth@prodigy.net>
Subject: Re: AVL Warping Wheel
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I am just getting ready to warp on a set of new dish towels - just one more
to finish on the current warp. They will be cotton (10/2) with some mixed
warp threads in one section, so I expect to wind most sections with a single
cone and one from a multiple set of cones.
I will keep you posted - I expect that we will find that it works somewhat
differently with different kinds of fibers. I am really interested in
anyone using it for very fine fibers.
Judith Favia
cronenorth@prodigy.net
Minneapolis, MN
> As to emailing privately--I hope those of you who have the early wheels
> will, in fact, share your experiences on the list. We'll let you be the
> guinea pigs for the rest of us
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 17 Jul 2000 21:45:45 -0500
From: "Judith Favia" <cronenorth@prodigy.net>
Subject: Survey of Professional Weavers
I just received a survey from a group called CODA. They are interested in
surveying folks who currently support themselves with their craft work. I
have no idea why I got it, but I would be happy to send a copy to anyone who
would like to respond.
This is apparently a professionally funded effort with the objective of
identifying the contribution to the economy that is made by professional
craftspeople (who are not currently surveyed by the federal government).
Please email me privately at cronenorth@prodigy.net .
Judith Favia
cronenorth@prodigy.net
Minneapolis, MN
----- Original Message ----- .
I think we must realize that many of the weaving teachers out there are
making their living from their craft.
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 17 Jul 2000 21:52:17 -0500
From: "Judith Favia" <cronenorth@prodigy.net>
Subject: Re: XRX
Su But they didn't go bankrupt. They are still publishing Knitters and
sponsoring Stitches conferences. They just got out of the weaving
business - and I think we are feeling a bit abandoned by their casual
attitude.
Judith Favia
cronenorth@prodigy.net
Minneapolis, MN
----- Original Message ---->
XRX did us all a favor by offering to repay all our prepaid
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> subscriptions...after all, they could have just declared bankruptcy and
left
> us all in the lurch
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 17 Jul 2000 21:46:49 -0700
From: "Patricia L. Stewart" <patstewart3@home.com>
Subject: AVL warping wheel
>I have my new wheel assembled and have played a bit with a dummy warp that
>is 6yds long to see what happens when warps requiring more than one turn of
>the wheel cover the threads that run between raddle and clip. I can't see
>any problem with freeing the raddle with threads when the time comes to
>wind the threads on to the sectional beam.
I assembled my wheel (which I had ordered at CNCH) when most AVL staff
were at Convergence. By then (a couple of months? after CHCH) I no longer
remembered the demo very well and I found the directions sketchy. Anyway
since there was no one to answer my questions immediately, I went ahead and
made a 3 yd. sample warp requiring only one rotation before the yarn goes
into the raddle and crosses over to the clip because the way the threads
cross over for longer warps seemed peculiar to me (obviously I didn't
observe the demo very closely). This short sample warp was very speedy to
wind and no problem except when I went to wind the first section the little
raddle lid popped right off. The springs keep the warp secure in the little
raddle while it is being brought forward to the position where you attach
it to the beam extension cord but I found them inadequate against the force
as the threads are being wound on. I made a loop of very strong wire that I
slip on the raddle and lid before winding each section. That fixed it . The
warp wound on and the sample wove off just fine. It was my first experience
with chenille - 1450 rayon chenille sett ot 16 epi.
However, I've had quite a bit of trouble with my 12 yd warp of the same
chenille. I did get confirmation from AVL that the way the thread crosses
over the section just wound when it goes from the raddle to the clip was
correct. But I found it a problem with this particular yarn winding onto
the sectional beam. The threads did not come free easily and I had to
yank them out so I really wasn't making much use of the wheel's
tensioning capability. Even so the warp got on and I just finished weaving
off and wet finiishing the first 5 plus yards.( I had to cut it off because
I don't have a special chenille warp beam cover and it had started slipping
on the sandpaper when I tried to advance the warp - but that was ok because
I was going to make a different color and weave for the remaider anyway).
Anyway the finished cloth is lovely even though I had to weight some warp
threads because of faulty tension. I don't think I will make another
chenille warp with the wheel however. At least not of more than 6 yds. I
would like to hear other weaver's experience. Perhaps I wound too tightly
or perhaps a solid chenille warp sett relatively densely is not a good
candidate for this technique.
Pat Stewart in Berkeley, California
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 317
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Wed Jul 19 06:49:06 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA00724 for <ralph@localhost>; Wed, 19 Jul 2000 06:49:04 -0700
From: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
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for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Wed, 19 Jul 2000 06:49:05 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA25787
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Wed, 19 Jul 2000 03:55:35 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta003.topica.com (outmta.topica.com [206.132.75.200])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA23408
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Wed, 19 Jul 2000 03:55:34 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 318
Date: Wed, 19 Jul 2000 03:31:26 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1085365735-212058698-964002686@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: AVL warping wheel
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re:chenille
By laurafry@netbistro.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Tue, 18 Jul 2000 07:44:40 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: AVL warping wheel
Pat wrote:
>( I had to cut it off because
>I don't have a special chenille warp beam cover and it had started slipping
>on the sandpaper when I tried to advance the warp ...
I was reminded this week what a good investment the chenille beam cover is
for those of us who weave w/ chenille on the AVL. I put a 12.5 yd chenille
painted warp on the AVL stupidly forgetting to put the beam cover on first.
I struggled thru the first of 5 scarves--the cloth constantly slipped and
tension was nearly impossible to maintain. The sandpaper just can't grab
that chenille pile. When I finished the first scarf, I cut it off, put the
beam cover on, and happily wove the last four off.
BTW: thanks, Pat, for the description of your early attempts at using the
wheel. I hope to see more such, as more of us come on stream w/ this new
toy. I'm disappointed, tho, in your report on the difficulties of using it
w/ chenille. I have 8 cones of chenille all lined up in a color sequence
for when my wheel comes. Maybe I better just bite the bullet & hit the
spools for that one. Yuck--8 colors, 18 epi, 1-inch sections.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Tue, 18 Jul 2000 07:05:47 -0700
From: Laura Fry <laurafry@netbistro.com>
Subject: Re:chenille
I have found that chenille tends to "velcro" itself to itself
when wound onto cones, so I'm not surprised to hear that it's a
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problem on the wheel. :) Instead of coning chenille, I now use
it only from spools and wind off the side of the spool when
warping onto a sectional beam.
Laura Fry
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 318
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 20 06:34:54 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA01353 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 20 Jul 2000 06:34:04 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 20 Jul 2000 06:34:05 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA04787
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 20 Jul 2000 03:37:23 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta017.topica.com (outmta017.topica.com [206.132.75.234])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA09975
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 20 Jul 2000 03:36:42 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 319
Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 03:32:04 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1869544013-212058698-964089124@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -The Great Warp Beam Disaster
By admark@mcn.org
Re: Notes from Patrice
By yapeters@concentric.net
Re: More Tables
By yapeters@concentric.net
Re: The Great Warp Beam Disaster
By carleton@mcn.org
For sale and wanted
By apbutler@ync.net
Re: More Tables
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Re: More Tables
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
W- Loom Music Periodical
By arwells@erols.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Wed, 19 Jul 2000 08:10:43 -0800
From: adriane nicolaisen <admark@mcn.org>
Subject: The Great Warp Beam Disaster
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After 14 years I had new disaster with my loom.
I was beaming a warp on my second beam which is a 1/2 yard sectional.
Because I needed so much yardage, 150 yards +, I had added flanges to the
sections to expand them a bit. I started warping on the end of the beam
and as the warp built up, the flages helped it stack up into a nice even
bundle. BUT as I reached the final turns of the beam, a peg started to
give way. Undaunted, I continued to finish the 1st section and moved on to
the 2nd section thinking this would support the broken peg. As I moved
along the beam to the third section, another peg broke. At this point, I
skipped a section thinking to get a fresh start. Pegs began breaking in
both directions and then it became apparent that the pin bars (the long
frame with the pegs) were beginning to flex and the screws holding them to
the frame of the beam were pulling out.
All I can figure is that the tension on the warp as it was being beamed was
too much for the pegs and even the maple of the pin bars.
I sure do need a better way of getting more volume onto my beams. I'm
not quite maxing out my yard beam with 150 yards but I need both beams
going at once for the fabrics I make. I'm thinking of expanding the 1/2
yard beam by placing blocks under the pin bars which will expand the
diameter of the beam.
Any other ideas about this?
Adriane Nicolaisen
Mendocino CA
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 19 Jul 2000 12:22:32 -0400
From: "Sue Peters" <yapeters@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: Notes from Patrice
Dear Patrice,
I would like to thank you for the great class you taught at
Convergence. With all the hubbub I didn't get a chance to say a
proper thank you. I really enjoy the day - it went by far too fast.
I have not started to work on the notes but plan to do so later this
summer. I want to try your design suggestions and actually weave some
samples using your design tips and lessons. Thank you for the
excellent short course. I hope you will do more teaching at
handweavers conferences, you do a great job.
Sue Peters near the Saginaw Bay
<yapeters@concentric.net>
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 19 Jul 2000 12:34:21 -0400
From: "Sue Peters" <yapeters@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: More Tables
HI Marge,
Please send a copy of the latest spreadsheet containing the yarn setts
to me. I use Excel, version 7. Thanks for sharing this with the rest
of us. I find your size spread sheet very useful. It contains just
the sort of things I keep on looking up and putting in notes that I
can't find when I need them.
Thanks,
Sue Peters near the Saginaw Bay
<yapeters@concentric.net>
----- Original Message ----- 166 -
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From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
To: <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 15, 2000 7:39 PM
Subject: More Tables
> As yet another component of the Coe/Blau spreadsheet, I have a
worksheet
> that lists all sorts of yarn by count with suggested setts for
> loose/twill/plain; areas for calculating ypp under certain count
systems;
> Ashenhurst system for calculating diameters and conversion for epi.
>
> Instructions for receiving this worksheet: E-mail me OFF list;
include name
> of spreadsheet program you use and its version.
>
> Margaret
> ------------------------------------------------------------------> MargeCoe@concentric.net
> Tucson, AZ USA
> ------------------------------------------------------------------>
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
>
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 19 Jul 2000 09:46:12 -0700
From: carleton@mcn.org
Subject: Re: The Great Warp Beam Disaster
> expand the
>diameter of the beam.
>Any other ideas about this?
>Adriane Nicolaisen
>Mendocino CA
>
>Dear Adrian,
A larger diameter will of course help, providing theres is room on
the back of the loom. But you can have your cleaver husband drill out
the peg holes and put in 1/4" steel pegs. You can get a local sheet
metal shop to cut and straighten the steel that comes in rolls.....
Vincent Carleton, in Elk Ca
>___________________________________________________________
>T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
>Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 19 Jul 2000 14:51:47 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: For sale and wanted
Hi all...I have a student selling an old 4 shaft table loom...probably home
made, but functional.....please contact me for more info.....*very*
reasonably priced....
Also, same student is seeking a reasonably priced warping board.
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have one to sell, please contact me privately.....
Thanks!
Su Butler :-) apbutler@ync.net
"True freedom lies in the realization and calm acceptance of the fact that
there may very well be no perfect answer." - Allen Reid McGinnis
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 19 Jul 2000 13:47:37 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: More Tables
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_001C_01BFF187.E65E9360
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Here it is! Excel version 97 with which I've had most success converting.
I couldn't find a version 7, so I'm guessing here. Please feel free to
write again if it doesn't work and I'll try in another format.
This sheet is a work-in-progress, some setts have not yet been determined.
Also, there are so many different count systems I've included only the ones
I commonly encounter.
A word about using! The sheet is *protected* so that you don't
inadvertently erase formulas. If you unprotect to add or change data, be
careful that you are not changing a cell that calculates. One way to
proceed is to save the sheet as is under the word "Master YPP" and never use
it, then if you do mess up you've got a copy to refer back to. Be
particularly careful around any of the "Count" calculations and the area
where Ashenhurst starts! There are hidden columns where all sorts of
calculation is going on that don't need to be seen or printed.
As with other sheets of the workbook, this is distributed free in the spirit
of sharing-- further distribution, publication, and all copyrights remain
with the designer(s). If, you should have any yarn counts to add, please
feel free to do so, but in the same spirit of sharing, please let me know so
I too can add to the *Mother-of-All-Spreadsheets*.
Do not distribute this to others, instead have them contact me and I'll
gladly send a copy--I'm attempting to keep track of general interest in the
various spreadsheets I've designed for use in a course I teach--implementing
the computer in weaving using programs we all already have!
Feed back is greatly appreciated.
Thanks
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
------------------------------------------------------------------------=_NextPart_000_001C_01BFF187.E65E9360
Content-Type: application/x-msexcel;
name="YPP Chart--97.xls"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
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Content-Disposition: attachment;
filename="YPP Chart--97.xls"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AAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQApAPX/IAAA+AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQAsAPX/IAAA+AAAAAAAAAAAwCDg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AAEAIAAAqBAQgBOAEwAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAIBAAACAAAAAAwCDgABQACQAAAAEAIQAAuAEA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CwDbDGsAAgACAH0ADAAMAAwAbQMVAAMAAgB9AAwADQAPAAAAFQADAAIAfQAMABAAAAEACRUAAgAC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AAIAAAABAgYAHAAMAGwAAQIGAB0AAAAvAP0ACgAdAAEAWQAkAAAAAQIGAB0AAgA6AL0AEgAdAAMA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AA8ADwAPAKcAOgAMAL4ADgA6AAAALwB2ADoAOgADAP0ACgA6AAQArQBJAAAAfgIKADoABQC6AAAA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AAAADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAIEAAAAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAggAAAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgC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CAIQAOsACwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAA7AALAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEADtAAsADADwAAAAAAAA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AQsAGQABAgYASAELABkAAQIGAEkBCwAZAAECBgBKAQsAGQABAgYASwELABkAAQIGAEwBCwAZAAEC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DwAIAhAAyQELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEADKAQsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAMsBCwAMAPAAAAAA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ACMCCwAZAAECBgAkAgsAGQABAgYAJQILABkAAQIGACYCCwAZAAECBgAnAgsAGQABAgYAKAILABkA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AAEPAAgCEACnAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAKgCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAqQILAAwA8AAA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AAAAAAAAAQ8AAQIGAAADCwAZAAECBgABAwsAGQABAgYAAgMLABkAAQIGAAMDCwAZAAECBgAEAwsA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AAAAAQ8ACAIQAIUDCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAhgMLAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEACHAwsADADw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APAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAA/gMLAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAD/AwsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8AAQIGAOAD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LjAwMFwpO18oKiAiLSI/Pz9fKTtfKEBfKeAAEAAAAAAA9f8gAMAgAAAAAAAA4AAQAAEAAAD1/yD0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AQBBASP8wCBAgEmAQCDgABAACwADAAEAIIzAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAAVAAEAQQEj/MAgAAAAAAAA4AAQ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AAsABABIAAQCEgALAAUAQQAKADIwLCAyNCwgMjgEAgwACwAHAEIABAA0NC8zAQIGAAsACAA6AH4C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BgAkAAgAWgB+AgoAJAAJAEMAAHC3QAECBgAkAAoAgwAEAhIAJAALAJkACgAyNCwgMzAsIDM2AQIG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AQ8ACAIQAEoAAAANAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAASwAAAA0A8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEABMAAAADQDwAAAA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BgCBAAsAGQABAgYAggAAAMcAAQIGAIIACwAZAAECBgCDAAAAxwABAgYAgwALABkAAQIGAIQAAADH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ABkAAQIGAPkACwAZAAECBgD6AAsAGQABAgYA+wALABkAAQIGAPwACwAZAAECBgD9AAsAGQABAgYA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8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAByAQsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAHMBCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAdAEL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AQsAGQABAgYA1QELABkAAQIGANYBCwAZAAECBgDXAQsAGQABAgYA2AELABkAAQIGANkBCwAZAAEC
BgDaAQsAGQABAgYA2wELABkAAQIGANwBCwAZAAECBgDdAQsAGQABAgYA3gELABkAAQIGAN8BCwAZ
ANcARADAAwAAbAIKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoA
CgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAgCEADgAQsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAOEBCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAI
AhAA4gELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEADjAQsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAOQBCwAMAPAAAAAAAAAB
DwAIAhAA5QELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEADmAQsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAOcBCwAMAPAAAAAA
AAABDwAIAhAA6AELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEADpAQsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAOoBCwAMAPAA
AAAAAAABDwAIAhAA6wELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEADsAQsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAO0BCwAM
APAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAA7gELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEADvAQsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAPAB
CwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAA8QELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEADyAQsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQ
APMBCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAA9AELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAD1AQsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8A
CAIQAPYBCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAA9wELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAD4AQsADADwAAAAAAAA
AQ8ACAIQAPkBCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAA+gELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAD7AQsADADwAAAA
AAAAAQ8ACAIQAPwBCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAA/QELAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAD+AQsADADw
AAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAP8BCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwABAgYA4AELABkAAQIGAOEBCwAZAAECBgDiAQsA
GQABAgYA4wELABkAAQIGAOQBCwAZAAECBgDlAQsAGQABAgYA5gELABkAAQIGAOcBCwAZAAECBgDo
AQsAGQABAgYA6QELABkAAQIGAOoBCwAZAAECBgDrAQsAGQABAgYA7AELABkAAQIGAO0BCwAZAAEC
BgDuAQsAGQABAgYA7wELABkAAQIGAPABCwAZAAECBgDxAQsAGQABAgYA8gELABkAAQIGAPMBCwAZ
AAECBgD0AQsAGQABAgYA9QELABkAAQIGAPYBCwAZAAECBgD3AQsAGQABAgYA+AELABkAAQIGAPkB
CwAZAAECBgD6AQsAGQABAgYA+wELABkAAQIGAPwBCwAZAAECBgD9AQsAGQABAgYA/gELABkAAQIG
AP8BCwAZANcARADAAwAAbAIKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoA
CgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAgCEAAAAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAAECCwAMAPAAAAAA
AAABDwAIAhAAAgILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAADAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAAQCCwAMAPAA
AAAAAAABDwAIAhAABQILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAGAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAAcCCwAM
APAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAACAILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAJAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAAoC
CwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAACwILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAMAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQ
AA0CCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAADgILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAPAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8A
CAIQABACCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAEQILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAASAgsADADwAAAAAAAA
AQ8ACAIQABMCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAFAILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAVAgsADADwAAAA
AAAAAQ8ACAIQABYCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAFwILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAYAgsADADw
AAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQABkCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAGgILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAbAgsA
DADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQABwCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAHQILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAe
AgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAB8CCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwABAgYAAAILABkAAQIGAAECCwAZAAEC
BgACAgsAGQABAgYAAwILABkAAQIGAAQCCwAZAAECBgAFAgsAGQABAgYABgILABkAAQIGAAcCCwAZ
AAECBgAIAgsAGQABAgYACQILABkAAQIGAAoCCwAZAAECBgALAgsAGQABAgYADAILABkAAQIGAA0C
CwAZAAECBgAOAgsAGQABAgYADwILABkAAQIGABACCwAZAAECBgARAgsAGQABAgYAEgILABkAAQIG
ABMCCwAZAAECBgAUAgsAGQABAgYAFQILABkAAQIGABYCCwAZAAECBgAXAgsAGQABAgYAGAILABkA
AQIGABkCCwAZAAECBgAaAgsAGQABAgYAGwILABkAAQIGABwCCwAZAAECBgAdAgsAGQABAgYAHgIL
ABkAAQIGAB8CCwAZANcARADAAwAAbAIKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoA
CgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAgCEAAgAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQACECCwAM
APAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAIgILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAjAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQACQC
CwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAJQILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAmAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQ
ACcCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAKAILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAApAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8A
CAIQACoCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAKwILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAsAgsADADwAAAAAAAA
AQ8ACAIQAC0CCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAALgILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAvAgsADADwAAAA
AAAAAQ8ACAIQADACCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAMQILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAyAgsADADw
AAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQADMCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAANAILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAA1AgsA
DADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQADYCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAANwILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAA4
AgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQADkCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAOgILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgC
EAA7AgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQADwCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAPQILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEP
AAgCEAA+AgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAD8CCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwABAgYAIAILABkAAQIGACEC
CwAZAAECBgAiAgsAGQABAgYAIwILABkAAQIGACQCCwAZAAECBgAlAgsAGQABAgYAJgILABkAAQIG
ACcCCwAZAAECBgAoAgsAGQABAgYAKQILABkAAQIGACoCCwAZAAECBgArAgsAGQABAgYALAILABkA
AQIGAC0CCwAZAAECBgAuAgsAGQABAgYALwILABkAAQIGADACCwAZAAECBgAxAgsAGQABAgYAMgIL
ABkAAQIGADMCCwAZAAECBgA0AgsAGQABAgYANQILABkAAQIGADYCCwAZAAECBgA3AgsAGQABAgYA
OAILABkAAQIGADkCCwAZAAECBgA6AgsAGQABAgYAOwILABkAAQIGADwCCwAZAAECBgA9AgsAGQAB
AgYAPgILABkAAQIGAD8CCwAZANcARADAAwAAbAIKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoA
CgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAoACgAKAAgCEABAAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQ
AEECCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAQgILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEABDAgsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8A
CAIQAEQCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAARQILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEABGAgsADADwAAAAAAAA
AQ8ACAIQAEcCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAASAILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEABJAgsADADwAAAA
AAAAAQ8ACAIQAEoCCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAASwILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEABMAgsADADw
AAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAE0CCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAATgILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEABPAgsA
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DADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAFACCwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAAUQILAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEABS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ALACCwAZAAECBgCxAgsAGQABAgYAsgILABkAAQIGALMCCwAZAAECBgC0AgsAGQABAgYAtQILABkA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CwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAIAhAALgMLAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAvAwsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQ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AgYAjAMLABkAAQIGAI0DCwAZAAECBgCOAwsAGQABAgYAjwMLABkAAQIGAJADCwAZAAECBgCRAwsA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CwQLAAwA8AAAAAAAAAEPAAgCEAAMBAsADADwAAAAAAAAAQ8ACAIQAA0ECwAMAPAAAAAAAAABDwAI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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP7/AAAECgIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAC1c3VnC4b
EJOXCAArLPmuMAAAAJgAAAAGAAAAAQAAADgAAAAPAAAAQAAAAAsAAABMAAAAEAAAAFQAAAANAAAA
XAAAAAwAAAB1AAAAAgAAAOQEAAAeAAAAAQAAAABpY3ILAAAAAAAAAAsAAAAAAAAAHhAAAAEAAAAN
AAAAWWFyZHMgcGVyIGxiAAwQAAACAAAAHgAAAAsAAABXb3Jrc2hlZXRzAAMAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAA
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA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dABpAG8AbgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAOAACAf///////////////wAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAM0AAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA////////////////AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////////
//////8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAP///////////////wAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA==
------=_NextPart_000_001C_01BFF187.E65E9360------------------------------Date: Wed, 19 Jul 2000 13:58:40 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: More Tables
Apologies to all! Someone requested this on list and I though I hit the
right reply only I didn't! Sorry.
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Wed, 19 Jul 2000 19:40:11 -0700
From: Anne Wells <arwells@erols.com>
Subject: W- Loom Music Periodical
To all interested in collecting and reading old weaving magazines (especially
Guild librarians) I have a complete collection of Loom Music. This was a monthly put out by
two Canadian weavers for 20 years, with periodic indices. I believe 1944 -64.
It is an amazing account to read for historical purposes, but also they were
great weavers and teachers. Much was hand-typed and hand-drawn in the early
years, giving way to B&W photos in the later years. My set is bound by year,
with the last year or two and something of a complete index in a 3 ring binder.
I am overwhelmed with weaving books, and would like to find a good home for
this collection. I think I am asking a reasonable price for this, in the hopes
that a Guild Library might want it -- and take care of it.
Please let me know,
off-line!, if you are interested.
Anne in Annandale
arwells@erols.com
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 319
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 20 08:39:56 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id IAA00611 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 20 Jul 2000 08:39:53 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 20 Jul 2000 08:39:53 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id IAA09902
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 20 Jul 2000 08:20:52 -0700 (MST)
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Received: from outmta012.topica.com (outmta012.topica.com [206.132.75.229])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id IAA13128
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 20 Jul 2000 08:20:41 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 320
Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 08:20:06 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.64055200-212058698-964106406@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: W- Loom Music Periodical
By arwells@erols.com
Selling fiber art
By EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 319
By WC3424@aol.com
Re: The Great Warp Beam Disaster
By ljwilson@juno.com
Re: Selling fiber art
By bruciec@trib.com
Re: Selling fiber art
By EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Re: Selling fiber art
By EVESTUDIO@aol.com
warp beam disaster
By peter@plysplit.demon.co.uk
Re: W- Loom Music Periodical
By BethToor@aol.com
Re: W- Loom Music Periodical
By BethToor@aol.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 07:07:46 -0700
From: Anne Wells <arwells@erols.com>
CC: weaving@quilt.net
Subject: Re: W- Loom Music Periodical
These will now have a new home with a Guild in Mass. I'll let the donor be the one
to tell the Guild members, though ......
I'm so excited that they have a good
home!
Anne in Annandale
arwells@erols.com
Anne Wells wrote:
> To all interested in collecting and reading old weaving magazines (especially
> Guild librarians) >
>
I have a complete collection of Loom Music. This was a monthly put out by
> two Canadian weavers for 20 years, with periodic indices. I believe 1944 -64.
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> It is an amazing account to read for historical purposes, but also they were
> great weavers and teachers. ...................
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 08:14:18 EDT
From: EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Subject: Selling fiber art
Good morning weavers. Everyone is busy weaving good stuff I imagine. I tend
to do things in blocks, so one day soon I'll set most of my time aside for
getting back to work.
I am interested in finding out how many of "us" have our work on the
Internet; either on our own personal sites or through a sales site. I am on
a sales site with my knitted, fulled mats that I use for painterly art
pieces. My question would be how the weavers fare in sales and how each
feels they have accomplished any profit by selling on the Internet.
If this is a proper subject for the list, then answer on the list.
you can answer me personally off the list.

If not

Best regards,
Elaine Deyo
http://elaine.artistnation.com
EVESTUDIO@aol.com
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 08:22:39 EDT
From: WC3424@aol.com
Subject: Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 319
This downloaded tech is too large for me to open.
be broken down and resent?

Is there any way for it to

Thank you!
Charlotte
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 08:04:03 -0400
From: ljwilson@juno.com
Subject: Re: The Great Warp Beam Disaster
Vincent Carleton,
Can you please expand on the idea of steel pegs for a sectional bean?
I'm about to convert one of my beams to sectional and am looking for
ideas.
Thank you,
Linda Wilson
LJWilson@jumo.com
________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
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Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 07:57:56 -0600
From: Brucie <bruciec@trib.com>
Subject: Re: Selling fiber art
Hi Elaine, Tried your URL and got message site not available.
have problems?

Anyone else

At 05:14 AM 7/20/00 -0700, you wrote:
>Good morning weavers. Everyone is busy weaving good stuff I imagine. I
tend
>to do things in blocks, so one day soon I'll set most of my time aside for
>getting back to work.
>
>I am interested in finding out how many of "us" have our work on the
>Internet; either on our own personal sites or through a sales site. I am on
>a sales site with my knitted, fulled mats that I use for painterly art
>pieces. My question would be how the weavers fare in sales and how each
>feels they have accomplished any profit by selling on the Internet.
>
>If this is a proper subject for the list, then answer on the list. If not
>you can answer me personally off the list.
>
>Best regards,
>Elaine Deyo
>http://elaine.artistnation.com
>EVESTUDIO@aol.com
>
>___________________________________________________________
>T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
>Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
>
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 09:57:32 EDT
From: EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Subject: Re: Selling fiber art
In a message dated 07/20/2000 8:56:42 AM Central Daylight Time,
bruciec@trib.com writes:
<< Hi Elaine, Tried your URL and got message site not available.
have problems?
>>
This is so irritating...it has been going on for several days

Anyone else

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 09:58:59 EDT
From: EVESTUDIO@aol.com
Subject: Re: Selling fiber art
In a message dated 07/20/2000 8:56:42 AM Central Daylight Time,
bruciec@trib.com writes:
<< Hi Elaine, Tried your URL and got message site not available. Anyone else
have problems?
>>
Sorry, wrong button! You can reach it at: http://www.Art-Agent.com. Just
use the Search menu there and look under Fiber Art. I should save these
messages to send to the site people. But enough about that. I hope you
enjoy the site.
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Regards, Elaine
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 15:27:21 +0100
From: peter collingwood <peter@plysplit.demon.co.uk>
Subject: warp beam disaster
I agree with Vincent Carleton.
a) your beam must be only about 6 inches in diameter if it has a half
yard circumference, and that is small. A minimum of a yard diameter is
usually advised.. and bigger still if you have room.. Why not screw or
bolt four wooden strips along the beam's length to increase this
diameter? I got a carpentry shop to plane four flat surfaces on my beams
to take such strips.
b) metal pins are essential if you are putting on the length of warp you
describe. I used very large nails, with heads cut off, knocked into
previously drilled holes, to avoid any splitting tendency.
Peter Collingwood
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 10:38:55 EDT
From: BethToor@aol.com
Subject: Re: W- Loom Music Periodical
I think our Guild might be interested. We have a partial collection of Loom
Music and I have about the last ten years which I inherited from my mother.
Incidentally Mary Sandine was the wife of my organic chemistry professor at
the University of Alberta.
I don't have time right now to look up what our guild (Pittsburgh) has as I
am about to leave town for ten days but if you haven't disposed of it by
August 1, I would definitely be interested in hearing what you are charging
as I think I might like to have it myself if the Guild doesn't want it.
Beth Toor, Guild Librarian, Pittsburgh Weavers Guild
bethtoor@aol.com
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 10:43:23 EDT
From: BethToor@aol.com
Subject: Re: W- Loom Music Periodical
Anne:
Glad they have found a good home. Maybe someday I'll find another set to
complete the collection.
Beth Toor
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 320
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Fri Jul 21 06:39:15 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA01947 for <ralph@localhost>; Fri, 21 Jul 2000 06:39:12 -0700
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Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Fri, 21 Jul 2000 06:39:13 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id WAA08062
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 20 Jul 2000 22:08:51 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta006.topica.com (outmta006.topica.com [206.132.75.208])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id WAA26399
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 20 Jul 2000 22:08:49 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 321
Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 22:08:14 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.920549104-212058698-964156094@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -RE: The Great Warp Beam Disaster
By amurphy@cbcag.edu
Re: The Great Warp Beam Disaster
By carleton@mcn.org
Leslie Voiers
By yapeters@concentric.net
Re: sectional beams
By laurafry@netbistro.com
Re: sectional beams
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Re:Conversion of plain beam to sectional
By admark@mcn.org
Re: converting a macomber to texsolv tie-up
By bnathans@mindspring.com
Re: converting a macomber to texsolv tie-up
By fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Re: converting a macomber to texsolv tie-up
By warpdlam@bellsouth.net
Re: converting a macomber to texsolv tie-up
By fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 10:19:53 -0500
From: "Murphy, Alice" <amurphy@cbcag.edu>
Subject: RE: The Great Warp Beam Disaster
We converted a leclerc MIra plain beam to sectional with steel pegs. Think
we got the pegs from some where else, though. It involved measuring VERY
carefully and drilling holes every 2 inches. There are four pegs going
around the beam at each spot. Fortunately for me, my brother measured and
drilled then I got to pound in the pegs. Works well. There are also strips
of wood available which can be bolted on, that have steel u shaped "pegs"
think Leclerc may sell these. They come in various lengths to fit differing
sized looms.
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Hope this helps.
Alice in missouri
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 08:43:10 -0700
From: carleton@mcn.org
Subject: Re: The Great Warp Beam Disaster
>Vincent Carleton,
>
>Can you please expand on the idea of steel pegs for a sectional bean?
>I'm about to convert one of my beams to sectional and am looking for
>ideas.
I am a rug weaver and wind my warps very tight and as long as I can
afford; around 60-90 yards at a time, in linen. I have used steel
dents for years. I also have an old loom that Jim Ahrens built for
himself long befor AVL existed, it also has steel dents. I use 3/16"
steel rod bent into loops but straight pegs work as well. The pegs
are placed on 2" centers or 1" centers depending on what you like.
The heavy steel allows for very high pegs that can take long warps
without bending out. Remember that winding a warp is like winding a
string around your finger; even under light tension the pressure can
get very high with many turns, and this can cause the pegs to bend
outward with long warps.
I suggest that you make wood rails ( use good clear fir) and
pre-drill them on a bench press. After mounting on your warp beam
check for taper by mounting a rail, that can guide a router, off the
back of your loom. By passing the router back and forth over the
rails you can obtain a consistent diameter all along the length of
the beam ( very important ) then drive in the steel pegs. Tapes can
be made of heavy twine that can be tied off at the base of the pegs.
That's about it....
Vincent Carleton, in Elk Ca
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 12:36:11 -0400
From: "Sue Peters" <yapeters@concentric.net>
Subject: Leslie Voiers
Anyone have Leslie Voiers e mail address?
Thanks,
Sue Peters near the Saginaw Bay
<yapeters@concentric.net>
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 08:28:33 -0700
From: Laura Fry <laurafry@netbistro.com>
Subject: Re: sectional beams
When I got my AVL lo, these many years ago, I quickly found that
I detested the wooden pegs they used. Doug converted the beams
to use the Leclerc metal "hoops". He also re-built the 60" long
beam, reinforcing it to withstand the great tension that I beam
under. The Leclerc rakes are somewhat smaller than the AVL rakes,
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and were bowing under the tension.
Laura Fry
about to beam 100 yards of 2/8 cotton for placemats while
finishing
off the current 100 yards of black mega warp.....
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 17:56:49 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: sectional beams
Laura wrote:
>When I got my AVL lo, these many years ago, I quickly found that
>I detested the wooden pegs they used.
AVL sectional beams now come w/ hoops. I think by default they come w/ 2"
sections, but the holes are punched for 1" sections, so you just have to
order extra hoops. I know at least one person who is retrofitting an old
AVL beam (wooden pegs), w/ the AVL hoops, but her husband is a blacksmith
and is the most talented fix-it person I've ever met (to say nothing of
being a fantastic artist in his craft).
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 17:40:00 -0800
From: adriane nicolaisen <admark@mcn.org>
Subject: Re:Conversion of plain beam to sectional
To LJWilson@jumo.com
I once converted a plain beam on a Glimakra loom by using a kit intended
for and made by LeClerc which I bought from Robin and Russ. It included
blocks to make the beam a yard in diameter plus it had the metal hoops
instead of wooden pegs. Check with Robin and Russ to see if they still
carry these kits.
Adriane Nicolaisen
Mendocino
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 20:53:06 -0400
From: bnathans@mindspring.com
Subject: Re: converting a macomber to texsolv tie-up
A friend is tired of duct-taping her macomber hooks into place and wonders if anyone has
rigged up a Texsolv system for that loom??
Barbara Nathans
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 20:59:08 -0400
From: fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Re: converting a macomber to texsolv tie-up
I am in the process of doing exactly that to my Macomber
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after the recommendation of others to do just that.
Carol in the Flatlands of MI
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 20:56:10 -0400
From: deb <warpdlam@bellsouth.net>
Subject: Re: converting a macomber to texsolv tie-up
I was wondering is this a baby mac everyone is converting?

Deb in Tn

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 22:12:49 -0400
From: fiberweaver@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Re: converting a macomber to texsolv tie-up
Mine is a 56" 10H, 3box Flyshuttle that I am converting.
Carol
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 321
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Fri Jul 21 06:39:21 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA01953 for <ralph@localhost>; Fri, 21 Jul 2000 06:39:19 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Fri, 21 Jul 2000 06:39:20 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA21561
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 21 Jul 2000 03:35:43 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta011.topica.com (outmta011.topica.com [206.132.75.228])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA00946
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 21 Jul 2000 03:35:36 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 322
Date: Fri, 21 Jul 2000 03:31:48 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1320499713-212058698-964175508@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re. Huck Lace Diamonds, revisited
By Yvonne@anwg.org
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2000 23:10:17 -0600
From: "Yvonne Coopmans" <Yvonne@anwg.org>
Subject: Re. Huck Lace Diamonds, revisited
Announcing the New and Approved
Eight Shaft Huck Lace Diamond patterns as seen in the Handwoven magazine
advertisement for Heirloom Shuttles,
created by Linda Heinrich, woven by Susan Harvey.
There was an error in the original transcription, but thanks to the feedback
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we got from several weavers, we have corrected the original draft, and added
an alternative floor loom treadling plan and a table loom lift plan for this
intriguing lace design. If you have downloaded or printed the pattern
previously, please re-visit the pages and use this version.
http://anwg.org/ search for Susan Harvey
Yvonne Coopmans, humbled web and weaving acolyte
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 322
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sat Jul 22 06:48:32 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA03173 for <ralph@localhost>; Sat, 22 Jul 2000 06:48:29 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sat, 22 Jul 2000 06:48:29 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA29973
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 22 Jul 2000 03:32:15 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta015.topica.com (outmta015.topica.com [206.132.75.232])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA16005
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 22 Jul 2000 03:32:08 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 323
Date: Sat, 22 Jul 2000 03:31:31 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.367075292-212058698-964261891@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 321
By Sfsaulson@aol.com
Re: converting macomber tie-up to texsolv.
By bnathans@mindspring.com
Loom sale and warp board wanted.....
By apbutler@ync.net
four box fly assembly
By darmul@netbistro.com
four box fly assembly
By darmul@netbistro.com
Re: converting a macomber to texsolv tie-up
By Arreva@aol.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 21 Jul 2000 09:24:04 EDT
From: Sfsaulson@aol.com
Subject: Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 321
Converting a Baby Mac to Texsov
After getting some very good, detailed advice from members of WeaveTech, I
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recently successfully and easily converted my Macomber o Texsolv. It's
funny that the question came up just this week, because I had been meaning to
write to thank the list and to report on my conversion.
The problem of the hooks falling off (both old and new styles) was
particularly pronounced on my Macomber (I think I may have something of a
"lemon"). I feel so liberated now! I really like the Texsolv solution. In
addition of being free of the hook problem, the treadling action is both
smoother and more positive, if that's possible. Following the technique
suggested to me, the cords can be secured in 2 different positions, one
engaged and the other disengaged, when not in use. Thus, once the cords are
on, they always just stay there, even when not "tied up."
For my 24-inch folding Macomber, I cut Texsolv cords 12 inches long.
Choose a treadle to tie up. Leave 1 Macomber hook on. This functions as a
template, maintaining the correct height and angle of the treadle during the
initial conversion. Depress that treadle. I then used 2 electrical clamps
to clamp the lams of the treadle you are working on to neighboring lams, just
to hold the treadle down, keep everything stable, and freeing both your hands
to attach the cord. Loop the already-cut cord over the lam, and pull it
through a loop. Now it's secure at the top. Underneath the treadle, secure
the cord with a Texsolv pin. The official Macomber treadle hook maintains
the height, telling you where to put the pin. After you have done the first
cord on a treadle, you can remove the Macomber hook. It has done it's job,
and now your first cord is maintaining the correct height and angle of the
treadle. At this point, several people suggested marking your chosen loop in
the cord with magic marker, for future reference. Underneath the lam, there
will be about 2 inches of extra cord. This has a use. When a cord is not in
use, simply move the pin to the bottom of the cord, which lowers the treadle
to it's flat position.
Another thing I like about this system, is that I think the loom is going
to be easier to transport now. No hooks will fall off or bend, and all the
cords can just be there ready to use, either in their tied-up or un tied-up
positions.
Janet Stollnitz and I agreed that the conversion may be most successful
on the small Macombers. On the larger ones-- which I have no experience
with-- you might want to try the heavier-duty Texsolv cord, which is designed
for rug weavers.
Again, I really want to thank WeaveTech for helping me with this.
Several people spent a long time both on and off list helping me, expecially
Janet Stollnitz and Laurie Audio. I, for one, am delighted with the
conversion. I wish I had done it a long time ago.
Sarah Saulson
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 21 Jul 2000 10:47:58 -0400
From: bnathans@mindspring.com
Subject: Re: converting macomber tie-up to texsolv.
HOW are you converting Macomber hook arrangement to hold the texsolv stuff? She didn't
seem to think it was obvious.
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 21 Jul 2000 18:10:17 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Loom sale and warp board wanted.....
Some will receive this a few times....sorry about that.....
Thanks to all who showed interest in the loom...it has been sold...
And also, thanks to all those who offered plans, ideas and suggestions for
building a warping board. One extremely generous lister is providing my
student with a warping reel.......thank you to all of you for your
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thoughtful responses and caring wishes.......weavers are terrific people!
Su :-) apbutler@ync.net
"True freedom lies in the realization and calm acceptance of the fact that
there may very well be no perfect answer." - Allen Reid McGinnis
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 21 Jul 2000 19:29:26 -0700
From: "Darlene Mulholland" <darmul@netbistro.com>
Subject: four box fly assembly
Well, I've taken my four box fly assembly off my loom and replaced it =
with the single box fly. I messed up my wrist last year [hit it on the =
beater] and it just doesn't like using the four box.
I've decided to sell it as I'm trying to get a bit of room in the =
studio. E-mail me for details if you are interested. I might be =
willing to do a trade on another single box to mount closer in for =
weaving scarves. <G>
Darlene Mulholland
darmul@netbistro.com
Artisan Knitting Machine Dealer
www.pgmoneysaver.bc.ca/weaving/=20
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 21 Jul 2000 20:17:01 -0700
From: "Darlene Mulholland" <darmul@netbistro.com>
Subject: four box fly assembly
I forgot to say this fits a 60" AVL. I think the heat might be affecting =
me tonight. <G>
Darlene Mulholland
darmul@netbistro.com
Artisan Knitting Machine Dealer
www.pgmoneysaver.bc.ca/weaving/=20
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 21 Jul 2000 23:44:59 EDT
From: Arreva@aol.com
Subject: Re: converting a macomber to texsolv tie-up
Please describe the process involved, and also mention whether or not the
crossbeam that you're tying to has holes drilled in it or is just a plain
metal beam.
Arlene
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 323
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Mon Jul 24 06:05:55 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA04710 for <ralph@localhost>; Mon, 24 Jul 2000 06:05:52 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Mon, 24 Jul 2000 06:05:53 MST
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Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA00956
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 24 Jul 2000 03:32:31 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta010.topica.com (outmta010.topica.com [206.132.75.222])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA08240
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 24 Jul 2000 03:32:29 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 324
Date: Mon, 24 Jul 2000 03:31:19 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.885359771-212058698-964434679@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Solving the Warp Beam Disaster
By admark@mcn.org
Re: Solving the Warp Beam Disaster
By rsblau@cpcug.org
unsubscribe
By rain@rmi.net
loom for sale
By weevings@juno.com
Re: WeavePoint Upgrade
By Mooreweave@aol.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sun, 23 Jul 2000 10:05:06 -0800
From: adriane nicolaisen <admark@mcn.org>
Subject: Solving the Warp Beam Disaster
Since my 1/2 yard AVL warp beam collapsed from too much tension, I've
received numerous suggestions about fixing the problem. The solution is
motivated by the need to keep up with orders and keep my weavers employed.
I've had a carpenter friend enlarge the support blocks and end plates so
that the entire circumference of the beam is 3/4 yard.
We took the end
plate diameter up to 13" which allows the future retro fit of metal hoops
to replace the wooden pegs. This still leaves room for cloth build up on
the cloth beam and fits within the frame very nicely. The only problem
left to test is how the Brake Drum will function since I did not increase
it's diameter. Vincent Carleton and I discussed this on the phone and both
of us came to the conclusion that the tension I need wil be fine without
enlarging it. If not, we figured a couple of solutions to try. It will
all be put to the test by the end of the week and I'll let you all know the
outcome.
In all of this, I never have understood why beam circumference was
calculated to be exactly 1 yard or exactly 1/2 yard. What difference does
it make since the warp usually is measured by some device other than the
size of the beam.
Adriane Nicolaisen
Mendocino CA
------------------------------
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Date: Sun, 23 Jul 2000 17:42:54 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: Solving the Warp Beam Disaster
Adriane wondered:
>In all of this, I never have understood why beam circumference was
>calculated to be exactly 1 yard or exactly 1/2 yard. What difference does
>it make since the warp usually is measured by some device other than the
>size of the beam.
I can think of two reasons off the top of my head: (1) I bet there are
people who keep track of revolutions of the beam as a way of measuring
warp. I'm sure these would be warps of, say, under 10 yards, and Sod's Law
says that you're sure to get interrupted while you're doing it, but I bet
some people count this way. (2) While the little yardage counter that fits
either in your spool winder or your tension box can count 10ths of yards,
the electronic yardage counter counts revolutions of the beam. It is
reading a magnet, and each time the magnet passes by, the electronic gadget
increases the reading by one. It's a pricely little toy, but I have one &
love it. If you use this gadget, beam circumference more or less equals
yardage, not counting warp buildup, etc. I guess if you use the electronic
counter w/ a 1/2 yd beam, you have to put on twice as many revolutions as
you want yards.
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Sun, 23 Jul 2000 22:38:34 -0600
From: "Lynne or Steve Ranes" <rain@rmi.net>
Subject: unsubscribe
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_002D_01BFF4F6.BC3E60C0
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
------=_NextPart_000_002D_01BFF4F6.BC3E60C0
Content-Type: text/html;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D'"MSHTML 4.72.3110.7"' name=3DGENERATOR>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV></BODY></HTML>
------=_NextPart_000_002D_01BFF4F6.BC3E60C0-------------------------------
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Date: Mon, 24 Jul 2000 01:26:37 -0400
From: Bonni Backe <weevings@juno.com>
Subject: loom for sale
Yes, still downsizing, still selling everything I think I can live
without (for a while, anyway).
I've listed my Louet Magic Dobby on the Fiber Equipment & Barter Page
<http://www.angelfire.com/me2/BARTERPAGE/index.html > maybe you've just
always wondered what they look like, there's a photo there, so you can
see.
It's a great loom just doesn't fit into my current plans to run away from
home!
Bonni in Jersey City, NJ (for now)
Weevings Miniature Handwovens
http://weevings.com/yarn for the remains of the yarn stash culling
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 24 Jul 2000 01:48:57 EDT
From: Mooreweave@aol.com
Subject: Re: WeavePoint Upgrade
I, too, would like to know about the weavePoint Upgrade.
mooreweave@aol.com Thanks Julie

Email

-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 324
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Tue Jul 25 05:58:24 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id FAA05876 for <ralph@localhost>; Tue, 25 Jul 2000 05:58:22 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Tue, 25 Jul 2000 05:58:22 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA13417
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Tue, 25 Jul 2000 03:32:51 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta014.topica.com (outmta014.topica.com [206.132.75.231])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA24819
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Tue, 25 Jul 2000 03:32:37 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 325
Date: Tue, 25 Jul 2000 03:31:31 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1451292895-951758591-964521091@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 324
By hubbard182@worldnet.att.net
RE: Solving the Warp Beam Disaster
By amurphy@cbcag.edu
Re: loom for sale
By warpdlam@bellsouth.net
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-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Mon, 24 Jul 2000 07:34:35 -0400
From: "Jeffrey D. & Martha H. Hubbard" <hubbard182@worldnet.att.net>
Subject: Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 324
> I can think of two reasons off the top of my head: (1) I bet there are
> people who keep track of revolutions of the beam as a way of measuring
> warp. I'm sure these would be warps of, say, under 10 yards,
I always count yardage by beam revolutions, whether I'm putting on 20 or
100 yds. I use AVL's mechanical counter that uses a small metal pin in the
rim of the beam as a trip. It works like a charm. I figure the extra
yardage from buildup gives me a little cushion for that last project that I
always seem to want to squeeze in.
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 24 Jul 2000 08:56:25 -0500
From: "Murphy, Alice" <amurphy@cbcag.edu>
Subject: RE: Solving the Warp Beam Disaster
I do count the revolutions on 2 looms, Had a counter that dropped a nut into
a can, but it didn't make enough noise for me to hear it. When I do this
every cat is out of the room the phone gets answered by the machine and I
stop whenever my mind tries to wander off! I do not neccessarily count for
yardage but to make sure I have the same amount of warp on each section.
One of these days I will likely spring for the counter!
But as shorter
warps under 10 yards or those for which I don't want to wind umpty umph
spools are chained, not really a problem. To each her/his own! Of course
not being a production weaver, thanks to being employed as a library full
time, that helps. If I were dealing with 50 yards warps it would be
different. Though I counted on the rugloom but that is a bigger beam. and
it didn't cause trouble, usually.
Alice in MO
-----------------------------Date: Mon, 24 Jul 2000 09:20:32 -0400
From: deb <warpdlam@bellsouth.net>
Subject: Re: loom for sale
Bonni, I am interested if it is still available. I am in Tn but was
wondering how hard it would be to take apart to ship? And do you have any
idea on how much it would be, a ball park guess would be great. I have
friends in Md and Vir. that I go and see so I could ship it there to keep it
cheaper. What do you think? Thanks Deb in Tn. warpdlam@bellsouth.net
Bonni Backe wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Yes, still downsizing, still selling everything I think I can live
without (for a while, anyway).
I've listed my Louet Magic Dobby on the Fiber Equipment & Barter Page
<http://www.angelfire.com/me2/BARTERPAGE/index.html > maybe you've just
always wondered what they look like, there's a photo there, so you can
see.
It's a great loom just doesn't fit into my current plans to run away from
home!
Bonni in Jersey City, NJ (for now)
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>
>
>
>
>
>

Weevings Miniature Handwovens
http://weevings.com/yarn for the remains of the yarn stash culling
___________________________________________________________
T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics

-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 325
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Wed Jul 26 06:15:48 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA07647 for <ralph@localhost>; Wed, 26 Jul 2000 06:15:45 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Wed, 26 Jul 2000 06:15:46 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA02587
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Wed, 26 Jul 2000 03:32:13 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta004.topica.com (outmta004.topica.com [206.132.75.201])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA14042
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Wed, 26 Jul 2000 03:32:09 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 326
Date: Wed, 26 Jul 2000 03:31:34 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1017477192-951758591-964607494@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: Digest issue 325 - Counting revs.
By tpv@world.std.com
Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 325
By warpedloom@hotmail.com
W-Kentucky Guild Member???
By arwells@erols.com
W- Elmer Wallace Hickman Portfolios
By arwells@erols.com
WW
By MargeCoe@concentric.net
Re: WW
By rsblau@cpcug.org
Macomber ties
By sondrose@earthlink.net
book and 8 shafts
By bonnieinouye@yahoo.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Tue, 25 Jul 2000 08:26:16 -0400
From: Tom Vogl <tpv@world.std.com>
Subject: Re: Digest issue 325 - Counting revs.
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We use both a revolution counter (built out of an old rain guage) and
the yardage counter on the tension box. They are both somewhat
unreliable, the revolution counter because sometimes it double counts if
we don't go over the counting point smoothly enough (or have to back up)
and the yardage counter because it slips.
However, for our 25-50 yard warps, it works most of the time and the
point that the Hubbards make is paramount: consistency among sections is
far more important than accuracy in measuring length. In terms of wasted
warp, the former saves dollars, the latter pennies.
Cheers,
Tom.
-www.world.std.com/~kcl
tpv@world.std.com
"When did the goose that lays golden eggs turn into
a cash cow?"
K. C. Long
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 25 Jul 2000 07:54:42 CDT
From: "Debora orndorff" <warpedloom@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 325
Bonni and list sorry for that reply going to the list. I have to bow out on
the loom for now. Sorry Deb in Tn.
________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 25 Jul 2000 10:22:35 -0700
From: Anne Wells <arwells@erols.com>
Subject: W-Kentucky Guild Member???
I have another old book I need to find a good home for. It's called "Kentucky
Coverlets", and author is Lou Tate, copyright 1938. Although it's not very big (35
pages, including the index) it appears to have threadings and illustrations for almost
80 coverlets.
There is some historical background in this book, also.
If there is a Kentucky Guild that doesn't have this book and will take care of it,
I'd like to sell it to you if you want it. Very reasonable price.
Please get in
touch with me, off-line. Otherwise, I would like to find a guild library that can take
care of this old book -- paperback, BTW.
Thanks,
Anne
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 25 Jul 2000 10:25:24 -0700
From: Anne Wells <arwells@erols.com>
Subject: W- Elmer Wallace Hickman Portfolios
Does anyone have a collection of these Portfolios, the type which include
woven samples?? I would like to hear from you. I need to figure out a fair price
for this set, having offered it to a very nice person!
I am clueless as to a fair
price of these.
Please reply off-list!!
Thanks,
Anne
arwells@erols.com
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Date: Tue, 25 Jul 2000 10:25:09 -0700
From: <MargeCoe@concentric.net>
Subject: WW
Thought I'd update folks on delivery expectations--heard last week from AVL
that my Warping Wheel is slated to be shipped any day now! It was ordered 3
weeks before Convergence--so depending on rate of production, we should see
a flurry of questions regarding its use any day now!
Margaret
------------------------------------------------------------------MargeCoe@concentric.net
Tucson, AZ USA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Tue, 25 Jul 2000 17:39:42 -0400
From: Ruth Blau <rsblau@cpcug.org>
Subject: Re: WW
>Thought I'd update folks on delivery expectations--heard last week from AVL
>that my Warping Wheel is slated to be shipped any day now!
Lucky Marge! AVL is moving to a new location in Chico, and I think the
move is happening in August. Those of you who've been to workshops at AVL
know that it's spread out among several buildings along a two-block area.
I understand that after the move, they'll all be consolidated under the
same roof. Should be much more efficient for them in the long run, but I
bet there won't be much production--on WW's or anything else--while they're
packing up to move, actually moving, and settling in at the facility.
Happy housewarming, AVL--but keep those WW's coming! <ggg>
Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------rsblau@cpcug.org
Arlington, VA USA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: Tue, 25 Jul 2000 15:57:18 -0700
From: "Sondra Rose" <sondrose@earthlink.net>
Subject: Macomber ties
To all you people who are replacing your Macomber rigid wire ties with
Texsolv, what are you doing with the old ties? I could use some extras please contact me privately.
--Sondra Rose <sondrose@earthlink.net>
Bellingham, WA
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 25 Jul 2000 21:25:37 -0600
From: Bonnie Inouye <bonnieinouye@yahoo.com>
Subject: book and 8 shafts
I am interested in hearing (personally) from anyone who is working with my
new book, Exploring Multishaft Design, and is using 8 or 10 shafts.
Would it help if I printed a pamphlet with additional information and
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examples showing 8 and 10-shaft drafts? Or is it easy enough to make your
own by following the steps as given? I do have a second book already
started, and think it might be better to continue with that, but don't want
to leave anyone feeling stranded. I was trying to help, when I wrote the
first book, but was thinking more about those using 12 or more shafts.
Bonnie Inouye
www.geocities.com/bonnieinouye
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 326
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Thu Jul 27 05:48:40 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id FAA08773 for <ralph@localhost>; Thu, 27 Jul 2000 05:48:37 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Thu, 27 Jul 2000 05:48:38 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA09793
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 27 Jul 2000 03:48:54 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta004.topica.com (outmta004.topica.com [206.132.75.201])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA00966
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Thu, 27 Jul 2000 03:48:53 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 327
Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 03:31:55 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.1785959081-212058698-964693915@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Books wanted
By apbutler@ync.net
Re: Measuring warp lenght
By admark@mcn.org
Re: Measuring warp length
By diamor@saltspring.com
RE: Books wanted
By art@halfwaytree.com
OT: Stockholm, request for housing info
By soloviova@earthlink.net
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Wed, 26 Jul 2000 07:12:12 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Books wanted
Hi all, sorry if you receive this twice....
I am searching for two books. If anyone has a copy of either of these
they would like to sell, please contact me privately.
Arnold, Ruth:
Murphy, John:

Weaving on a Draw-loom
Treatise on the Art of Weaving
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Thanks so much.......
Su :-) apbutler@ync.net
"True freedom lies in the realization and calm acceptance of the fact that
there may very well be no perfect answer." - Allen Reid McGinnis
-----------------------------Date: Tue, 25 Jul 2000 08:52:43 -0800
From: adriane nicolaisen <admark@mcn.org>
Subject: Re: Measuring warp lenght
Since we've gotten going on a discusion of measuring warp length, here's
what I've found from using several methods.
I used to put on 50 yard warps using a trip counter which measures
revolutions of the beam. It was very inaccurated when it came to measuring
actual yards. I would often have sections several turns different from
each other.
I then began using two beams together still using the trip counter. The
half yard beam always had way more yarn on it than I would have expected
even using the concept that the beam was half the diameter of the yard beam.
I then swithed to using a yardage counter on the tension box. This is FAR
more accurate and even with 150 yard warps, I rarely have a section much
more than a turn off. And the two beams are usually about the same as
well.
I also count yards as I weave and find I'm actually getting the full 150
yards off the loom as fabric. Whereas when using the trip counter, the
yardage wasn't always quite equal to the yardage expected. This may be due
to the fact that the counter takes into account the stretch of the yarn
whereas the revolution counter doesn't.
Adriane Nicolaisen
Mendocino CA
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 26 Jul 2000 09:28:07 -0700
From: "Diane Mortensen" <diamor@saltspring.com>
Subject: Re: Measuring warp length
After various attempts at counting warp length while winding sectionally I
quickly settled for using a yardage counter. For really long warps, the
trip counter would end up adding an additional 4 or 5 yards to my warp
length because of increases in the warp beam circumference caused by the
warp.
However, with the yardage counter I occasionally found that I had problems
such as slippage (and thus inaccurate counting) or the thread would slip off
the counter without me realizing it. So my solution was to take a little
sandpaper and sand the varnish off the little wheel's thread track and then
add a thin layer of contact cement or rubber cement. This adds sufficient
tackiness to the wheel to ensure that the thread stays grounded to the
counter, keeping it both from slipping and flying off. I do have to renew
the glue job a couple of times a year.
By the way, I once did a test of various counters to see if there was much
difference in their accuracy, particularly as the cost varied so much
amongst them. The results were that the operator made the biggest
difference - not the device! The key to accurate counting seemed to be
smooth consistency. Jerking starts and sudden stops were the biggest cause
of inaccuracy in my tests. All counters worked well if one started each
section slowly, then built up speed, slowing down towards the end of the
section. The more stops and starts during winding, the more likely to have
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inconsistencies in length between sections. Which rather ends up meaning
that beginners are likely to have more problems with consistent section
lengths than experienced people. Ain't that the way!
As an aside, during the summer my studio is open to the public most days as
part of the Salt Spring Island Studio Tours so I never know who might come
visiting. Well, last week it was Beau Bridges and family. They fell in
love with my male Golden Retriever, purchased tableware for their two homes
and Beau would have also bought a blanket and shawl but his wife vetoed
them. (I almost sent her to the car to wait - what a spoilsport.<g>) When
he told his wife he would really like to buy the shawl for her, she replied
that she didn't know where she would wear it. I almost piped up, "The
Academy Awards night would be nice."
Diane
Diane Mortensen
Salt Spring Island, B.C.
diamor@saltspring.com
http://www.islandweaver.com
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 26 Jul 2000 13:36:00 -0600
From: "Art McGathey" <art@halfwaytree.com>
Subject: RE: Books wanted
http://www.complex-weavers.org/libbooks.htm
I think the book referred to on the above page as "The Art of Weaving" is a
copy of Murphy's book, available for loan through Complex Weavers Group.
Art McGathey
art@halfwaytree.com
http://www.halfwaytree.com/looms
-----------------------------Date: Wed, 26 Jul 2000 15:28:27 -0700 (PDT)
From: Carrie Brezine <soloviova@earthlink.net>
Subject: OT: Stockholm, request for housing info
I am trying to find accomodations for two people in Stockholm in
mid-September for a conference. All the hotels that have been suggested to
me by the conference planners are "totally full". If any lister is familiar
with Stockholm and environs and can suggest a place close to the Wenner-Gren
Foundation, I'd be most grateful. Thanks.
Carrie in Portland OR
soloviova@earthlink.net
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 327
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Fri Jul 28 06:21:30 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA09593 for <ralph@localhost>; Fri, 28 Jul 2000 06:21:25 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Fri, 28 Jul 2000 06:21:26 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
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by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA16666
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 28 Jul 2000 03:34:56 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta011.topica.com (outmta011.topica.com [206.132.75.228])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA17009
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Fri, 28 Jul 2000 03:33:11 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 328
Date: Fri, 28 Jul 2000 03:31:55 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.388192297-212058698-964780315@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: Stockholm, request for housing info
By judycass@lakenet.com
Re: Stockholm, request for housing info
By Kris.Bergstad@Valley.Net
SV: Stockholm, request for housing info
By lovisa@tanum.mail.telia.com
SV: Stockholm, request for housing info PS
By lovisa@tanum.mail.telia.com
Re: Stockholm, request for housing info PS
By judycass@lakenet.com
measuring warp length
By ryeburn@sfu.ca
Tips and Tricks needed
By apbutler@ync.net
Re: measuring warp length
By aafannin@syr.edu
Strange things
By ralph@cs.arizona.edu
Re: Tips and Tricks needed
By Annweave@aol.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 07:11:13 -0500
From: "JUDY CASSERBERG" <judycass@lakenet.com>
Subject: Re: Stockholm, request for housing info
Try Hotel Haga. It is small, inexpensive, clean and not too far from
downtown. We stayed there last year and found it satisfactory. It isn't that
well know to non-Swedes. I haven't the fax number with me but do have it
some where. It is a block from the bus stop and just a few minutes from the
downtown.
Judy in Knife River
----- Original Message ----From: "Carrie Brezine" <soloviova@earthlink.net>
To: "weavetech" <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 26, 2000 5:28 PM
Subject: OT: Stockholm, request for housing info
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>
> I am trying to find accomodations for two people in Stockholm in
> mid-September for a conference. All the hotels that have been suggested
to
> me by the conference planners are "totally full". If any lister is
familiar
> with Stockholm and environs and can suggest a place close to the
Wenner-Gren
> Foundation, I'd be most grateful. Thanks.
>
> Carrie in Portland OR
> soloviova@earthlink.net
>
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
>
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 09:07:31 -0400
From: Kris Bergstad <Kris.Bergstad@Valley.Net>
Subject: Re: Stockholm, request for housing info
Look for a "pensjon" (that's the Norwegian spelling, should work in
Swedish, too) a bed-and-breakfast. Those I've stayed at in Norway have
ranged from a bed in a private house and breakfast at the family table; to
an annex with a couple of bedrooms and a bathroom, and breakfast served on
a tray; to a small hotel.
Kris in drizzly NH
>> I am trying to find accomodations for two people in Stockholm in
>> mid-September for a conference. http://www.topica.com/t/16
>> Newsletters, Tips and Discussion
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 15:36:16 +0200
From: "Nilsson, Lovisa" <lovisa@tanum.mail.telia.com>
Subject: SV: Stockholm, request for housing info
> Try Hotel Haga. It is small, inexpensive, clean and not too far from
> downtown.=20
Hotel Haga
Hagagatan 29=20
Stockholm 113 47=20
tel: 08 - 736 02 00=20
fax: 08 - 32 70 75
http://www.aos.se/E/V/STOSE/0000/25/95/cs1.html
Regards
Lovisa in Sweden
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 15:44:21 +0200
From: "Nilsson, Lovisa" <lovisa@tanum.mail.telia.com>
Subject: SV: Stockholm, request for housing info PS
PS
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I forgot - to call/fax from the States you will have to add your =
international code* and the Swedish code which is 46 and remove the zero =
from the Stockholm area code.
Lovisa
ADRESS:
Hagagatan
Stockholm
tel: 08 fax: 08 =20
=20
=20
=20

29=20
113 47=20
736 02 00 (*46 8 736 02 00)
32 70 75 (*46 8 32 70 75)

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 09:26:31 -0500
From: "JUDY CASSERBERG" <judycass@lakenet.com>
Subject: Re: Stockholm, request for housing info PS
Thanks Lovisa. Glad to hear that someone knew it and had the # quicker then
my digging through my records.
Judy
----- Original Message ----From: "Nilsson, Lovisa" <lovisa@tanum.mail.telia.com>
To: <weavetech@topica.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2000 8:41 AM
Subject: SV: Stockholm, request for housing info PS
>
> PS
> I forgot - to call/fax from the States you will have to add your
international code* and the Swedish code which is 46 and remove the zero
from the Stockholm area code.
> Lovisa
>
> ADRESS:
> Hagagatan 29
> Stockholm 113 47
> tel: 08 - 736 02 00 (*46 8 736 02 00)
> fax: 08 - 32 70 75 (*46 8 32 70 75)
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ___________________________________________________________
> T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
> Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
>
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 08:51:37 -0700
From: Jo Anne Ryeburn <ryeburn@sfu.ca>
Subject: measuring warp length
Peggy Ostercamp, starting on page 89 of her "Warping Your Loom & Tying on
New Warps," discusses the effects on warp length of the build up on the
beam which occurs when you wind on a warp. She describes how to adjust the
number of yards you put on the spools and the number of turns of the beam
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depending on the thickness of the yarn used and the number of yards put on.
I have used her method and found it acceptably accurate.
Jo Anne
Jo Anne Ryeburn

ryeburn@sfu.ca

-----------------------------Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 12:51:16 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Tips and Tricks needed
Hi weavers...sorry if you receive this more than once.....
As some of you know, I write a column for Handwoven magazine entitled The
Answer Lady........the column is set up to help beginning weavers get
answers to questions about any aspect of weaving. One thing I have always
found interesting to read, and a source of repeated reference over the
years, are the various tips and tricks submitted by weavers around the
world. So I am asking if any of you have any little tip or trick to make
your weaving go more smoothly, quicker, more easily, or just better, to
consider sharing it with the readership of the magazine.
It always amazes
me how creative and innovative weavers are.......so if you care to share
your own experiences, I welcome you to do so.
To submit your ideas for
publication, please reply privately to the following address:
Su Butler :-) apbutler@ync.net
Please include your ideas with your full name as well as city, state (and
country if applicable) of residence. I will contact you privately if your
item is selected for use. Weavers are such giving sharing people, and from
what I read on this list, there are a lot of new weavers needing the ideas
and experiences of those who have been weaving longer........
I look forward to hearing from all of you and I sincerely thank you for
your participation!!
Su Butler :-) apbutler@ync.net
"True freedom lies in the realization and calm acceptance of the fact that
there may very well be no perfect answer." - Allen Reid McGinnis
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 21:26:51 -0400
From: Allen Fannin <aafannin@syr.edu>
Subject: Re: measuring warp length
At 08:52 AM 7/27/00 -0700, Jo Anne Ryeburn
wrote:

ryeburn@sfu.ca

>Peggy Ostercamp, starting on page 89 of her "Warping Your Loom & Tying on
>New Warps," discusses the effects on warp length of the build up on the
>beam which occurs when you wind on a warp.
Regardless of the variety of methods handloom weavers use to measure beamed
warp length, still the most accurate and easiest is the use of a
predetermining yardage counter in firm contact with the moving warp sheet
running over a friction surfaced roll. This is a mill system that is
universally proven and easily adapted to the handloom venue. This system
measures the actual amount of yarn passing under the counter wheels and
eliminates the need to count beam or reel rotations as well as compensate
in any way for the change in beam diameter from full to empty. In
addition, a predetermining counter can make a signal, make or break an
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electrical circuit or otherwise indicate when the required yardage has been
made.
AAF
ALLEN FANNIN, Adjunct Prof., Textile Science
Department of Retail Management & Design Technology
224 Slocum Hall Rm 215
College for Human Develpment
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13244-1250
Phone: (315) 443-1256/4635
FAX: (315) 443-2562
-5300
mailto:aafannin@syr.edu>
http://syllabus.syr.edu/TEX/aafannin
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 19:09:03 -0700
From: Ralph Griswold <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>
Subject: Strange things
Bob Metcalfe's column on page 88 of the July 24, 2000 issue of InfoWorld
is about computational fabrics -- "using textile technology to weave
computers".
Ralph
-----------------------------Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2000 23:16:30 EDT
From: Annweave@aol.com
Subject: Re: Tips and Tricks needed
One tip I use when selecting multiple colors of yarn to go together in a
mixed warp. I put all the yarn in the various colors out on a table for
several days and go about my other activities, looking at the yarn as I walk
by. Soon I'll decide which colors I want to use and may even change my mind
as to which color combination I want to use. Often the original yarns I
thought would go well together actually don't work as well as I thought they
would. In a way the yarn colors are talking to me about which ones work well
with each other.
I also have a gray values scale which I use. You can buy these in quilting
stores or at dye or art supply companies. A card has 8 shade of grays
between black and white with holes punched by each gray value. Place the
gray scale over the yarn and squint your eyes so that they are almost closed.
When the yarn color and the gray value seem to match, you have found the
color's relative value of lightness and darkness. The different colors you
use should all be of the same gray value. Pieces that work well have the
same value in their colors.
Ann Shafer, Los Alamos, New Mexico
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 328
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sat Jul 29 06:09:53 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA10927 for <ralph@localhost>; Sat, 29 Jul 2000 06:09:49 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sat, 29 Jul 2000 06:09:50 MST
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Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA25781
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 29 Jul 2000 03:32:36 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta011.topica.com (outmta011.topica.com [206.132.75.228])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA02710
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sat, 29 Jul 2000 03:32:19 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 329
Date: Sat, 29 Jul 2000 03:31:37 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.2136467254-212058698-964866697@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -CW Study Group Info
By autio@pssci.umass.edu
textile conservation question
By janee@softweave.com
Computational Fabrics
By aschlein@concentric.net
Re: Computational Fabrics
By apbutler@ync.net
RE: Computational Fabrics
By amurphy@cbcag.edu
Loom help needed/Bronx NY
By PatriceGeorge@compuserve.com
Treadling music
By tpv@world.std.com
Sticking beater
By chweaver@ma.ultranet.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Fri, 28 Jul 2000 06:33:57 -0400
From: Autio <autio@pssci.umass.edu>
Subject: CW Study Group Info
Hi all, We are doing our annual purge the electronics month (computer, tv,
phone, mail, video games, etc.) starting Saturday. I will be checking
email about once a week but if you need information on a particular study
group it would be best to contact the study group leader directly. They
are all on email and the addresses are listed on the Complex Weavers
website. Consider joining something new this fall! Remember, you must be
a member of CW to join a CW study group.
Looking forward to some uninterrupted weaving time,
Laurie Autio
Complex Weavers Study Group Coordinator
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 28 Jul 2000 08:04:22 -0400
From: Jane Eisenstein <janee@softweave.com>
Subject: textile conservation question
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I inherited a framed and matted piece of embroidery from my grandmother.
Over twenty years ago I had it cleaned, remounted, reframed and matted. As
the frame was getting loose, I took it in to be repaired. That's when I
learned that the mount and mat board last used were not acid free and the
cloth had discolored where it was held between the two.
Will it be safe to just remount and mat the embroidery on acid free board
or does the cloth need to be cleaned first to prevent further acid damage?
If it just needs to be remounted, I feel comfortable doing it myself. If it
needs to be cleaned first, I would want to have that done by a professional
textile conservator.
Thanks,
Jane
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 28 Jul 2000 09:53:56 -0400
From: Alice Schlein <aschlein@concentric.net>
Subject: Computational Fabrics
Ralph's recent message really caught my attention:
>Bob Metcalfe's column on page 88 of the July 24, 2000 issue of InfoWorld
>is about computational fabrics -- "using textile technology to weave
>computers".
I was able to access Infoworld at
http://www.infoworld.com/
and the specific Metcalfe column at
http://www.infoworld.com/articles/op/xml/00/07/24/000724opmetcalfe.xml
I suggest you all check it out, it's really fascinating. Thanks, Ralph.
Alice
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 28 Jul 2000 09:11:03 -0500
From: "Su Butler" <apbutler@ync.net>
Subject: Re: Computational Fabrics
> and the specific Metcalfe column at
http://www.infoworld.com/articles/op/xml/00/07/24/000724opmetcalfe.xml
Thanks for telling us of the article Ralph, and thanks to Alice for
providing the link.....fascinating article! Maybe our computerized dobbies
of the future will be woven as well......
Su Butler :-) apbutler@ync.net
"True freedom lies in the realization and calm acceptance of the fact that
there may very well be no perfect answer." - Allen Reid McGinnis
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 28 Jul 2000 09:10:18 -0500
From: "Murphy, Alice" <amurphy@cbcag.edu>
Subject: RE: Computational Fabrics
Ah, what a tangled web we are technologically weaving!
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Thank You Ralph!
Alice in MO
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 28 Jul 2000 13:35:26 -0400
From: Patrice George <PatriceGeorge@compuserve.com>
Subject: Loom help needed/Bronx NY
If any list members are in the NY metro area,
here is a call from help from a not-for-profit
historical site in the Inwood neighborhood of the Bronx.
The Dyckman Farmhouse Museum is a restored
home that represents the lives of 19th century
NY farm families. Its education program includes
a vegetable garden, antique kitchen tools, spinning
and weaving. They have a loom on-site
which is used for simple demonstrations, but
it recent ran out of warp. No one on the
staff knows how to re-warp it.
They are hoping to find a volunteer who
can have the loom set up and ready by
August 12th. There is little or no budget,
but carfare/travel expense could be reimbursed,
and it might be possible to negotiate a =
fee for time as well. =
=46rom the report of a friend who has visited the site,
the warp that needs to be replace is relatively coarse,
narrow, and woven in tabby. For anyone with average
warping skills, this sounds like it wouldn't take more
than a day to set up (probably less time than that!).
If anyone is interested in finding out more about =
the museum, their website is www.astroatlas.com/dyckmanfarmhouse.
For information on the set-up job, please contact
Allyson Bowen at (212)304-9422, or by email: allysonbowen@earthlink.net.
All best, =
Patrice George =
-----------------------------Date: Fri, 28 Jul 2000 16:42:13 -0400
From: Tom Vogl <tpv@WORLD.STD.COM>
Subject: Treadling music
Hi, Y'all,
I have just finished a lap blanket based on musical pieces that, instead
of using the melody as the basis for threading a 'name' draft, 'plays'
the music and its accompaniment (orchestration) in the treadling on a
point twill threading. If you have an interest in this approach,
pictures and explanatory text are available on our web site:
http://world.std.com/~kcl/weavingproductsblankets.html
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Cheers,
Tom.
-www.world.std.com/~kcl
tpv@world.std.com
"When did the goose that lays golden eggs turn into
a cash cow?"
K. C. Long
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 28 Jul 2007 22:31:42 -0400
From: "Peggy Church" <chweaver@ma.ultranet.com>
Subject: Sticking beater
The loom is a 60 inch AVL with overhead beater. So there are all these
elbow looking devices to pull the beater back to the heddles. On one side
of the loom the inside edge of the beater rubs when the beater is near the
heddles. The other side the beater pretty much rubs the whole way. This
started to occur on my last project and now, after some "rest" it's really
awful. The tolerances are so close. We've done the racking adjustment as
described in the manual and got no improvement.
We have had a rainy spell, but don't these looms work in humid climates? My
house doors are beginning to stick a little as they will in the dog days.
Having tightened everything up is my only recourse to run airconditioning
all the time to dry out the wood?
Peggy Church
chweaver@ma.ultranet.com
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 329
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Sun Jul 30 06:59:11 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id GAA11563 for <ralph@localhost>; Sun, 30 Jul 2000 06:58:49 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Sun, 30 Jul 2000 06:59:09 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA24915
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 30 Jul 2000 03:38:59 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta013.topica.com (outmta013.topica.com [206.132.75.230])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA12428
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Sun, 30 Jul 2000 03:38:52 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 330
Date: Sun, 30 Jul 2000 03:30:56 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.564022343-212058698-964953056@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re: Sticking beater
By spm101@etal.uri.edu
Reeds needed
By wevrscroft@aeroinc.net
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Fw: Web site update
By anitabell@door.net
warp flanges
By as@inreach.com
By gritz@hpnc.com
archives?
By gritz@hpnc.com
RE: Sticking beater reply
By bnjkelly@theriver.com
Re:Convergence
By bnathans@mindspring.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sat, 29 Jul 2000 10:29:45 -0500
From: "Sharon Northby" <spm101@etal.uri.edu>
Subject: Re: Sticking beater
I don't know about the overhead beater but living in coastal Rhode Island my
AVL never works as well in muggy summer as in dry winter. After all they are
built in Chico a dry climate I think. I have talked to AVL about it and they
say they have built in tolerances to take care of the problem but they arn't
enough for RI.
Sharon Northby
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 29 Jul 2000 12:10:16 -0500
From: weaver's croft <wevrscroft@aeroinc.net>
Subject: Reeds needed
seeking reeds:

46" wide by 6" high
28" wide by 4.5" high
appreciate all responses
tia, susan
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 29 Jul 2000 12:55:45 -0500
From: "Anita Bell" <anitabell@door.net>
Subject: Fw: Web site update
----- Original Message ----From: "Frances McClure" <mcclurfd@muohio.edu>
To: "Anita Bell" <anitabell@door.net>
Sent: Saturday, July 29, 2000 8:42 AM
Subject: Web site update
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

A number of additions have been made to the HGA Web site
(http://www.weavespindye.org), including Convergence 2002, Vancouver,
information!
Convergence 2000 pages have photos from Convergence 2000, a listing of
the songs used in the fashion show, and (soon to come) the words to the
parody.
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>
>
>
>
>
>

Also new are links to HGA state reps, more guilds, schools, events,
museums, merchants, and resources; an overview of the COE program;
announcement and application for the (TLC) Teaching & Learning Through
Correspondence program; current list of SS&D staff and Board members,
with direct links; and a complete "how to do it" for felting.

-----------------------------Date: Sat, 29 Jul 2000 12:01:32 -0700
From: "Amanda Snedaker" <as@inreach.com>
Subject: warp flanges
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_0011_01BFF954.BC7952E0
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Hello, listers!
I am looking for a set of warp flanges for my AVL home loom. I know I =
can get them from AVL but they are expensive and I would like to check =
out alternatives if any exist. If you have a set you'd like to get rid =
of or know of other makers, please let me know. My email is below for =
off-list contact.
TIA, Amanda
as@inreach.com
------=_NextPart_000_0011_01BFF954.BC7952E0
Content-Type: text/html;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Diso-8859-1" =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2614.3500" name=3DGENERATOR>
<STYLE></STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Hello, listers!</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>I am looking for a set of warp flanges =
for my AVL=20
home loom.&nbsp; I know I can get them from AVL but they are expensive =
and I=20
would like to check out alternatives if any exist.&nbsp; If you have a =
set you'd=20
like to get rid of or know of other makers, please let me know.&nbsp; My =
email=20
is below for off-list contact.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>TIA, Amanda</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2><A=20
href=3D"mailto:as@inreach.com">as@inreach.com</A></FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV></BODY></HTML>
------=_NextPart_000_0011_01BFF954.BC7952E0------------------------------Date: Sat, 29 Jul 2000 14:56:02 -0500
From: "Aaron and Carolyn Gritzmaker" <gritz@hpnc.com>
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Subject:
GET WEAVETECH TOPICS
END
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 29 Jul 2000 15:18:00 -0500
From: "Aaron and Carolyn Gritzmaker" <gritz@hpnc.com>
Subject: archives?
I need directions to access the WeaveTech archives. The information I have
is pre Topica and I have tried the GET WEAVETECH TOPICS command but got no
response. Thanks!
Carolyn in Maypearl, Texas
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 29-Jul-2000 22:49:31 GMT
From: Jacquie Kelly <bnjkelly@theriver.com>
Subject: RE: Sticking beater reply
I had a lot of trouble with a sticking beater on my 60" AVL. Our climate
is dry except for about 3 months in summer when the "monsoons" come, but
the problem didn't seem to be weather related. The racking adjustment
described in the manual helped temporarily, but soon the beater was
rubbing again. My husband finally fixed the problem for good about 5
years ago. He loosened one of the blocks that supports the racking arms,
and inserted a couple of flat metal shims, about 1/8" thick, between the
block and the main loom, thus squaring the beater.
Try the racking adjustment first, and if that doesn't do it try shims.
We also moved the mounting point of the arm tension cords to relocate
the rest position of the beater.
Nice to hear from you, Peggy.
Jacquie Kelly
car weaver
-----------------------------Date: Sat, 29 Jul 2000 23:38:57 -0700
From: Barbara Nathans <bnathans@mindspring.com>
Subject: Re:Convergence
There are pictures posted on the HGA-Convergence web site from the fashion
show, etc. etc.
http://mindit.netmind.com/go/10001/24724760/7434040/184/1
Barbara Nathans

Bellport, Long Island, New York

-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 330
From list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com Mon Aug 7 10:17:11 2000
Return-Path: list-errors.700002588.0.701753111.004@boing.topica.com
Received: from localhost (ralph@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by saturn.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.8.7/
8.7.3) with ESMTP id KAA00593 for <ralph@localhost>; Mon, 7 Aug 2000 10:17:10 -0700
Received: from bas
by fetchmail-4.5.8 IMAP
for <ralph/localhost> (single-drop); Mon, 07 Aug 2000 10:17:10 MST
Received: from optima.cs.arizona.edu (optima.CS.Arizona.EDU [192.12.69.5])
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by baskerville.CS.Arizona.EDU (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with ESMTP id DAA27539
for <ralph@baskerville.cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 31 Jul 2000 03:34:02 -0700 (MST)
Received: from outmta012.topica.com (outmta012.topica.com [206.132.75.229])
by optima.cs.arizona.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id DAA23243
for <ralph@cs.arizona.edu>; Mon, 31 Jul 2000 03:33:55 -0700 (MST)
To: weavetech@topica.com
From: weavetech@topica.com
Subject: Digest for weavetech@topica.com, issue 331
Date: Mon, 31 Jul 2000 03:31:19 -0700
Message-ID: <0.0.302246365-951758591-965039479@topica.com>
X-Topica-Loop: 0
Status: R
-- Topica Digest -Re:Convergence
By bruciec@trib.com
Re:Convergence
By bruciec@trib.com
-----------------------------------------------------------Date: Sun, 30 Jul 2000 09:14:58 -0600
From: Brucie <bruciec@trib.com>
Subject: Re:Convergence
Something for the usual problem
>There are pictures posted on the HGA-Convergence web site from the fashion
>show, etc. etc.
>http://mindit.netmind.com/go/10001/24724760/7434040/184/1
-----------------------------Date: Sun, 30 Jul 2000 09:44:01 -0600
From: Brucie <bruciec@trib.com>
Subject: Re:Convergence
I DID IT Sent the dreaded note to list instead of to the private party.
am so sorry.

I

At 08:27 AM 7/30/00 -0700, you wrote:
>Something for the usual problem
>
>
>>There are pictures posted on the HGA-Convergence web site from the fashion
>>show, etc. etc.
>>http://mindit.netmind.com/go/10001/24724760/7434040/184/1
>
>
>___________________________________________________________
>T O P I C A The Email You Want. http://www.topica.com/t/16
>Newsletters, Tips and Discussions on Your Favorite Topics
>
-----------------------------End of weavetech@topica.com digest, issue 331
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